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ABSTRACT 
 

Urban street gang characteristics and crimes are present on American Indian 

reservations. The research on American Indian gangs has focused on the reservations 

with minimal attention paid to their interaction with American Indian gang members in 

the urban setting. Examining this interaction is of particular importance since Census 

2000 figures indicate that 64 percent of American Indian/Alaskan Natives reside in the 

urban areas. If we are to continue building the knowledge base about American Indian 

gangs, then any exploration of Native gangs must include American Indians in the urban 

setting. This is the first study to focus on urban Indian gangs. 

The purpose of this study was to explore the extent and nature of American Indian 

involvement in contemporary street gangs with a secondary goal of assessing the 

influence of a gang impacted metropolitan area on Native gangs on the reservations. For 

this study, forty-two metropolitan areas in the U.S. were chosen as well as reservations 

with a tribal police department and sheriff’s departments whose jurisdiction was inclusive 

of, or adjacent to, the metropolitan and/or tribal areas. A survey instrument methodology 

was employed.  

The literature on American Indian gang members alleged that urban Indian gang 

members only joined other established ethnic gangs. This study found that urban Indian 

youth have formed their own gangs with criminal participation running the gamut as 

other gangs. However, the levels of participation and severity are lower than other street 

gangs. Results also found no correlation between distance or exposure to an urban center 
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and the presence of gangs on the reservations. It appears that it is an adoption of a ‘gang 

mentality’ that is occurring as opposed to a physical exposure to other gang members.   

Fortunately, the levels of American Indian gang involvement are still lower than 

established street gangs, particularly in the area of gang violence. This fact makes this a 

timely opportunity for strengthening prevention and intervention efforts towards 

lessening the lure of the ‘gang life’ for American Indian youth, both in the urban and 

reservation settings, before they too become entrenched in the destructive gang lifestyle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The gang subculture has emerged as one of the most significant social problems 

in the history of our country. Crossing all racial, ethnic and socioeconomic boundaries, 

gang activity and the belief system associated with it, has made its presence known in 

every state in our nation, and within most communities, both large and small. 

Chris Grant (Ret. Captain, Rapid City Police Department, January, 2004) 

 

 
 Originally, the word “gang” did not imply negative connotations. In Old English, 

the word simply meant “a number of people who went around together” (Valdez, 2000, 

pg. 1). However in today’s world, the word “gang” has become synonymous with violent 

and criminal groups (Goldstein, 1991).  While definitions of gangs have varied over time, 

according to the perceptions and interests of the definer and the changing social reality of 

the gang, inherent in most current definitions of a gang is the idea of criminality. For 

example, the California Penal Code defines a criminal street gang as: “…any ongoing 

organization, association, or group of three or more persons, whether formal or 

informal…having a common identifying sign or symbol, and whose members 

individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal activity” 

(Cal. Penal Code § 186.22). Because this study focuses on American Indian gang 

members, an Indian Country law enforcement definition must also be included. As 

developed by the Indian Police Academy (in conjunction with the Federal Law 

Enforcement Training Center), a gang is defined as: “Two or more people who form an 

allegiance for a common purpose, identifies with or claims a territory in the community, 

and engages individually or collectively, in violence or criminal activity” (Juneau, 1998, 
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Section II). It is these groups of individuals who come together, for the purposes of 

participating in criminal activities that are the focus of this study.      

 The research literature on contemporary street gangs indicates that urban gang 

characteristics and criminal activities are now present in suburban and rural areas of the 

United States, including American Indian reservations. A review of current research on 

American Indian gangs indicates a primary focus on gang prevention, intervention, and 

suppression efforts on the Indian reservations with minimal attention paid to their 

interaction with Native gang members in urban areas with large American Indian 

populations. Examining this interaction is of particular importance since the 2000 Census 

figures indicate that 64 percent of those who identify themselves as American 

Indian/Alaskan Native people reside in the urban areas of this country. If we are to 

continue building the knowledge base about American Indian gangs and the youth who 

make up their members, then any exploration of American Indian gangs must be 

expanded to include American Indians in the urban setting.  

 Scholars studying American Indian gangs concluded that Native gangs were 

primarily rural with some urban ties (Nielsen, Zion & Hailer, 1998). However, as further 

research has been conducted on the reservations, evidence indicates that gang ties to 

urban areas are greater than we first concluded. Research conducted by Mendenhall 

(1999), Grant (1999), De Witt (1998) and Hailer (1998) found an urban-reservation 

connection associated with the emergence of Native gangs yet this association is based on 

preliminary findings and the urban connection has yet to be explored with any depth. A 

recent study attempting to further explore this relationship was conducted by Armstrong 
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and Mendenhall (Action Research on Youth Gangs in Indian Country: Profiling the 

Problem and Seeking Solutions – funded by OJJDP). The decision to include off-

reservation urban sites in their study was prompted by findings from the Navajo Gang 

Study (Armstrong & Mendenhall, 2002), which “clearly confirmed that Native American 

gang members are associated with and deeply involved in other gangs, most notably 

those of Hispanic and African-American identity located in metropolitan areas. This 

linkage appears to be quite pronounced in areas where large Native American 

communities are already located and intense mobility by tribal members between the city 

and reservation exists” (p. 12). Armstrong and Mendenhall conclude that there is 

evidence that this interactive process serves as a basis for the importation of gang identity 

and practices to reservation settings. 

While there has been a good deal of research and an extant academic literature on 

existing street gangs, there is a dearth of academic literature on American Indian youth 

gangs. This is due, in part, to the fact that American Indian gangs are the newest entrants 

into the world of contemporary street gangs and we are still learning the basics about 

them. To date, the research conducted on Native gangs has focused on gang formation 

and persistence on the Indian reservations across the country. A glaring omission is 

studies of urban American Indian youth and their participation in existing ethnic street 

gangs or the formation of Native-only gangs in the urban setting. The lack of an urban 

Indian focus in the criminological literature falls in line with the general lack of studies 

and publications on urban Indians in general. As Lobo (2001) indicates, “the small 

number of publications on urban themes and topics is particularly striking when 
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compared to the vast and active interest and literature on other American Indian topics 

and context” (p. xi).  The need for further research in the urban setting, as it pertains to 

Native youth participation in gang behaviors, is of particular relevance.  

Previous studies (see Mendenhall, 1999; Grant, 1999; De Witt, 1998 and Hailer, 

1998) have found evidence that the importation of gang culture onto Indian reservations 

has developed partially as a result of: 1) Native youth having regular contact and 

association with non-tribal youth in off-reservation urban settings (primarily public 

schools); 2) Indian residence patterns characterized by high rates of mobility between the 

reservation and surrounding or nearby urban areas; and, 3) increasing numbers of Indian 

youth spending time in urban areas, where they become involved in the gang life, and 

then retain the social and cultural aspects of gangs when they return to the reservation. 

These findings indicate a connection between urban and reservation settings that require 

further study if we are to understand the dynamics involved in the formation and 

participation of American Indian youths in gang activities.  

We can say with certainty that gang activity in Indian country has had a 

significant and adverse impact in reservation communities. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT) 

in his statement during the 1997 hearings on increased gang activity in Indian 

communities told of various offshoots of urban street gang members coming into Indian 

Country communities to recruit Native American youth into gangs. As a consequence, 

Native youth have adopted similar patterns of criminal activities, and substance abuse 

and reservations have become fertile grounds for selling drugs. Hatch (1997) cited the 

Gila River Indian Community which reported over twenty active gangs resulting in 
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increased problems of theft, violence and substance abuse in their community.  Native 

youth gangs have been responsible for a variety of offenses including beatings, stabbings, 

drive-by shootings, robberies, arsons, and homicides. To a lesser extent, parks and 

schools have become dominated by gangs who also participate in the intimidation of 

community members, with a sizeable increase in drug trafficking and the tagging of 

buildings, resulting in communities living in fear of gangs (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1998 

Annual Report, Juneau, 1999; Mendenhall, 1999; Grant, 1999; De Witt, 1998, Hailer, 

1998; and, Testimony before the Senate – Joint Hearing on Increased Gang Activity in 

Indian Communities, 1997).   

The purpose of this study is two-fold: first, to fill the void of information on urban 

Indian youth and the extent and nature of their participation in contemporary street gangs. 

For the purposes of this study, forty-two (42) metropolitan areas in the U.S. are 

examined. These cities were chosen for this study based on either: 1) the designation in 

the Census 2000 analysis as having the highest percentage of American Indian/Alaskan 

Natives (cities with 100,000 plus population); or 2) because they are located in states that 

have been designated in the Census 2000 analysis as having more than 1.5 percent 

American Indian/Alaskan Native population. The 125 reservations in this study were 

chosen based on the existence of a tribal police department. Mileage or the proximity to 

an urban setting were not criteria, however, having a tribal law enforcement agency was. 

The sheriff’s departments were selected based on the criterion that the selected urban and 

tribal law enforcement agencies were located within or adjacent to their (county) 

jurisdiction. Second, an assessment was conducted of the influence or reach of a gang 
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impacted metropolitan area on the formation, persistence, and criminal activities of 

Native American gangs on the surrounding Indian reservations.  

 I contend that if there is to be a greater understanding of American Indian 

involvement in gangs and corresponding criminal activities, we need to extend our focus 

beyond the reservation borders and include those Native youths residing in the urban 

setting. We also cannot ignore the fact that there is evidence pointing to the persistence of 

kinship and cultural ties between Native people in the urban areas and the reservations 

and that gang membership and activities are involved or influenced by the persistence of 

those ties. Through understanding the nature and persistence of the connections and 

mobility between urban and reservation areas with respect to gang membership and 

criminal activities, Indian communities can then develop appropriate prevention and 

intervention strategies. Additionally, I anticipate that this research will contribute to the 

development of effective strategies for implementing policies and practices for 

responding to the Native youth gang problem across the United States. 
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CHAPTER 1 - OVERVIEW OF URBAN STREET GANGS - PAST TO PRESENT 
  
 To understand the emergence of Native American gangs, we must first briefly 

address the history of urban street gangs in the United States. From the following 

overview, we can conclude that gangs in the United States are not a new or recent 

phenomenon. We can also conclude that street gangs have now become a permanent part 

of the American landscape, however, gang growth and proliferation has not been a 

constant. As will be shown, the United States has experienced four distinct periods of 

gang growth and peak activity: the late 1800's, the 1920's, the 1950's, and the 1980s to 

1990's (Curry and Decker, 1998). Following is an overview of the historical evolution 

and development of street gangs in the United States. 

 The earliest recording of gang formation in the United States was in 1783 after 

the Revolutionary War. The emergence of these gangs was seen as a collective response 

to the urban conditions in this country and as a means of self-protection (Thrasher, 1927; 

Sante, 1991; and, Sheldon, 1998). The early 1800s ushered in the Industrial Revolution 

creating a definite distinction in social classes and the growth of gangs in the first large 

cities in the United States, New York, Boston, and Philadelphia (Finestone, 1976; Sante, 

1991; Spergel, 1995). Gangs were generally comprised of members of the same race and 

ethnic background, who banded together for protection, recreation and financial gain. In 

Manhattan, the Irish-American street gang, the Forty Thieves, operated as professional 

murderers, muggers, burglars and pickpockets. Their younger auxiliary, the Little Forty 

Thieves gang consisted of juvenile delinquents as young as 10-years-old. In 1825, the 
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Little Forty Thieves gang and the many other youth gangs caused New York City 

officials to announce their city had a gang problem. 

(www.knowgangs.com/gang_resources/411/history). 

Also in New York City, Italian immigrants formed a criminal gang known as the 

Five Points or Bowery Boys and claimed as their territory the Five Points/Bowery section 

of Lower Manhattan. The Five Points Gang was led by Italian immigrant, Paolo Antonini 

Vaccarelli, also known as Paul Kelly and his second in command, Johnny Torrio. Torrio 

became a significant member of the Sicilian Mafia (La Cosa Nostra) and recruited street 

youth from across New York City for the Five Points Gang. The Five Points gang was 

the first to institute a dress code and call each other by code names (monikers) (Savelli, 

2000).  

During the 1850s street gang membership swelled in New York, which has been 

attributed to the rampant corruption in city government. At one time, the street gangs 

robbed stores and businesses, burned ballot boxes and attacked and robbed citizens in 

their homes (early style home invasions) without fear of interference from the police. 

Gangs also began to flourish in Chicago when the city experienced peak levels of 

immigration and population shifts (Finestone, 1976). Gangs appeared to become the most 

visible and violent during periods of rapid population shift. After the Civil War ended in 

1865, records show the presence of Jewish, Italian, African-American and Irish street 

gangs in New York. As immigrant populations increased, so did the gang populations. 

During this time, forerunners of some of the La Cosa Nostra type organized crime 

families began to appear. Murder became the test of courage and toughness and drugs 
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such as morphine, cocaine and laudanum, a popular depressant, became part of the gang 

scene. Additionally, the levels of violence escalated, and for some gangs, committing a 

murder was a requirement to join (Lewis, unk year).   

Gangs also emerged in the West. Outlaw gangs such as the James Gang, Billy the 

Kid and other outlaw groups, ruled the Wild West. Cattle thieves and other criminals who 

had been outlawed by the people of the towns and ranches joined together to form gangs. 

These gangs often became so powerful that they could rob and steal at will and fight off 

any officers of the law. The emergence of gangs in the Southwest has been attributed to 

Mexican citizens who migrated to the area after the Mexican Revolution in 1813 

(Redfield, 1941; Rubel, 1965). These gangs may have grown out of the difficulties that 

Mexican youth encountered with social and cultural adjustment to the American way of 

life while living under extremely poor conditions in the Southwest. Also in the West, 

Chinese gangs began to appear in California in the mid-1800s as a response to Chinese 

railroad worker abuse (Moore, 1978; Vigil, 1988).  

American Indians were not immune from forming and participating in outlaw 

gangs. In the 1890s, one such gang was led by Rufus Buck a Creek Indian. The gang 

consisted of other Creek Indians including Sam Sampson, Maoma July, and brothers, 

Lewis and Lucky Davis. All had been apprehended for minor offenses and served time in 

the Fort Smith jail prior to going on a crime spree. With the desire to become known as 

the most famous outlaws in the Wild West, they stockpiled a cache of weapons in 

Okmulgee, Oklahoma and began their crime spree by robbing a town grocery store, 

killing the responding Indian Territory U.S. Deputy Marshal and abducting and raping a 
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female captive. The gang continued to rob stores and ranches in Indian Territory, preying 

on both white and Indian settlers indiscriminately as well as murdering those who 

resisted their robbery attempts.  They were finally caught outside Muskogee, Oklahoma 

through the combined forces of U.S. Deputy Marshall’s and the Creek Lighthorse police 

a month later. The five members of the Buck gang were subsequently convicted of rape 

and murder and hung in the gallows of Fort Smith, Oklahoma 

(www.legendsofamerica.com/WE-OutlawGangsList5.html).  

In the early 1900s, populations grew at a rapid pace in major cities on both the 

East and West coasts. At the same time, the rich got richer and the poor got poorer 

resulting in the formation of a class distinction formed not on ethnicity but rather on 

economic status. Also during this time, the organization level of gangs took on a greater 

sophistication. In one city, the Car Barn Gang posted a sign on every street corner 

warning the police that they were not allowed in their area. They exerted such control 

over the neighborhood that police had to move through the streets in squads of at least six 

officers to avoid the bricks and physical attacks from gang members. Patrolmen who did 

enter this forbidden area were stabbed or beaten with blackjacks (Lewis, unk year).  

Known as the golden era of gangs, the ‘Roaring Twenties’ produced the most 

notorious criminals ever known, such as Alphonse "Scarface" Capone, Charles "Pretty 

Boy" Floyd and John Dillinger. Italian crime syndicates monopolized the criminal world 

and Chicago became the new home of the country's gang problem (Lewis, unk yr.).  

Gang warfare in Chicago was widespread with reports of 1,313 gangs comprised of more 

than 25,000 members. Many of the gangs had no noticeable cultural or ethnic ties and 
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consisted mostly of white gang members. During Prohibition, when it was illegal to buy 

and sell liquor, criminal gangs made the term “street gang” popular as they became 

highly organized and ruthless, thriving on bootlegging, prostitution, extortion, and illegal 

gambling. These gangs were called “mobs,” and fought gang wars to control the money 

made from their territorial illegal operations. The gangster’s arsenal became more deadly 

and included weapons such as pistols, machine guns, and bombs. 

During the 1920s, Hispanic gangs in Los Angeles, California emerged. They 

started as loose knit groups banding together for unity and socializing in the ‘barrios’ or 

neighborhoods where the same culture, customs, and language prevailed. Hispanic gang 

members were young boys ranging in age from 14 to 20 years-old and their crimes of 

choice included property crimes such as burglary and vandalism, as well as strong-arm 

robberies. They were extremely defensive of their ‘barrio’, and fought to protect it. Gang 

fights occurred between rival gangs as a result of disputes, turf differences, or 

transgressions, sometimes real and sometimes imaginary. Often, their weapons included 

knives, zip guns, chains, clubs, rocks, and bottles. 

African-American gangs also began forming in California during the 1920s. 

These gangs were not territorial, rather, they were loose associations, unorganized, and 

rarely violent. They did not identify with graffiti, monikers, or other gang characteristics 

and consisted primarily of family members and neighborhood friends who were involved 

in limited criminal activities designed to perpetrate a "tough guy" image and to provide 

an easy means for obtaining money (Lewis, unk year). 
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As the U.S. headed into the Great Depression and the economy worsened, street 

gang development grew at a rapid pace. Increasingly, gang warfare occurred based along 

racial, ethnic and cultural lines (Valdez, 2000). In 1933, the Prohibition law was repealed, 

but the gangs involved in bootlegging did not disappear. When the liquor business ended 

the gangsters divested their energies into other businesses.  They started “protection 

rackets”, which forced small businessmen to pay them money by threatening to ruin their 

businesses or even kill the owners. They also entered into drug smuggling operations. 

Many gang activities turned into organized businesses.  Often the leaders of the gangs 

appeared to have close ties with the political organizations of the city or state in which 

they operated, resulting in difficulty in stopping their crimes. Finally, the United States 

government stepped in, and government agents such as the “G-men” (agents of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice), and agents of the Treasury 

Department, became successful in breaking up the gangs and sending their leaders to 

prison. 

By the 1940s, Mexican-American gangs had established their place in Los 

Angeles. They adopted a manner of dress known as the ‘zoot suits’, which consisted of 

tapered pants, long wide-shoulder coats and broad-brimmed hats. Fighting back against 

harassment from white residents and the United States military, culminated in the ‘Zoot 

Suit Riots’ of 1943. The riots strengthened their cause and gang membership grew as a 

way of showing cultural solidarity. The conflict with the U.S. military also resulted in the 

establishment of new standards or the beginnings of a ‘gang ethic’ for gang behaviors. 

Street gang members developed certain guidelines or street rules to follow. They 
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developed dress codes, expected behaviors, special gang slang and rules of conduct, 

partially based on respect and revenge resulting in the creation of a specialized subculture 

(Valdez, 2000).   

During the 1940s over half a million Puerto Ricans arrived in the United States, 

most settling in New York City. Additionally, African-American populations began to 

migrate from the South to the northern cites producing widespread youth gang activity. 

Additionally, the end of World War II in 1945 brought about several changes: soldiers 

returned to their homes and displaced many women and minorities from their jobs 

causing the poverty and unemployment level to increase in many inner-city areas; the age 

of gang members became younger; the nationality of membership became largely non-

white, (although Italian, Irish and other white ethnic gangs were still active, most gang 

membership was made up of non-whites); drug use, distribution and trafficking became a 

publicized concern; and, gangs became more organized with activities centered around 

street fighting, often involving the use of hand guns (Lewis, unk yr.; Valdez, 2002). 

Additionally, veterans returning from World War II formed the first motorcycle clubs. 

While most were social groups, a few, such as the Hell’s Angels, began to engage in 

criminal activities. As the Hell’s Angels grew in power and influence, rival gangs such as 

the Pagans, Banditos, and the Outlaws formed in other parts of the nation. Because of 

their organization, the motorcycle gangs controlled certain types of criminal activity 

within their areas of dominance. Bikers, by their groups’ bylaws, actions, and appearance 

sought to force their members to remain outside the mainstream society (Allender, 2001).   
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During the 1950s, inter-gang fighting rose to an all time high in cities like New 

York, Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles, Cleveland and Philadelphia. Gang 

members were usually in their teens, and their gang fights involved rumbling and 

‘bopping’ (hitting hard) with most of their violence directed toward other gangs. The 

gangs of the 1950s were mostly involved in small-time crime and their most common 

drugs of choice were marijuana, heroin, and beer. Those who wore long hair matted 

down with grease were called ‘greasers’, and many wore black leather jackets or fancy 

colored satin jackets with their names printed on the back. Usually they fought over girls 

or turf. Turf could be anything from a few blocks to an entire neighborhood. Revenge 

was the code of gang loyalty and it was from such incidents that gangs drew their sense 

of identity and self-importance. During these rumbles, or fights, some youths were 

seriously hurt but few killed.  

The post-War era also brought about the emergence of new types of gangs. In the 

mid-1950s, prison gangs started to grow and develop within the California state prison 

system with prison gangs involved in the recruitment of new members from existing 

street gangs. Prison gang membership was based on racial divisions. Additionally, the 

late 1950s saw the establishment of female gangs, however, female gangs were closely 

associated with a particular male gang and acted in a manner that made them more like 

assistants, rather than independent gangs (Howell, 1998).  

The national and international events of the 1960s brought a new influence on 

street gangs. During this time, the U.S. entered the Vietnam War, experienced the new 

drug counter-culture and saw the civil rights movements emerge resulting in an overall 
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decrease in gang growth and gang related violence (Valdez, 2000). However, some new 

gangs did form:  the Gangster Disciples established themselves in Chicago; the Black 

Panthers in Oakland, California in 1968; and, the Young Lords, a Puerto Rican gang, 

formed in New York. However, as civil strife and disenchantment erupted during the 

late-1960s, African-American street gangs formed in large urban cities such as Chicago, 

Los Angeles and New York. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Crips gangs were so 

violent and entrenched in ghetto neighborhoods that they quickly developed a reputation 

for being the most brutal and feared gang in the Los Angeles area. At about this same 

time, other African-American gangs formed to protect themselves from the Crips. One 

such gang was the Bloods, which originated in and around the Piru Street area in 

Compton, California. The Bloods, which were outnumbered at the time by the Crips three 

to one, became the second most vicious African-American gang in the Los Angeles area. 

While the Crips and Bloods were taking hold in Los Angeles, the Chicago area 

experienced the creation of the Black Gangsters, Devil's Disciples and Black P Stone 

Rangers, to name only a few groups (Howell, 1998).  

Although the street gangs in the larger cities of New York, Chicago and Los 

Angeles were becoming more active and violent, the earliest academic studies of gangs 

around 1960 concluded that gangs were present in only 58 cities across the country. 

Valdez indicates that just ten years later, 101 cities nationally reported the presence of 

street gangs. He concludes that the numbers were low due to the state of denial 

experienced by city officials across the country to the presence of street gangs in their 

cities and the growing social problem (Valdez, 2000, pg. 7).   
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By 1972 street gangs were growing in both number and size as were their levels 

of violence and firearms usage. The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the creation of 

national gang alliances, expansion of national drug networks and the glorification of 

gangsters in movies like Colors and Scarface. Both the Crips and Bloods divided into 

numerous, smaller gangs or "sets". They kept the Crips' and Bloods' (Piru) name, as they 

spread throughout Los Angeles County, and began to claim certain neighborhoods as 

their territory. Their long-standing gang rivalry became vicious and bloody. Other gangs 

became more dangerous due to their increased mobility and access to more lethal 

weapons. Gang fights that previously involved fists or brass knuckles increasingly 

involved guns. The growing availability of automobiles, coupled with the use of more 

lethal weapons, fueled the growth of drive-by shootings (Klein, 1995; Klein and Maxson, 

1989; Miller, 1992; Spergel, 1995, Howell, 1998).  

By the late 1970s, the U.S. experienced another wave of Mexican immigrants as 

well as the first wave of Southeast Asian immigrants. Additionally, the Skinhead gangs - 

comprised of white members with a neo-Nazi philosophy - made their appearance on the 

street gang scene. Skinheads formed as racist gangs and were not turf oriented nor profit 

motivated. Their crimes ranged from vandalism and assaults to murders of their targets -- 

non-white, Jewish, homeless, and homosexual individuals (Carlie, 2002). In the Chicago 

area, the People Nation gangs formed a coalition of several gangs led by the original Vice 

Lords and the El Rukins, and subsequently, became rivals of the Folk Nation gangs. 

‘Folk Nation’ is the term for the coalition formed by the original Gangster Disciples and 
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several street gangs in order to maximize drug profits and protect their members from 

violence perpetrated by rival gangs (Allender, 2001; Valdez, 2000).  

The first evidence of Native American self-identified gangs emerged during the 

1970s on the eastern boundary of the Navajo Nation. These gangs occurred in the densely 

populated agency towns and border town public schools. One such gang identified itself 

as the ‘Cruisers’ and were loosely structured, comprised of about a dozen schoolmates 

between the ages of thirteen and fifteen. Their primary activity consisted of drinking 

together at the town’s drive-in theatre on weekends. They often shoplifted items to pay 

for liquor and set up fights with a rival area gang, identified as the ‘Renegades’. Other 

names of these gangs in an (unidentified) agency town included Farm Boys, Spikes, 

Skulls, and Black Knights. The Metallics and Dead Boys were operating in farm 

communities adjacent to the border town. These gangs had fifteen to thirty-five members 

and used guns, knives, chains, clubs, and other weapons in fights with rival Navajo 

gangs.  In the late 1970s, several Metallic leaders killed a rival gang member from the 

agency town and were sent to prison. Other members became employed full-time or 

worked temporary jobs or joined the Jobs Corps resulting in the dissolution of the gangs 

on the Navajo Nation at that time (Henderson, et al., 1999).      

The 1980s saw a high level of gang violence and increased criminal justice 

system response, yet only 197 cities nationally reported the presence of street gangs 

(Valdez, 2000). Valdez contends, once again, that this low number represented the 

presence of middle-class denial as communities and institutional/governmental entities 

did not want to admit that street gangs were active in their communities. Ignoring and 
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underreporting of the gang problem was rampant. In 1980, there were approximately 

15,000 Crips and Bloods gang members in and around the Los Angeles area. The gangs 

ranged in size from a few gang members to several hundred, with the typical age of a 

gang member varying from 14 to 24 years old. By the mid-1980s, some youth gangs 

appeared to have transformed into entrepreneurial organizations generated by the ‘crack’ 

cocaine epidemic. By the late 1980s, drug networks were in full operation with drug 

importation from Southeast Asia and Colombia at its peak. Street gangs developed into 

drug gangs with businesslike operations, violence became a standard operating 

procedure, and, gangs spread rapidly seeking new territories for their drug operations. 

‘Super Gangs’ (large, multi-cultural/multi-state street gangs), like the Latin Kings, 

Bloods, Crips and Gangster Disciples spread their influence across America. Drive-by 

shootings became popular and a new drug appeared, methamphetamine, which rapidly 

gained popularity and competed with the new way to use cocaine, ‘crack’. The rapidly 

increasing drug market also brought about changed relationships between rival gang 

members where the drug money-making enterprise became the priority rather than the 

defense of turf or a neighborhood (Howell, 1998). 

Hispanic gangs began targeting their communities and surrounding 

neighborhoods for drive-by shootings, assaults, murders, and other felonious crimes 

resulting in violence becoming an accepted way of life. Their gangs developed some 

organization and structure and the leaders emerged from the ranks of older gang 

members. These leaders had proven themselves as committed gang members by 

surviving stabbings, being shot in gang fights, or, released from the Youth Authority or 
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prison after serving time. Known as "veteranos," these gang leaders began to recruit new 

members and train them in gang-related criminal activities. Their gang fights continued 

to be turf oriented, and many times progressed to gang wars. Hispanic gang members 

established unique trademarks such as tattoos, hand signs, monikers (names assumed by, 

or given to, gang members which were usually retained for life), and graffiti which 

symbolized loyalty to a particular gang. Complex graffiti clearly marked the gang's 

territorial boundaries and served as a warning device to rival gangs. Gang members used 

these distinguishing characteristics to demonstrate gang allegiance, strengthen gang 

participation, and challenge rival gangs (Howell, 1998; Savelli, 2001).  

Compounding the growing street gang problem in many United States cities was 

the emergence of Southeast Asian street gangs on the West Coast and the arrival of many 

undocumented El Salvadorian, Haitian and Honduran immigrants into the U.S. resulting 

in increases in gang populations and the formation of new gangs. Some of these newer 

immigrant gangs formed out of necessity to protect themselves against already 

established street gangs. Southeast Asian gangs, primarily Vietnamese, Cambodian and 

Laotian, ranged in size from 5 to 200 gang members and varied in age from 15- to 25-

years-old with the older gang members usually the leaders. Their crimes included 

residential (home invasion) and business robberies, auto thefts, burglaries, witness 

intimidation, assaults and murders. They frequently used some type of weapon during the 

commission of their crimes, however, they did not participate in drive-by shootings. 

Early Asian gang structure was loose-knit, with gang members not associating with each 

other on a continuous basis. They had little, if any, loyalty to a particular gang. Unlike 
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Hispanic and African-American gangs, Asian gangs did not adopt the unique signifying 

characteristics such as tattoos, hand signs, or graffiti. They had no names for their gangs, 

nor were they organized or turf oriented. However, as their strength in numbers grew, 

Vietnamese gang members began targeting their own communities with ruthless and 

vicious crimes such as home invasions and robberies (Howell, 1998; Valdez, 2000).  

During the mid-1990s, crime rates began to decrease across the U.S. Despite these 

decreases, street gangs continued to grow in numbers and severity of crimes. Each year, 

the number of gangs and gang members reported in the nationally conducted law 

enforcement surveys increased. Major cities as well as suburban law enforcement 

agencies across the United States began to develop strategies to combat gangs within 

their jurisdictions. By the late 1990s, the Super Gangs were well entrenched in many 

American communities despite the steadily falling crime rate (Howell, 1998).  

Gangs of the 1990s had more younger and more older members than before, more 

members with prison records or ties to prison inmates, used weapons of greater lethality, 

and many members were now second or third generation gang members. They were less 

concerned with territorial affiliations, used alcohol and drugs more extensively, and were 

involved in drug trafficking at greater levels (National Drug Intelligence Center, 1995). 

Gang migration started to emerge as a factor in the formation of gangs outside of 

California. Members of the Los Angeles-based Hispanic gang, 18th Street, were 

documented by law enforcement in the active recruitment of new members in other parts 

of the country. Their goal was to set up and expand their drug operations. During this 

same time, another Hispanic gang, the Sureños, was founded and quickly spread 
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throughout the southwest, northwest, south, mid-west and on American Indian 

reservations. Hispanic gang members continued to recruit and use juvenile gang members 

to commit crimes or carry weapons due to the fact that juveniles tended to be subjected to 

less severe sentences compared to adult penalties. Recruitment of new gang members 

often required the prospective member to commit a drive-by shooting or some other form 

of felonious assault as a sign of their intent and loyalty to their gang. Tattoos, hand signs, 

and graffiti continued to dominate the gangs' characteristics and their criminal activities 

ranged from robberies, burglaries, grand thefts, vehicle thefts, and receiving stolen 

property to assaults, batteries, drive-by shootings, and murders. The drugs of choice (for 

use and trafficking) included PCP, Mexican black-tar heroin, methamphetamine, and 

marijuana. 

As a result of the entrepreneurial (drugs) focus of American street gangs, a change 

was observed in the ethnic/racial composition of gang members. What emerged has been 

labeled ‘Hybrid’ gangs. Hybrid gang culture is characterized by mixed racial and ethnic 

participation within a single gang, participation in multiple gangs by a single individual, 

vague rules and codes of conduct for gang members, use of symbols and colors from 

multiple, even rival gangs, collaboration by rival gangs in criminal activities, and the 

merger of smaller gangs into larger ones. Hybrid gangs are most frequently found in 

communities that had no gang problem prior to the 1980s or 1990s. Hybrid gang customs 

have become clearly distinguished from the practices of their predecessors (Starbuck, 

Howell & Lundquist, 2001). Police departments across the nation attribute the formation 

of hybrid gangs as one of the reasons they are experiencing a surge in gang violence. An 
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Iowa police detective estimated about 40 percent of their gangs are now hybrids, making 

it difficult to identify their leaders or their beliefs. Las Vegas, Nevada law enforcement 

officials have identified nearly 300 gangs with more than 8,000 gang members. Officials 

have attributed the increase to the California Three Strikes Law that has pushed a new 

type of gangster into the growing Metro Vegas area whose goal is to become a “bigger 

fish” with more opportunities and less competition from established gangs (Ortega & 

Calderoni, 2007).  

The mid-1990s saw an increase in gang activity on the Indian reservations across 

the country. Although most American Indian youth were not involved in gang activity, 

those who became involved tended to be young, primarily between the ages of 12 and 24 

years of age. Most gangs in Indian country were small and autonomous, structurally 

decentralized with collective decision-making the common theme. Although some of the 

gangs claimed turf, gang affiliations tended to revolve around which gang was perceived 

to be the most influential at the time. Native gangs often took on the characteristics of 

urban street gangs in terms of signs, symbols, and other forms of gang representation. 

While some gangs identified themselves by names unique to the Indian culture or a 

specific area such as Wild Boyz, Native Mob, and Nomadz; others identified themselves 

by combining names of nationally recognized gangs with their own variation, for 

example, Native Gangster Disciples, Native Mob Vice Lords, Insane Cobra Folk Nation, 

etc. This national affiliation, often evidenced by tattoos, is not indicative of a direct 

relationship between Native gangs and other gang structures but rather was utilized for 

purposes of notoriety and intimidation. Most gang crimes in Indian country were property 
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based, such as graffiti and vandalism, however the extent of violent crime connected to 

criminal activity continued to increase. Indian reservations across the country reported 

increasingly escalating levels of gang violence as well as drug usage and distribution 

(Hailer, 1998; NGAI Report, 2005).  

Historically, gang members have been primarily young adult males from 

homogeneous lower-class, inner-city ghetto or barrio neighborhoods (Howell, et al. 

2002). Today’s gangs are highly mobile, heterogeneous and no longer just a big city 

problem. The perpetuation and growing gang phenomenon has been attributed to modern 

society’s urbanization as well as to the breakdown of the family. Housing projects, 

overcrowding, unemployment, poverty, welfare, substance abuse, crime, child abuse and 

neglect, domestic violence, ethnic and cultural differences, have all had an impact on 

street gangs and violence. In some neighborhoods and families, gang membership is 

multi-generational, even expected. Hispanic gangs are involved in a variety of criminal 

activities, and their arsenals have expanded to large-caliber hand guns and automatic 

weapons. African-American gangs are involved in robberies, burglaries, assaults, drive-

by shootings, murders and narcotics trafficking throughout the United States. Asian 

gangs, particularly Vietnamese, Cambodian and Laotian gangs, have become one of the 

fastest growing gang-related crime problems in the metropolitan areas. Their members 

terrorize their own community and most of their home-invasion robberies include threats 

or bodily harm to the victims. White gangs, particularly the Skinheads, are involved in 

hate crimes. Murders and assaults attributed to Skinheads are on the increase, and most of 

their crimes are racially motivated.  
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The most recent National Youth Gang Center (NYGC) survey indicated that in 

2004, there was an estimated 2,900 jurisdictions reporting gang activity with more than 

24,000 gangs comprised of approximately 760,000 gang members. Although the survey 

analysis concluded that larger cities and suburban counties accounted for approximately 

85 percent of the estimated number of gang members, they also concluded that gangs in 

the United States are becoming increasingly diverse, and they affect urban, suburban, and 

rural communities as well as the military and American Indian reservations (Egley and 

Ritz, 2006). Findings from the National Youth Gang Survey (2005) provide the evidence 

that modern day gangs are predominantly concentrated in larger cities (Egley, 2005) and 

it is this exposure to street gangs experienced by urban American Indian youth that is a 

focus of the current study.  

The next chapter addresses gang definitions and a review of the literature 

available on American Indian gang members with an emphasis on the emergence of 

Native gangs on the reservations with a secondary focus on the discussion by various 

authors regarding the ties to the urban setting that have an impact on the importation, 

emergence and perpetuation of Native American gangs on the reservations.  
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CHAPTER II – DEFINITIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Before proceeding with a review of the literature on Native American gangs and 

gang members in the urban setting, it is important to include a discussion of the definition 

of “youth gang”. The definition of the term, youth gang, has been a major point of 

discussion in the literature about these groups. Numerous definitions have been offered 

and debated in the attempt to arrive at a common understanding about the phenomenon 

called youth or street gangs (see Spergel, 1989; Huff, 1990; Goldstein, 1991; Ball and 

Curry, 1995; Klein, 1995; Hazlehurst and Hazlehurst, 1998; Howell, 1998; and Katz and 

Webb, 2006, for discussions on the problematic nature of defining a gang). As discussed 

briefly in the Introduction, originally, the word “gang” did not include negative 

connotations. In Old English, the word simply meant “a number of people who went 

around together” (Valdez, 2000, pg. 1). However, today, the word “gang” has become 

synonymous with violent and criminal groups (Goldstein, 1991).  While definitions of 

gangs have varied over time, according to the perceptions and interests of the definer and 

the changing social reality of the gang, inherent in most current definitions of a gang is 

the element of criminality. For example, the California Penal Code defines a criminal 

street gang as: “…any ongoing organization, association, or group of three or more 

persons, whether formal or informal…having a common identifying sign or symbol, and 

whose members individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of 

criminal activity” (Cal. Penal Code § 186.22).  

Because this study includes an Indian Country law enforcement perspective, the 

following basic definition, developed by the Indian Police Academy (in conjunction with 
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the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center), will be utilized for this study: “Two or 

more people who form an allegiance for a common purpose, identifies with or claims a 

territory in the community, and engages individually or collectively, in violence or 

criminal activity” (Juneau, 1998, Section II). The Indian Police Academy report further 

admonishes the law enforcement agencies it serves that it is imperative to correctly 

identify gang behavior in its early stages in order to stop the associated criminal activities 

that inevitably follow the gang ‘culture’. Once the problems are identified, law 

enforcement officers and the community may begin addressing the individuals involved 

and suppressing the associated crime problems. (ibid, Section II).  

 Unlike other gangs in urban centers, where a long history of documentation and 

research exists, the presence of gangs in Indian Country is just starting to be studied with 

any depth. Prior to current academic research, information on gangs in Indian Country 

was present only in newspaper articles (Mydans, 1995; Dial, 1995; Linthicum, 1996; 

Porterfield, 1997; Rooks, 1997 and most recently, Beiser, 2000). These news articles 

indicated an increasing presence of youth gangs with associated rising levels of violent 

acts on the reservations. The first empirically based data came from a 1992 study by the 

University of Minnesota which found that of the 13,000 Indian youth surveyed, one in six 

reported gang membership associated with high levels of participation in violent behavior 

(cited in Donnermeyer, et al. 1996, p. 167). Further evidence of the escalating problem of 

gangs in Indian country came out in various testimonies before the joint Congressional 

hearing on “Criminal Gangs in Indian Country” (September, 1997). As a result of the 

increased activities (particularly violent crime) by Native gangs, the federal government 
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began awarding grant monies to tribal communities (beginning in October 1999) to 

increase the numbers of reservation law enforcement officers and juvenile detention 

facilities.  

The federal government, through the auspices of the Department of Justice, Office 

of Justice Programs and Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, now 

recognizes that youth gangs have become a major concern in Indian country. Recent 

reports by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the National Alliance of Gang 

Investigators Associations (2005) state that gangs of varying levels of sophistication can 

now be found on most American Indian reservations and that these gangs account for the 

dramatic increase in violent crimes in Indian country over the past decade. The Bureau of 

Indian Affairs (BIA) also conducted two surveys of tribal law enforcement to better 

understand the scope and nature of the gang problem, and as a result, has increased 

resources and coordination with other Federal agencies as a response to this problem 

(Wyrick, 2000, p. 31).  

From a review of the existing gang literature, many individual factors have been 

identified to explain why youths join gangs. A partial list includes: (1) Identity – many 

youths join a gang because they want to be known as a member of the gang and reap the 

benefits that this membership brings them, namely the kind of identity that they want to 

display. This identity is valuable because it suggests power, fearlessness, and domination. 

To keep inspiring fear, awe and deference, these gang members must be prepared to 

engage in acts of violence, sometimes as a group, against rival gangs; (2) Family – gang 

membership can provide the relational reward and security that can be associated with 
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being part of a family as many of these youths come from dysfunctional and abusive (i.e. 

physical, sexual and substance abusing) families; (3) Financial reward – some gangs 

facilitate financially rewarding criminal activity for its members. The monetary allure of 

gang membership is difficult to counteract since gang members share the profits from 

drug trafficking and other illegal moneymaking activities; (4) Self-protection – many 

youths join a gang out of the need for self-protection from rival neighborhood gang 

members; (5) Lack of opportunities – a lack of jobs and positive recreational choices, or a 

lack of effective responses to peer pressure, can create a climate favoring gang 

membership. In many communities, the adolescent social environment entices youths into 

joining gangs. (See Klein and Maxson, 1989; Spergel, 1989, 1995; Cohen, 1990; Huff, 

1990, 1996; Hagedorn, 1990; Goldstein, 1991; Bachman, 1992; Knox, 1993; Klein, 1995; 

Mays, 1997; Hazlehurst & Hazlehurst, 1998; for further discussion of these individual 

factors). 

In addition to the individual factors affecting gang formation, there are 

community factors that play a role in youth gang formation. Youth gangs breed in 

communities where social and economic conditions and meager job opportunities offer a 

bleak future to its young people. Where school and recreational activities are few, young 

people turn to gangs for excitement, structure, and a sense of belonging (Klein and 

Maxson, 1989; Cohen, 1990; Hagedorn, 1990; Goldstein, 1991; and, Huff, 1996). In 

general, those communities most at-risk for the emergence of youth gangs mirror the 

factors cited for individual, at-risk youth: social disorganization, demonstrated instability 

with high levels of population turnover and geographic mobility. Additionally, economic 
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and social deprivations in these communities are high as there are limited opportunities 

for work and recreation, poverty-ridden conditions of daily life, poor adult supervision, 

and barriers to participation in mainstream culture (Mendenhall, 2000, p. 55). 

Popular mythology holds that most gangs in smaller cities are branches 

intentionally exported to these locations by big-city gangs or “Super Gangs” such as the 

Los Angeles-based Crips and Bloods, or the Folk Nation out of Chicago. Goldstein 

(1991) advises that while a modest amount of such “branching” or “hiving off” may 

occur, most gangs in mid-size or smaller cities either originate locally or are started by 

non-resident gang members via kinship, alliance, expansion of turf boundaries, or 

movement of gang families into new areas. Valdez (2000) further contends that "what 

was exported throughout the country between 1989 and 1999 was the gang culture"  

(pg. 9). Valdez adds that the exportation of gang culture was enhanced through the music, 

movie, and television industries. These electronic media presented concepts of what a 

‘gangster’ does, how they should dress and act, glorifies a gang life and makes gangs 

‘acceptable’, all resulting in the spread of the 'gang culture' across this country. He 

further concludes that in addition to the spread of the gang culture and “added …the other 

factors of urban decay, the drug trade, bias, prejudice, boredom, the use of guns and 

poverty that it should be no surprise to anyone…that the United States would be home to 

an estimated 2 million gang members" (ibid.). 

 
Literature Review 

The majority of mainstream gang studies and publications have generally ignored 

American Indians, but there are indications that this situation is changing.  Goldstein and 
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Kodluboy (1998) review the evidence for the presence of American Indian gangs in 

selected cities and on reservations. An important insight that Goldstein and Kodluboy 

offer is the comparison of the development of gangs among American Indian youth with 

the experience of Southeast Asian immigrants in the U.S. They conclude that both groups 

have histories of being rooted in highly structured societies that emphasizes tradition, but 

have experienced high levels of culture change and resulting conditions of stress and 

identity confusion. Goldstein and Kodluboy also note the mobility of American Indian 

families as they move between cities with street gangs and the reservation. They cite this 

mobility as the predominant mechanism for gang importation to reservations.  

 Beiser (2000), in his article for the New Republic, reports that urban-style gangs 

have been springing up on Indian reservations across the country. The effect of gangs on 

Indian communities has been profound. While some gangs are relatively harmless – 

consisting of groups of alienated Indian youths doing nothing more serious than spray-

painting walls – others are not so benign. Beiser concludes that it is little wonder that 

Indian gangs copy the culture of their urban counterparts; the influences of mainstream 

American society are seeping onto reservations like never before. He attributes this 

influence to MTV, CDs, the Internet, and technology in general. He too supports the 

notion that the emergence of gangs is a result of the importation of the gang culture onto 

the reservations.  Beiser indicates that increasing numbers of Indian youth are spending 

time in urban centers, where they become involved in the gang life and bring it with them 

when they return home to the reservation. He cites as an example the Cobras, a Navajo 

gang that was started by a Navajo youth that moved to Chicago, joined a gang, and then 
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returned to Window Rock (capitol of the Navajo Nation), bringing the gang culture with 

him. Beiser further addresses the issue of gang importation onto the reservations through 

discussing the fact that American Indian inmates join gangs while incarcerated in state 

and federal prisons, (which currently house more than 12,000 Indians – a number that has 

doubled since 1990). These men upon their release back to their home community, bring 

the gang mentality with them. 

  De Witt (1998) found a connection between the presence of gangs on the 

reservations and the nearest urban area. De Witt explored the presence of youth gangs 

among the Oglala Sioux on the Pine Ridge Reservation near Rapid City, South Dakota. 

His study included both field observations and interviews with community stakeholders, 

primarily law enforcement officers/personnel, regarding the problem of reservation 

gangs. One of his conclusions was based on evidence that the origins of these reservation 

gangs could be found in nearby cities. Another factor impacting reservation gangs was 

the advent of undocumented Mexican men moving onto the reservations, marrying and/or 

fathering children with tribal women and bringing a Hispanic gang culture with them.  

Grant (1999) compared similarities and differences among gang and non-gang 

youth between 18 and 27 years old among three Sioux tribes in South Dakota, North 

Dakota and western Minnesota. He reported that American Indian youth gangs in South 

Dakota flourished in the two largest cities, Rapid City and Sioux Falls, located at each 

end of the state. Most of the nine South Dakota reservations are located between the two 

cities, and tribal youth have ready access to both. Gangs became active in both these 

cities and on the reservations in the early 1990s because the critical social elements that 
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contribute to the emergence of gangs were present in both settings, i.e. high 

unemployment, poverty, alcoholism and drug abuse, as well as social disenfranchisement 

and marginality. Youth who became gang-involved in communities outside the state were 

also returning to the cities and reservations and bringing gang behavior with them. Grant 

hypothesized that youth with strong ties to their biological families and who were highly 

attuned to their culture would be less involved with gangs. From his study, Grant 

concluded that many American Indian youth in South Dakota are not connected to their 

Native culture and choose a common popular culture that is easily embraced and allows 

them to feel that they are united for a common purpose (as discussed in Mendenhall, 

1999, pp. 61-62). 

Armstrong and Mendenhall (2002), in a comprehensive study of the emergence of 

youth gangs on the Navajo Nation, argued that the importation, persistence, and 

expansion of youth gangs on the Navajo Nation was facilitated by pre-existing factors: 

mobility between the reservation and to urban centers; marginalized youth who strongly 

identify with particular strains of popular youth culture; changes in housing patterns; 

socioeconomic issues of poverty, alcoholism and severe family dysfunction; and, the 

strength of association arising from traditional Navajo kinship ties between clan cousins 

(pg. 19).  

Armstrong and Mendenhall learned that mobility was a significant factor in the 

emergence of Navajo gangs during the 1990s. Navajo gang members reported living in 

many places outside the reservation, and regularly visited off-reservation communities. 

Navajo families had relocated to border towns and large cities, which enabled Navajo 
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youths to associate with and join gangs while living in those locations. Starting in the late 

1980s, city dwelling, gang-involved Navajo teens returned to the Navajo Nation 

(sometimes sent there by parents to get their children away from urban street gangs), and 

brought their gang identity with them. At about the same time, the “gangsta” identity 

became popular in American culture with Rap music, baggy clothing, movies, music 

videos, magazines, and other media glamorizing the gang lifestyle. Access to popular 

culture increased in the Navajo Nation through modernization and change, which 

included:  

1) The increased numbers of cluster housing units with electricity;  
2) Rural home sites were modernized;   
3) Generators and car batteries were used to provide electricity to homes without 
electrical service;  
4) Satellite dishes were used for television reception;  
5) Easily available and inexpensive popular music could be played on battery-
operated equipment; and,  
6) ‘Gangsta’ movies became available to Diné youth on videotape. 
  
Armstrong and Mendenhall concluded that these factors, combined with several 

other variables such as: Navajo youths living off-reservation, joining gangs and returning 

with a gang identity and experience; Hispanic and African-American street gang 

lifestyles becoming a dominant expression of popular youth culture; and media access to 

popular culture through modernization, created the means for gangs to emerge in the 

Navajo Nation in the 1990s. They also concluded that the single most significant factor 

accounting for the recent appearance of Navajo youth gangs was migration -- the 

phenomenon of families and/or individuals moving off-reservation and living in large 

urban communities where gangs are endemic. Here, Navajo youth joined ethnic gangs, 

primarily Hispanic and secondarily Afro-American. Upon returning to the reservation, 
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particularly in the late 1980s, these gang-involved youth found a receptive peer group – 

bored and alienated from the traditional Navajo lifestyle – beginning to absorb a popular 

youth culture intensively marked by a gang-identified lifestyle. This convergence quickly 

led to a proliferation of gang activity in the Navajo Nation (pg. 236). 

Nielsen, Zion and Hailer (1998) provide a historical and statistical overview of 

the Navajo Nation, its tribal system of justice, and their emerging gang problem. Included 

in their discussion on Navajo gangs is the acknowledgement by Navajo Nation criminal 

justice personnel that while Navajo gangs are unique because of their Native American 

origins, they also share characteristics with other ethnic and racial minority gangs, and 

that  gangs were imported from outside the Navajo Nation. They point out that respect, 

negotiation and community-level social control mechanisms such as peacemaking, are 

vital parts of Navajo community life but are not vital parts of the Navajo gang member’s 

life because of the imported values that many gang members have adopted. In light of 

this finding, Nielsen, et al., conclude that a balanced and innovative criminal justice 

approach is necessary if the Navajo Nation is to effectively intervene in the persistence of 

Navajo gangs.  

 Hernandez (2003), addressing the emergence of Native gangs on reservations, 

concludes that the chronic poverty of reservation life has long contained the potential for 

gang development. He observed that Indian adolescents in recent years have engaged in 

the type of violence and delinquency “common to metropolitan areas” (pg. 9). He notes 

that as the distance between city and rural reservation has diminished, Indian youth have 

gained access to the same drugs, weapons, role models and criminal opportunities as 
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other youth. Hernandez also concludes that those youth who joined gangs on the Navajo 

reservation did not speak their Native language, had lost touch with clan and tribal 

ceremonies, reported severe problems in school, were poor, had problems at home, and 

had spent much of their youth in an urban setting. He concludes that, “in other words, 

they were plagued by the same factors as their adrift, marginalized urban peers” (pp. 8-9).  

Melton (1998) also concludes that the infiltration of gangs into Indian 

communities appears similar to the migration of gangs from large metropolitan cities like 

Los Angeles into such cities as Albuquerque and Phoenix. She advises that “it is not clear 

how Indian youths are being recruited into existing gangs or if they are organizing 

themselves, but it is evident from the names they have taken (Crips, Bloods, 98th Street, 

etc.) that there are ties to external gangs” (pg. 60). Melton associates the experiences of 

the federal Relocation Program of the 1950s-1960s as instrumental in Native gang 

formation. Melton points out that in the 1960s, a number of young single Indian adults 

and nuclear families were relocated to large cities such as Dallas, Los Angeles, the San 

Francisco Bay Area, Chicago, Denver, and Detroit for vocational and job training by the 

federal government. The federal policy of the time, to “educate, civilize, and assimilate 

the American Indian” (pg. 61) into mainstream society, resulted in many of these families 

living marginal lives in the inner cities to which they were moved without the social 

services and relatives found on the reservations. After several years of chasing the 

“American dream” and not attaining it, many families went home to return to their Indian 

way of life. Due to an urban lifestyle, some children from these families did not develop 

healthy or strong Indian identities. Many did not speak their Native languages, 
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understand their customs and traditions, or know the social and ceremonial dances of 

their tribe. In addition, they were unaccustomed to the lack of privacy in village or 

reservation life. As a result, many of these youths did not feel comfortable in their tribal 

communities. Due to this discomfort, coupled with their feelings of unacceptance by the 

non-Indian world, they began to create alternative cultural groups --specifically, gangs -- 

that offered them a sense of belonging. Melton points out that gang affiliation threatens 

the makeup of extended families because it transcends familial and clan boundaries and 

sets up conflicting relationships by pitting family and clan members against one another 

(pg. 61). 

Bell and Lim (2005) in their recent article found that the urban environment today 

has “engulfed the imagination of Indian youth” which has undermined the parental and 

communal influence over young Native Americans. Native youth are drawn to the 

“flashy lifestyle of the street and that attraction weakens the strength of their ancestors’ 

voices” (pg. 628). They conclude that for too many young Indians today, gangs are the 

only place they feel they belong.  

The literature reviewed above indicate that the importation of the gang culture 

onto Indian reservations has developed partially as a result of: (1) Native youth having 

regular contact and association with non-tribal youth in off-reservation urban settings 

(primarily public schools); (2) Indian residence patterns characterized by high rates of 

mobility between the reservation and nearby urban areas;  (3) increasing numbers of 

Indian youth spending time in urban areas, where they become involved in gang life and 

retain the social and cultural aspects when they return to the reservation; and,  
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(4) American Indian gang members associating and involved with Hispanic and African-

American gangs in urban areas. These findings indicate a connection between urban and 

reservation settings, yet there is a dearth of research on American Indian gang members 

in urban settings with large American Indian populations. If we are to increase our 

understanding of American Indian involvement in gangs and corresponding criminal 

activities, we need to extend our focus beyond the reservation borders and include Native 

youths residing in the cities.  

The following chapter addresses the various theoretical frameworks that have 

been developed and debated as a means of understanding the emergence, perpetuation 

and proliferation of gangs in this country. In light of the many theories developed, I chose 

to discuss those theories that are most applicable towards explaining the emergence and 

perpetuation of American Indian gangs. As will be shown, I rely heavily on Vigil’s 

Multiple Marginality Framework which provides an analysis of those complex factors 

that explain gang formation and those deeper forces that keep drawing young people of 

all ethnicities into the gang life. His framework also serves as a model for explaining the 

complex phenomenon of American Indian gangs.  
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CHAPTER III - THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Since Thrasher’s first study on gangs in 1927, many theories have been developed 

and debated as a means of helping academicians, policy makers, law enforcement, etc. 

understand: 1) why our youth join gangs; 2) why and how gangs continue to proliferate; 

and, 3) what are the potential remedies for solving the ‘gang problem’. The contention is 

that if gangs and their reasons for existence are better understood, then effective remedies 

can be implemented. However, according to Knox (1998) to date these theories have 

been “quite fragmented in terms of the frame of reference and the unit of 

analysis…despite the existence of rich and highly detailed qualitative data collected on 

gangs since the time of …Thrasher [1963]…, there is no integrated and systematic 

analysis of gangs” (pg. 142). Knox concludes that currently, there is no “fully functional 

and completely validated comprehensive ‘gang theory’” (pg. 142). As a result, 

researchers and practitioners are still attempting to obtain answers to the very complex 

problem of gangs and what to do about them. Due to the recent emergence of American 

Indian gangs, there is even less of a theoretical foundation on which to build a 

comprehensive understanding of these social units. Nevertheless, until such time that this 

foundation is strengthened through increased research on Native gangs, it is still plausible 

to initially analyze Native gangs utilizing existing mainstream gang theories particularly 

since Native gang behaviors, characteristics, and experiences mirror those of urban street 

gangs. As will be discussed, Vigil’s (2002) framework of multiple marginality is perhaps 

the one model that comes close to addressing the many layers of complexity of today’s 

gangs, and more specifically, American Indian gangs.  Below are selected theories that I 
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have determined to be plausible as potential models to explain the emergence and 

perpetuation of American Indian gangs.   

The literature on street gangs posits several theories that attempt to explain the 

establishment and proliferation of contemporary street gangs. Gang theories tend to fall 

into three categories depending on the unit of analysis: 1) the individual – incorporating 

psychological and social process theories; 2) the community – incorporating social 

control theory and social disorganization theory; and, 3) society – incorporating 

differential opportunity theory and underclass and surplus population theory  

(Knox, 1998, pg. 142).  

One theory cited by many gang researchers to explain the role of overarching 

social factors in the proliferation of street gangs is the growth of the urban underclass. 

Formulated by Wilson (1987), this theory provides insight into why particular 

communities are more or less at-risk for gang proliferation. Wilson concludes that 

individuals will turn to illegal or deviant activities, particularly for income in the 

following locales that: 1) are in socially isolated neighborhoods that lack legal 

employment opportunities, 2) contain poor schools and other social institutions, 3) lack 

conventional role models, and, 4) have large numbers of youths being left on their own 

without the structure of schools or work to occupy their time and hone their skills. As a 

result, poverty becomes prevalent and persistent. Wilson’s underclass theory has become 

a point of reference to explain the increasing age of today’s gang members. Unlike in 

earlier periods, gang members are not “aging out” of gang membership due to a lack of 
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livable-wage jobs available to low-skilled workers (Hagedorn, 1988; Klein, 1995; and, 

Curry and Decker, 1998).   

A predominant theoretical framework to explain criminal behavior by both non-

Native and Native individuals has been the social disorganization theory. Social 

disorganization has been defined as “the inability of local communities to realize the 

common values of their residents or solve commonly experienced problems”, such as 

disorder and crime (Bursik,1988, pg. 521 as cited in Lane and Meeker, 2003, pg. 428). 

The foundation for the social disorganization perspective stems from Durkheim’s (1953) 

argument that rapid social change is associated with increases in crime due to a 

breakdown of social controls. The supporters of this theory suggest that when a society is 

in a state of social disorganization, people are set free from normative constraints, leading 

more people to drift from conformity into deviance (Bachman, 1992). Sampson (1993) 

argues that a primary indicator of community social disorganization is how well 

communities “supervise and control teenage peer groups-especially gangs” (pg. 267 as 

cited in Lane and Meeker, pg. 428) and that this ability is related to crime levels.  

According to Bachman, the term social disorganization is generally used to 

describe conditions that undermine the ability of traditional institutions (e.g. the family) 

to regulate social behavior. She suggests that on American Indian reservations, social 

disorganization is manifested in many forms, including the breakup of families and high 

rates of geographical mobility of reservation residents between urban areas and 

reservations (Armstrong, et al. 1996). In her study of convicted American Indian 

homicide inmates, Bachman (1992) found shared life histories, which contained 
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indicators of social disorganization. The strongest indicator was the disruption of family 

life due to: 1) separation from parents through being sent to foster homes; 2) being sent to 

American Indian boarding schools at a young age; and/or, 3) adoption by non-Indian 

parents. The family is usually the center of an individual’s emotional life and assaults on 

Indian families through separation have led to pervasive feelings of hopelessness and 

powerlessness. Bachman found that in addition to experiencing the trauma of separation 

from their families, the males interviewed also had to cope with the problems of adjusting 

to a social and cultural environment much different from their own. Bachman concluded 

that this disruption of the family contributed to an environment of social disorganization 

in the lives of the homicide offenders interviewed and saw it as a contributing factor to 

their criminal behavior. 

 Economic deprivation also appears to be another appropriate theoretical 

explanation for American Indian crime. American Indians as a group are more 

disadvantaged economically than any other American minority group. American Indians 

generally have significantly lower incomes, higher unemployment and poverty rates, 

lower education levels, and face more socioeconomic difficulties than the U.S. population 

as a whole (Poupart, 2002; Nielsen, Zion & Hailer, 1998). However, Flowers (1988) 

points out that this explanation alone is not sufficient to explain American Indian crime 

but is rather a contributory factor to their alleged higher crime rate. Bachman (1992) 

contends that economic deprivation creates feelings of hopelessness, apathy, and anger 

resulting in such pathological behaviors as alcoholism, suicide, child abuse and lethal 

violence. Bachman found that these feelings of hopelessness and humiliation, often 
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associated with a lack of economic opportunity, were prevalent among the Indian 

homicide inmates interviewed. Her respondents had two criminal responses to blocked 

economic opportunities: 1) participation in property crimes as a means of obtaining 

needed or desired goods; and/or, 2) resorting to violent acts, usually towards family 

members (and usually the women in their lives) who were perceived as weaker targets on 

which the individual could take out their frustrations and anger as opposed to fighting the 

larger society that was thwarting their goals.  

Nielsen, Zion and Hailer (1998) conclude that Native American over-involvement 

in the criminal justice system, like that of Indigenous people worldwide, is rooted in the 

marginalization that results from colonialism. Native Americans have endured two 

centuries of government policies that ranged from genocidal to assimilative to support of 

limited sovereignty. The assimilative policies in general were, and still are (to the extent 

that they can still be found in American Indian law), important contributors to the 

development of social and economic conditions conducive to the development of Native 

American gangs (pg. 143).  

Assimilative policies were aimed at re-socializing, that is ‘civilizing’, Indians to 

adopt European-based values and lifestyles. Strategies used included removing American 

Indian children from their families at a young age and either giving them in adoption to 

white families or sending them to federal Indian boarding schools where they were 

forbidden to speak their Native language, wear Native clothing and hair-styles, or engage 

in Native spiritual practices. In these schools, they were taught to devalue their cultural 
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heritage and life style as ‘primitive’ and, in the process, gained few parenting or social 

skills.  

Additional government-sponsored assimilative activities included: 1) the 

proselytizing efforts of Christian missionaries towards Native conversion to Christianity; 

2) the exclusion of Native curricula from reservation schools; 3) the prohibition and 

usurpation of Native leadership structures; 4) the enforcement of a variety of laws 

forbidding Native social, ceremonial and economic activities on and off reservations; 5) 

forced relocation to predominantly non-Native urban centers; and, 6) the suppression of 

traditional social control practices such as mediation and peacemaking. These strategies, 

though actively resisted by American Indian groups, made it difficult for Native 

communities to socialize and guide their young people. Factors such as disease 

epidemics, destruction of community economies, attempted genocide, racism, and past 

and present socioeconomic conditions mentioned earlier, only served to exacerbate the 

problem. In a similar vein, the thrust of federal efforts to create justice institutions for 

Indian Nations has been to impose European-based police and social work models (a 

form of institutional assimilation). These efforts have largely failed. As a result of these 

processes, social disorganization has occurred in Native communities as indicated by 

increasing crime rates, suicide, and other forms of violence. American Indian gangs are 

simply the most recent manifestation (ibid, pg. 144). 

Another potential explanatory theory for Native criminality is that of Historical 

Unresolved Grief (further referred to as Historical Trauma). Brave Heart and DeBruyn 

(1998) suggest that the high rates of American Indian and Alaskan Native suicide, 
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homicide, accidental deaths, domestic violence, child abuse, and alcoholism, as well as 

other social problems, are “primarily the product of a legacy of chronic trauma and 

unresolved grief across generations. It is proposed that this phenomenon…contributes to 

the current social pathology, originating from the loss of lives, land and vital aspects of 

Native culture promulgated by the European conquest of the Americas” (p. 56). Through 

their experiences and research as mental health providers to reservation and urban 

Indians, the authors developed the terms ‘historical unresolved grief’ and ‘historical 

trauma’ for American Indian individuals and communities as a means of explaining the 

impact of one generation’s trauma on subsequent generations (Brave Heart 1988). They 

suggest that the major social problems challenging American Indians can be better 

understood and resolved by incorporating the concepts of historical trauma into any 

analysis of social pathologies.  

 Duran and Duran (1995), clinical psychologists who work primarily in Native 

communities, call for a clear understanding of those issues that have led to the pain or 

'soul wound' felt by many Native individuals and communities today. Duran and Duran 

acknowledge the grim health status statistics for Native people which include 

disproportionate alcoholism rates, high rates of anxiety and depression, the highest 

suicide rates for any ethnic group and school dropout rates as high as 70 percent in some 

Native communities. These dire conditions prompted their research to search for common 

factors to explain the symptoms of dysfunction. They found from interviews (of enrolled 

tribal members from central California nations) that the colonization process, issues of 

injustice, the ‘conquest’, and dishonored treaties were deemed contributory factors. From 
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these responses, they found a common thread that "weaves across much of the pain and 

suffering found in the Native American community across the US…" (pg. 24). The image 

that became most meaningful to these authors is the concept termed the 'soul wound', "the 

notion of soul wound is one which is at the core of much of the suffering that Indigenous 

peoples have undergone for several centuries” (ibid). Duran and Duran advocate that this 

notion must be understood in a historical context in order to be useful to the modern 

counselor providing therapeutic services in Native American communities.   

The advent of ‘soul wound’ or historical trauma has also been attributed to 

government boarding schools and educational policies. Beginning in the late 1800s 

through the mid-1900s, American Indian children were required to leave home at age 5 or 

6, and attend government boarding schools, often far from the reservation where the 

children lived, until age 18. As described previously, the goal of the federal Indian 

boarding school was to force the assimilation of Indians into white culture through 

forbidding the speaking of their traditional languages, and practice of their cultures and 

religions, including the right to individual prayer.  

Duran and Duran conclude that the boarding schools were effective in their efforts 

to destroy traditional Native cultures, as federal Indian boarding schools did not allow the 

needed cultural and social reproduction to take place. This occurred normally within each 

Native community’s family and social structure. Doug McDonald, Director of Indians 

into Psychology at the University of North Dakota (as cited in Gunderson, 2006) 

expanding further on the impact of federal Indian boarding schools on the Native family 

structure, states:   
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We had several generations essentially stolen from their families, to force their 
assimilation to the majority culture. Many of the interpersonal and social skills 
developed over generations to help the tribe survive were lost. Families, for two 
or three generations, still had kids but they didn’t know how to be parents. The 
boarding school was incompetent and unable to teach a rural American Indian 
how to be a parent, because they didn’t know. The white church and BIA was not 
capable of teaching that – it had to come from the elders, but the kids couldn’t get 
it because they (elders) weren’t there. 

(http://minnesota.publicradio.org/display/web/2006/03/14/whathappened/) 
 

As a result, this history of ethnocide has "inflicted a wound to the soul of Native 

people that is still felt today" (Duran and Duran, 1995, pg. 27). The historical trauma 

concept has not been addressed in the criminology literature and bears further exploration 

as a viable theory of Native crime causation. This theory adds another layer towards 

explaining why Native youth become involved in gangs and their resultant destructive 

behaviors.  

Another theoretical explanation for the emergence of American Indian youth 

gangs is the loss or change in the rites of passage experienced by American Indian youth, 

especially for young men. Rites of passage help facilitate a healthy and therefore 

successful transition between stages in the life course (Papachristos, 1998). Loosely 

defined, rights of passage are a category of rituals that mark the passage of a person 

through the life cycle, i.e. from one stage to another over time, from one role or social 

position to another, “integrating the human and cultural experiences with biological 

destiny” (Gorf, 1996 cited in Papachristos, 1998, pg. 37). Rites of passage can take many 

forms, however they are most often expressed as a ceremonial recognition that will alter 

an individual’s relationship with the members of a community (ibid). Papachristos 

recognizes that the life phase of adolescence is particularly difficult yet important 
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because of the strain factors and developmental issues involved in this stage. He advises 

that because the factors of strain make adolescence such a critical stage in the life course, 

the rites of passage seem to be a logical solution for ensuring an individual’s healthy 

development, “…if adolescence is a disease, initiation [rites of passage] is a cure” (Some, 

1994 as cited in Papachristos, 1998, pg. 38). However, with the evolution of 

industrialization, urbanization and modern technology, Papachristos observes that 

masculine rites of passage have been severely weakened in spite of the continuing need 

for such acknowledgement of a male’s progression from adolescence to adulthood. He 

points out that some groups in the larger American culture do incorporate rites of passage 

such as the Jewish bar mitzvah, however, he asks, what about those adolescents whose 

culture lacks any rites of passage? He concludes that the void this creates places many 

youth at risk of not successfully progressing along life’s course in a healthy way. 

Papachristos further concludes that this void can easily be filled and he sees street gangs 

as the current mechanism used by today’s youth to meet that need. Street gangs provide 

the at-risk youth with a rite of passage that society has not, i.e. an initiation into a group 

of peers that are able to guide the adolescent, albeit in an unhealthy way. While the gang 

may appear to provide a sense of belonging, identity, power, security and discipline, it 

often comes at a heavy price through destructive and criminal behavior in the community 

(ibid, pg. 42) as well as potential incarceration, injury and even death for the individual.    

Former Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell of Colorado, in his statement during 

Senate committee hearings on criminal gangs in Indian Country (1997), addressed this 

very issue. Senator Campbell explained that historically, American Indian youths had a 
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rite of passage to mark their transition from boyhood to manhood. The rites of passage 

were generally based on accomplishing a set of deeds during battle, while hunting, or 

during an individual quest, and learning values and morals from elders. Some Indian 

societies, especially on the Northern and Southern Plains, including Campbell’s tribe, the 

Cheyenne, had a very stratified system by which young males would mark the transition 

into manhood. Campbell pointed out in his testimony that the ‘old ways’ are gone as are 

those ways of making a smooth transition into manhood. He opines that the rise of gangs 

on the reservations may have something to do with the youths’ need for recognition for 

“honor” or those things that they would have received traditionally from normal activities 

with clans and age-graded societies to become a man in very well defined and important 

ways. Indian communities traditionally put a great deal of emphasis on how a boy 

became a man or how a girl became a woman – those things that were passed on inter-

generationally from parent to child and grandparent to grandchild. Campbell again 

surmises that today’s gangs probably provide that sense of acceptance that the youth once 

received within their own clan or age-graded societies.  

American Indian Studies Programs graduate student Ferlin Clark (Navajo); in a 

Traditions 101 lecture (2003), made an interesting observation about gender roles and 

successes in the Navajo Nation. He observed that it is the females who are attending 

universities and becoming the lawyers, doctors, and working in the tribal government. 

Clark surmised that perhaps the successes of Diné women are a result of the continued 

practice of the puberty ceremony or Kinaaldá – a celebration of a young girl’s passage 

into womanhood. He stated that puberty ceremonies for Diné males had ceased to be 
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practiced. Henderson, et al. (1999) in their study of the origins of Navajo gangs, also 

observed that Diné male puberty is not marked with a rite of passage ceremony. 

Additionally, they attribute the lack of local jobs, the low economic status of many 

families and the difficulties in maintaining Navajo traditions as contributing to the 

struggle for many Diné males transitioning from youth to manhood. They too recognized 

that membership in a gang represents a significant contemporary path now being taken to 

aid in the male transition from childhood to adulthood.  

The one multivariate and holistic theoretical framework that integrates many of 

the theories described above and perhaps can be used to examine American Indian 

involvement in urban street gangs is Vigil’s (1988) framework of ‘multiple marginality’. 

The concept of multiple marginality integrates the principle elements of several theories 

that have been formulated to explain gang delinquency, including strain theories, 

(limited) opportunity theory, underclass theory, and subcultural values theory  

(Vigil 1988, pg. 10). Marginality, or isolation from community, is sparked and 

maintained by structural features of alienation and deprivation in the environment to 

which people must adapt. Over time, that process has a cumulative effect on the lifeways 

of a particular ethnic group. Vigil argues that “a descending order of analysis from macro 

(group history), meso (family history) to micro (life history) should be undertaken to 

show through time how ecological and economic conditions create socio-cultural stresses 

and ambiguities, which, in turn, lead to subcultural and psychological mechanisms of 

adjustment” (Vigil, 1988, pg. 11). In other words, a society which is hostile to distinct 

groups impacts the lives of the group, family, and individuals, forcing them into a 
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“subculture” role (or different kinds of roles—some of which are antithetical to the 

dominant culture, such as gang crime and drugs), and impacts individual choices.  

The multiple marginality framework was originally developed as a model to 

explain the Chicano gang phenomenon in Los Angeles. However, when Vigil and Yun 

(1990) analyzed other ethnic groups (particularly immigrant Vietnamese), they found the 

theoretical framework provided useful insights into the formation of gangs and resultant 

characteristics and activities. The multiple marginality framework is more than a laundry 

list of factors but a multi-factorial, integrated model showing sequential, cumulative 

linkages among factors. For anthropologists as well as early gang researchers, the quest 

for an understanding of urban gangs began when researchers started following peasants 

and sharecroppers into cities. Thus, immigration and the experiences of immigrants 

adapting and adjusting to city life form the basis for all else that follows, including and 

especially the maladaptation that often occurs among them (Martinez, 2000). In this vein, 

there are multiple areas in which immigrants and especially their children find themselves 

‘betwixt-and-between’, beginning with where they settle, what jobs they fill, and how 

and why their social and cultural values and practices are challenged and typically 

undermined and revamped. It also takes into account when the social environment shapes 

personal identities with whom the individual’s interact. Vigil (2003) notes that no more 

than 10 percent of the youths become gang members in most affected neighborhoods, and 

the most marginalized families and children in each of these neighborhoods tend to fall 

into this marginalized category.   
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Vigil's (2002) most recent cross-cultural analysis of four ethnic populations in Los 

Angeles (Chicano, African-Americans, Vietnamese and Salvadorans), concludes that "the 

street gang is an outcome of marginalization, that is, the relegation of certain persons or 

groups to the fringes of society, where social and economic conditions result in 

powerlessness" (pg. 7). He further explains that this process occurs on multiple levels "as 

a product of pressures and forces in play over a long period of time. The phrase 'multiple 

marginality' reflects the complexities and persistence of these forces" (ibid.). Vigil 

concludes that "macrohistorical and macrostructural forces, those that occur at the 

broader levels of society, lead to economic insecurity and lack of opportunity, fragmented 

institutions of social control, poverty, and psychological and emotional barriers among 

large segments of the ethnic minority communities. These are communities whose 

members face inadequate living conditions, stressful personal and family changes, and 

racism and cultural repression in schools" (ibid.). The notion of marginality is crucial in 

this framework, as Vigil contends that being left out of mainstream society relegates 

urban youth to the margins of society where they have few options or resources to better 

their lives thus pushing them towards the one place where they are not marginalized -  

"the streets" (ibid.).   

The multiple marginality framework also includes an intense focus on social 

control, or rather, the breakdown of social control in the community. Traditionally one of 

the strongest social control factors in the community has been the family. However, 

marital stress, poverty, and culture conflict have inflicted in some sectors of society a 

heavy toll on the family’s ability to exert social control over its youth. Vigil contends that 
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a given type of subculture is created by society when there is a breakdown in family 

structure where parents have lost their traditional means of social control to manage their 

children. He further elaborates that families become stressed when their structure and 

function change as they undergo urbanization, but the stress is greatly increased and 

intensified under the marginal situations and conditions of urbanization. As an example, 

in the face of job discrimination, both parents may have to work. In the absence of 

affordable childcare, without close friends or relatives to care for them, children become 

‘latch-keyed’ and have to fend for themselves. Moreover, cultural strains on rules and 

duties between first generation parents and second generation children, and attenuated 

father presence and/or single parent (mostly female) households often add to a family’s 

stress (Vigil, 1988, 2002). In the absence of fully functional families, social control shifts 

to schools and law enforcement. However, Vigil and Yun (1998) contend that schools 

and law enforcement have also failed to exert adequate social control.  

The combined breakdown of parenting, schooling, and law enforcement controls 

creates a void, particularly at the vulnerable developmental stage of adolescence which 

then draws youths into adopting a gang lifestyle that, while fulfilling important needs for 

these youths, is detrimental to the community in which they live (pp. 118-119). Vigil 

(2002) further contends that this breakdown leads the way for street socialization of 

urban youths which "fills the voids left by inadequate parenting and schooling, especially 

inadequate familial care and supervision…On the streets, the person acquires the models 

and means for new norms, values and attitudes" (pg. 10). This is achieved through the 

older street youths who then become the major agents of socialization and enculturation, 
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with the gang representing a type of street social control institution. They accomplish this 

by becoming a partial substitute for family (i.e. they provide emotional and social support 

networks), school (i.e. giving instructions on how to think and act), and law enforcement 

(i.e. through providing authority and sanction which enforce the adherence to gang 

norms) (Vigil, 1988).  

Vigil's framework of Multiple Marginality is presented in the following 

schematic: 

 
Model 1:  

 
Framework of Multiple Marginality 

"Act and React" 
Forces at Work 

 

Macrohistorical  →→→→  Ecological/ →→→→ Sociocultural →→→→ Social 

Psychological 

1) Racism   Socioeconomic  1) Social Control  1) Street identity  
2) Social and Cultural Repression 1) Interstices  a. street socialization 2) Age/sex 
3) Fragmented Institutions a. visual, spatial   2) Nested Subcultures 3) Become a man 
    2) Underclass  a. subcultural reference    
    a. strain: pushes away    group      
Macrostructural     
1) Immigration and migration  

2) Enclave settlement         ↓ 

3) Migrant poor Barrio/Ghetto        ↓ 
 

Street Socialization begins here 

  

���� 

Dynamics 

Entering the US →→→→ Living and working in marginal  →→→→ Breakdown of  →→→→  Street socializing 
In marginal ways  situations and conditions  social control and  and street identity 

       Marginalization  ↑ ↓ 

        ↑ 

1) creation of street elites and 'locos' 
affects youth 

2) creates 'street-culture carriers' 
3) fight for/defend the turf for protection 

(Vigil, 2002, pg. 8) 
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Vigil’s theory looks first to the macrohistorical forces at work on 

immigrants/migrants as they arrive in the urban environment. There is isolation from the 

dominant culture, poverty, racism, repression of traditional immigrant cultures and the 

breakdown of social control institutions through family stress, difficulties in school and 

negative contacts with police. He then looks to ecological/socioeconomic conditions.  

Ecological theory suggests that gangs developed from specific conditions and 

experiences. Thrasher (1927) argued that gang formation was a spatial and social process 

most prevalent in places that he characterized as “geographically and socially interstitial” 

(open) places of the city that contain areas of social disorganization as evidenced by 

deteriorating homes, rapid demographic change and large immigrant populations (cited in 

Alonso, pg. 660). These conditions then lead to socio-cultural stresses and ambiguities 

through the breakdown of social control systems (family, schools and law enforcement) 

which leads to subcultural and psychological mechanisms of adjustment. It is at this point 

in his model that street socialization begins to take the place of these broken institutions 

of social control. He addresses then the creation of “nested” cultures (subcultures within a 

larger cultural system) or, for purposes of this discussion – gangs. Gangs are comprised 

of members who have agreed to do things in ways that are not in alignment with the 

societal patterns around them. The next link involves the social psychological layer that 

acknowledges the result of the breakdown of the other institutions of social control (i.e. 

family, school and police) where the youth then turns to the street gang for his sense of 

identity and belonging that is not available to him or her elsewhere. Additionally, the 
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gang provides a rites of passage or initiation process that takes the place of socially 

approved rites allowing for the transition from adolescence into ‘manhood’. 

Vigil then looks at the Macrostructural forces at work where the emergence of 

ethnic gangs is typically linked to the migration of large numbers of people to cities. The 

adaptation to cities by already poor individuals, sometimes made poorer by the physical 

move and transition, too often results in the marginalization of these groups. In other 

words, a society which is hostile to distinct groups impacts the lives of that group and 

their families as well as individuals, forcing them into a subculture role (or different 

kinds of roles—some of which are antithetical to the dominant culture, such as gang 

crime and drugs), and impacts individual choices, i.e. whether to join a gang or not.  

Through the multiple marginality framework, Vigil identifies the elements from which 

gangs spring: isolation from the dominant culture, poverty, family stress and crowded 

households, peer pressure, and the adolescent struggle for self-identity. His model reveals 

how the gang often functions as parent, school, and law enforcement in the absence of 

these role models in the gang members' lives. Additionally, Vigil’s model allows us to go 

beyond the tendency to blame individual choice-making as the root cause of gang 

violence and criminality, rather, his model argues that gang problems are problems that 

exist simultaneously at several levels (as described in the model above).  

While Vigil does not specifically include American Indians in his discussion, I 

contend that the experiences of Native people during the Relocation era of federal Indian 

policy are similar to what other immigrant groups have experienced upon their transition 

to the cities (urbanization). Those structural factors addressed in Vigil’s model can be 
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applied to the experiences of American Indians in the urban setting which contributes to a 

greater understanding of American Indian gang formation and participation in the urban 

setting. To make the framework more American Indian specific, I have made the 

following alterations:  

 

Model 1A:  

 
Framework of Multiple Marginality for American Indians 

"Act and React" 
Forces at Work 

 

Macrohistorical  →→→→ Ecological/ →→→→ Sociocultural →→→→     Social Psychological 

   Socioeconomic 
 
1) Federal Indian Policies 1) Interstices           1) Social Control        1) Street identity  
2) Social and Cultural  a. visual, spatial  a. street socialization       2) Age/sex 
 Repression 2) Underclass  2) Nested Subcultures       3) Becoming a man 
3) Colonialism  a. strain: pushes away a. subcultural reference       4) Historical  
4) Boarding Schools        group                    Trauma  
5) Racism         
         
Macrostructural 
     
1) Migration to urban centers from reservations  

2) Termination/Relocation Policies      ↓ 

3) Settlement in depressed housing areas      ↓ 

 

Street Socialization begins here 

  

���� 

Dynamics 

 

Loss of Land →→→→ Living and working in marginal  →→→→ Breakdown of  →→→→  Street socializing 
Violation of Treaties situations and conditions  social control  & street identity 
       Marginalization   

↑   ↑

 ↓ 
 

1) creation of street elites and 'locos' affects 
youth 

2) creates 'street-culture carriers' 

 

 
 
‘Loco’ for Latino gangs is the key to a street gang identity and learning to act 
crazy to survive; to be unpredictable; ready for any action, even killing somebody  
(Vigil, 2003, pg. 236).   
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To understand Vigil’s model in a historical context for American Indians, we 

must look at the progression towards contemporary American Indian urbanization. At the 

forefront is the loss of land (under Dynamics in Vigil’s framework) and with that loss, an 

interruption of tribal lifeways that were integral in the relationship to the land. First, I 

must mention that life in an urban environment is not new for American Indians. In fact, 

many Native Americans lived in urban communities for hundreds of years prior to the 

arrival of Europeans. The largest ancient urban community in what is now the state of 

Illinois, was Cahokia, a mound city inhabited from 800 to 1400 C.E. (Forbes, 2001). 

Other sites displaying archeological evidence of large populations and extensive 

commerce and technology include Mesa Verde and Chaco Canyon.  However, after the 

arrival of Europeans, which through time resulted in a burgeoning European settlement 

resulting in the creation of the United States, treatment of American Indians by the newly 

established federal government has always been the product of the tension between two 

conflicting forces – separatism and assimilation. Congress (who is charged with 

overseeing American Indian affairs through the Plenary Power Doctrine – an assumption 

of power over Indian affairs through a skewed interpretation of the Trade and Intercourse 

Acts of the Constitution), has not decided which of the two it will pursue (Getches, et al. 

1993, pg. 31). 

In light of the conflicts over aboriginal lands and the European ‘expansion 

through diplomacy’ (via Treaties), Indian tribes, as a result of the Johnson v. McIntosh 

decision (1828), lost aboriginal title to the land. However, out of his ‘concern’ for 
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Indians, Marshall tempered the decision by claiming they continued the right of 

occupancy on their aboriginal lands – they just could not sell or trade the land to anyone 

other than the United States federal government. The ensuing cases of Cherokee Nation 

v. Georgia (1831) and Worcester v. Georgia (1832) affirmed that Congress exercised 

plenary power over Indian affairs; that Indian tribes still retain sovereign, though 

diminished inherent powers over their internal affairs and reserved territory; and the 

United States possesses a trust responsibility toward Indian tribes (Getches, et al. 1993, 

pg. 74).  However, as natural resources were discovered on Indian lands (e.g., gold on 

Cherokee lands), there was an increasing demand for the removal of Indians from their 

homelands. Not only were economic interests at the forefront of federal Indian policy but 

so were the efforts toward the civilizing and Christianizing of Indian people. The notion 

that if Indians were removed onto reservations or lands beyond contact with whites, then 

the slow process of education, civilization, and Christianization could take place.  

Under proponents of such doctrines, Indian removal was necessary to ‘safeguard’ 

the Indian yet give them places to become ‘civilized’ for eventual integration into the 

Euro-American society (ibid, pg. 99).  The earliest Indian treaties of the colonial 

encounter era established the idea of reservations as a means of confining Indian 

occupancy. However, as the Cherokee cases show, it was not enough to keep Indians 

isolated in the midst of expanding white civilization. The discovery of gold and other 

resources on Indian lands was “a temptation too great for the settlers to resist or for the 

government to pretend to protect” (ibid, pg. 140).  
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Additionally, the newly established states were jealous of tribal political autonomy within 

their boundaries (as reiterated in the Worcester case).  

In 1830, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act which allowed for the sweep of 

eastern based tribes onto lands west of the Mississippi designated as Indian Territory 

(now the state of Oklahoma). In exchange for ceding claims to much of their aboriginal 

lands, tribes accepted specified tracts of land with the assurance that they would remain 

as Indian reservations “forever” (ibid, pg. 140). However, it was not long before the 

waves of Euro-American immigrants spread further west, creating an ever-increasing 

demand for the natural resources located on tribal lands. To meet the non-Indian demand 

for more land, successive treaties were entered into resulting in repeated cessions of 

Indian territory.  

As a result, many tribes lost their ability to remain self-sufficient due to the 

deprivation of a land base large enough to support their subsistence. This in turn led to a 

dependence on federal rations as promised in renegotiated treaties. With traditional tribal 

structures undermined by the loss of land and growing federal control, a syndrome of 

forced dependence and resulting social and economic decline became the rationale for 

even greater federal government domination of Indian life (ibid, pg. 141). By 1900, 

American Indians had lost 98 percent of their land base and their population numbers 

were at an all-time low of 250,000. With American Indians removed from the east and 

settled on reservations in the west, hostile public opinion toward Indians diminished. In 

fact, the steady decline of the Indian population coincided with public policies to hasten 

the anticipated extinction of American Indians by encouraging cultural assimilation. 
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Measures were adopted to pressure Indians into farming, and boarding school personnel 

tried to eradicate all traces of tribal culture from Indian children (Snipp, 1992, pg. 356).  

By 1940, approximately 10 percent of American Indians lived in cities. This 

situation began to change due to the biggest federal push towards urbanization occurring 

at the close of World War II. After the war, the American economy was booming and as 

a result, many American Indian people, particularly war veterans, migrated to the cities in 

search of jobs as a way to support their families, due to the impoverished conditions in 

their reservation homelands. The impoverished conditions on the reservations were a 

result of destroyed tribal economies, stolen Indian lands, failed economic development 

and self-sufficiency programs established by the U.S. government, and federal wardship 

crippling the attempts by tribes to resolve these problems. These conditions created an 

attractive draw to the alternative – the city.  

The second factor leading to a rapid increase in the urban Indian population was a 

shift in federal policy initiated by a 1949 Hoover Commission Report. The Hoover 

Report recommended the complete integration of American Indians into American 

society by enticing them to leave the reservations and move into the mass of the 

population as full, taxpaying citizens. With the election of the Republican President 

Eisenhower and Republican dominated House and Senate, the recommendations of the 

Report came to fruition with the implementation of the Termination era. Through 109 

separate acts passed by Congress, the federal-tribal relationship was terminated with 

those specific tribes. As a result, those tribes lost their federal recognition, their lands and 

access to the services and protection of the federal government (ibid, pg. 205). Thus 
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began an all out effort by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (federal government) to draw 

Native people off the reservations and into the cities with the Relocation Act of 1956 

(P.L.959). The Relocation Act provided funding to establish “job training centers” for 

American Indians in various urban centers, and to finance the relocation of individual 

Indians and families to these locales.  

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) designated such cities as Chicago, Denver, 

Oakland, and Los Angeles as the main destination points where job-placement and 

housing-aid programs were opened. The BIA placed Indians far from their reservations 

with the unstated goal of keeping them from returning to their reservations by requiring 

the participants to sign agreements that they would not return to their respective 

reservations to live. The stated goal of Relocation was to help American Indians find 

greater economic opportunity and achieve a better standard of living (Fixico, 2000). 

Federal agencies promised to provide transportation, housing, job training and other 

services to those individuals agreeing to move to the designated urban relocation areas. 

However, the unfortunate result of the federal relocation program was that many Native 

people found the urban environment oppressive and government assistance not what was 

promised (ibid. pp. 22-25 as cited in Katel, 2006). Regardless, over the years between 

1950 and 1980, it has been estimated that as many as 53 percent of the 1.5 million 

American Indians – a total of 750,000 American Indians migrated to the cities.  

Fixico (2000) describes the impact of Indian urbanization which included: cultural 

alienation, racism, alcoholism, under-education, poor health service, employment 

problems, ghetto housing and Native identity problems. He states that “…the two-thirds 
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of the total Indian population who live in cities have common urban problems and similar 

experiences as they are a minority coexisting within the mainstream American society” 

(pg. xiii). In trying to adjust to the urban mainstream, many relocatees first encountered 

the usual problems of living in the big city, namely crime, inflation, unemployment and 

exploitation. The transformation from a rural tribal lifestyle to the urban mainstream 

resulted in a new set of problems such as social alienation, community prejudice, and 

racism that made urban life difficult (pg. 5).  

Since the initial relocation of the 1950s, Indian youth in particular have felt the 

brunt of urban pressures. Attending public schools was not easy then, and remains 

difficult today, as exemplified by the extraordinarily high school drop out rates for 

American Indians. Education for some American Indian youth seemed in the distant 

future with little hope. Every day life in the streets took the place of formalized 

schooling. Additionally, many urban Indians experienced the psychological alienation of 

a minority in opposition to the mainstream. Frustrated and discouraged, many urban 

Indians turned to alcohol and drugs (ibid, pg. 5).  

The move to an urban area for some American Indians has been an intensely 

alienating and anomic experience. It removed them from the tightly bonded social milieu 

of reservation life and placed them in foreign, disorienting city environments. The loss of 

traditional social ties and family bonds is anomic which has been found to be a 

contributing factor to heavy drinking and related problems such as incidents with the 

police (Snipp, 1992, pg. 361). According to Snipp (1992), it should not be surprising that 

excessive alcohol consumption leads to encounters with police. American Indian arrest 
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rates are considerably higher than for African-Americans and whites. However, a very 

large number of these arrests are for alcohol related offenses. One study found that 71 

percent of the Indian arrests appearing in the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report data were 

connected with alcohol (ibid, pg. 361). One explanation for American Indian criminality 

focuses on the alienation of urban life, the disorganizing influence of relocation, and the 

absence of traditional institutions for restraining individual behavior. Another perspective 

emphasizes discrimination, over-surveillance by police and differential sentencing  

(ibid, pg. 361).    

Once Indian people moved to the cities and found the promises made by the 

federal government not met, they initially were often trapped in a city, far away from 

their homelands, without money to return, far away from their families and experiencing 

the pressures of the urban mainstream. In response to these conditions, many Indians 

became reliant on their survival skills and basic traditional values. Like their ancestors 

who had learned to function in communities on the plains, woodlands and in other 

environments, Indians formed enclaves in the cities. Extended families as a part of the 

tribes were continued when relatives themselves were able to come to the cities. This 

reliance on kinship and social practices enabled Indian survival in the urban setting 

(Fixico, 2000, pg. 5) in spite of the negative impacts of modern urbanization for many 

American Indian people.  

Using the multiple marginality framework’s Social Psychological link which 

addresses identity, Fixico acknowledges that while an Indian identity persists, 

urbanization has rapidly undermined the legacy of diverse Native traditionalism. The 
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urban Indian has felt the pressures of assimilation – one of the underlying goals of the 

federal Relocation Program – which led to feelings of self-doubt which in turn led to 

psychological maladjustment and what Fixico terms an ‘identity crisis’ as both full-

bloods and mixed-blood Indian individuals had difficulty in trying to understand their 

identities amidst a non-Indian urban environment. For Indian youth, the situation was 

even more confusing because of peer pressure and growing up with too few successful 

American Indian role models (pg. 6).  

Specific to American Indians in this historical context (under the Macrohistorical 

link) is colonization. The colonization of one race of peoples by another race, indelibly 

inscribes a legal system of racial discrimination based on cultural differences, denying 

rights of self-determination to the colonized peoples which has been displaced from the 

territory desired by the colonizer race. Not only were Native people displaced from their 

homelands but the combined efforts of the government-sponsored assimilative activities 

of Christianization of Natives, the efforts of the federal Indian boarding schools to erase 

all traces of traditional Native cultures, the passage and enforcement of laws which 

forbade Native social, ceremonial and economic activities on and off reservations, the 

forced relocation to predominantly non-Native urban centers, and, the suppression of 

traditional social control practices such as mediation and peacemaking, have all 

contributed to the difficulty for Native communities to socialize and guide their young 

people. As a result, Native youth turn to ‘the streets’ to fill the voids created by 

colonialism and the resulting breakdowns in the mechanisms for social control resulting 

in participation in urban gangs by American Indian youth.  
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Like other minority groups moving into the cities, American Indians have had to 

overcome socioeconomic obstacles, cultural adjustments and psychological struggles. 

These factors would indicate that the urban environment is ripe for American Indian 

youth to turn to gangs as other minority youth have done – that the structural factors are 

in place which lead to a breakdown in traditional social controls (family, school and law 

enforcement) that impact an individual’s decision-making skills about turning to a gang 

to fulfill those economic, social, and psychological needs.   

 From the theories discussed above, with particular focus on Vigil’s multiple 

marginality framework, we should anticipate that conditions are ripe for American Indian 

participation in urban street gangs due to American Indians experiencing similar 

structural processes as other immigrants/migrants to the urban setting. However, there is 

a dearth of research and literature about American Indian involvement in urban street 

gangs. Hence the main purpose of this study is to explore the urban Indian gang and 

expand the knowledge base of American Indian gangs.   

 In the next chapter, I will discuss the Urban Indian today. A review of this 

particular literature is important in order to glean any additional factors that will serve as 

explanations for the presence of American Indian gang members in the urban setting.   
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CHAPTER IV - URBAN INDIANS TODAY 
 

According to Census 2000, sixty-four percent of self-identified American 

Indians/Alaskan Natives reside off-reservation and almost fifty percent (620,000) of the 

total non-reservation Native population lives in urban areas, with New York City, Los 

Angeles, Chicago, Phoenix, Anchorage, and Tulsa having the largest American 

Indian/Alaska Native populations (Census 2000). Today, the American Indian population 

is very migratory exhibiting movement between cities and reservations. American 

Indians who are stereotypically viewed as tied to the land have become increasingly 

urban over the past several decades like the rest of the American population and the view 

from Indian country is that the trend will continue. An example of this movement can be 

found in Maricopa County, Arizona, where more than 50,000 Indians representing more 

than 80 tribes currently reside. Their reasons for moving to the urban setting are 

attributed to the prevailing poverty and up to fifty percent unemployment rates on the 

reservations. Many have left these conditions to seek education and better employment 

and other opportunities found in the cities. 

In the culturally and geographically diverse American Indian population, the 

numbers of American Indians residing off-reservation remain the ‘silent majority’ 

(Norrell, 2005). Two-thirds of the nation’s 4.4 million American Indians live in towns 

and cities, but “they’re hard to find. Indians who move into metropolitan areas are 

scattered; they’re not in a centralized geographical area,” states New Mexico Secretary of 

Labor Conroy Chino. “You don’t have that cohesive community where there’s a sense of 

culture and language, as in a Chinatown or Koreatown such as in Los Angeles” (cited in 
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Katel, 2006, pg. 365). Lobo’s research (2001) states that American Indians are more 

scattered within non-Indian populations than other minorities. She emphasizes that urban 

Indians are not a ‘place located’ but rather a ‘network-based’ people who know each 

other as opposed to living in the same geographical vicinity. She states “that’s distinctive 

from other communities and part of the reason Indian people are so invisible” to the rest 

of American society (cited in Pancrazio, 2003, 

www.azcentral.com/news/articles/0706urbanindians06).  

Snipp (1992) would disagree with the statements that American Indians are 

invisible in the cities. He states that American Indians have become increasingly visible 

in the “diverse ethnic mosaic of American society” (pg. 352). Snipp acknowledges that 

until recently, sociological data for American Indians have been sparse and “Indians have 

been largely invisible in national recordkeeping systems” (ibid, pg. 352). However, as 

American Indians have increased in numbers and become more urbanized and more 

politically visible, they have begun to receive more attention, particularly from 

sociologists (ibid, pg. 353). The same is true for criminological studies. With some 

exceptions in the 1970s, at the height of the American Indian Movement and the political 

actions of that group (e.g. Alcatraz Occupation in 1969, Wounded Knee II siege in 1972, 

etc.), some attention was paid to American Indian criminality (through published articles 

in journals) but then, criminologists basically ceased to study American Indians until the 

emergence of American Indian gangs on the reservations across the country in the mid-

1990s. Increasingly, we now find federal agencies such as the Office of Juvenile Justice 

and Delinquency Prevention (under the Department of Justice) funding and participating 
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in studies on American Indian crime issues such as child abuse, domestic violence in 

Indian Country, crime victimization, youth gangs in Indian country, etc.). Hence, we are 

beginning to see an increase in attention paid to those issues affecting American Indian 

people in the urban area.  

One such report, prepared by the National Urban Indian Family Coalition (2005), 

addresses the impact of the role of federal relocation and termination policies and the 

resulting lack of health care and other services for American Indians living in cities. The 

NUIFC report indicates that urban Indians and Alaska Natives are three times as likely as 

other racial groups to be homeless. Their children are more likely to be victims of child 

abuse and neglect than those living on tribal lands. Urban Natives have lower rates of 

prenatal care and higher infant mortality than those on tribal lands. Urban Natives have 

higher rates of accidental deaths, liver disease, diabetes, and alcohol-related deaths than 

the general population. Compared to the U.S. population as a whole, urban Indians have a 

178 percent higher death rate from alcohol abuse and a 54 percent higher death rate from 

diabetes (2004 study by the Seattle Indian Health Board’s Urban Indian Health Institute, 

Wagner, 2006).  

According to Katel (2006), there is an urban Indian middle class “quietly taking 

root” (pg. 363) yet despite statistical improvements in socioeconomic indicators, 

American Indians are still poorer, more illness-prone and less likely to be employed than 

non-Indians and all indications point to a sizeable number of urban Indians living 

dispersed throughout cities, often in cheap housing, mobile units, and abandoned vehicles 

or under bridges (ibid.). Citing the Harvard Project on American Indian Development: the 
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poverty rate of urban American Indian/Alaskan Natives is 3.9 times that of urban whites; 

the unemployment rate of urban American Indians/Alaskan Natives is 2.4 times that of 

urban whites; and urban Indians are three times more likely to be homeless than urban 

whites (Indian Country Today Feb. 17, 2005). 

As an example, the Chicago-area Menominee suffer from the economic and social 

hardships commonly experienced by off-reservation Native communities. Chicago-area 

Menominee experience high unemployment while those who are employed work mainly 

in the service sector. They have critical medical needs but often do not have access to 

major medical coverage. Additionally, single women head a very high percentage of their 

households. As a result, 84 percent of the Menominee living in the Chicago area are at or 

below the poverty line. Only six percent are homeowners. The Harvard Project states that 

the Menominee of the Chicago area along “with other urban Indians, form part of Indian 

country’s ‘forgotten majority’” 

(www.ksg.harvard.edu/hpaied/hn/hn_2003_MenomineeCommunityCenterOfChicago). 

Despite the existence of currently significant numbers of off-reservation populations, the 

tribal, state and federal policymakers have maintained a “reservation-centric view of 

Indian needs and priorities. Most free or low-cost services available to Indians living off-

reservation remain contingent upon their return to the reservation. For many, poverty 

prevents them from traveling back to the reservation for these services” (ibid, unk. page).  

The city of Portland, Oregon, provides another example of the current 

environment for urban Indians. Between 31,000 and 36,000 American Indians live in 

Portland, which has long been home to Native families due to its designation as a federal 
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relocation site. Portland attracted many tribal members from the six tribes in Oregon 

when their federal recognition was terminated during the 1950s. In spite of living in one 

of the most advanced and liberal cities, American Indians there experience higher rates of  

urban Indian homelessness, higher rates of urban Indian children dropping out of school, 

and higher rates of Indian children in foster care in comparison with urban whites 

(Norrell, 2005). 

According to Magagnini (1997) in his series on “California’s Lost Tribes”, Native 

leaders advised that, “urbanization was the most significant crisis to Indian identity since 

their initial contact with Europeans” (www.sacbee.com). A further example of this 

impact on Indian identity can be attributed to the “civilizing” policies of the federal 

government carried out through the boarding school experience. From 1880 to 1970, 

hundreds of thousands of Indian children were taken from their families on the 

reservations and sent to Indian boarding schools, often in different states. As a result, 

these schools tore apart families, produced thousands of intertribal marriages, blended 

cultures and bloodlines, and funneled graduates into jobs in far away cities thus 

decreasing their opportunities or desire for returning home. According to Lorene Sisquoc, 

a boarding school historian interviewed for this series, one result of the boarding school 

experience is that some people have no idea how to function as a family often resulting in 

the abuse of their children.  Other urban Indians lost their tribal identities at birth. 

Thousands of Indian children were taken from their families and sent for adoption in non-

Indian homes by social workers that were unclear on the Indian concept of extended 

family. Many of the “lost Indian children” either grew up in the Bay Area or have come 
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there in search of their roots. One interviewee, who was adopted out, stated, “his 

childhood was one long identity crisis. I went from being a little gangster to a punk 

rocker to a skinhead to a longhair and back to a gangster. I could never really figure out 

where I sat in the world” (ibid., unk page).  

Perhaps a path for the future for urban Indians, is exemplified by the cooperation 

of the American Indian Center in Chicago and the Menominee Nation where the tribal 

government enacted legislation that allowed tribal members living in the Chicago area to 

be treated as an extension of the Menominee Reservation thus re-connecting urban 

Menominee with their families, homeland, tribal customs and identity. The same type of 

cooperation is being sought by Navajo President Joe Shirley who has been advocating 

that Navajos living in urban cities such as Phoenix and Albuquerque, form their own 

chapters which would result in them receiving their “fair share of resources, funding and 

services from the Navajo government” (Hardeen, 2006). Dr. Shirley stated that “it 

doesn’t matter where you live. Geography doesn’t come between us. You’re part of a 

chapter. Parents live back there. Elderly, your medicine people live back there. It’s your 

land, too. That’s what connects us. It’s your resources. Why shouldn’t you have a part of 

it?” (ibid., pg. 1). Additionally, President Shirley has been advocating for urban chapters 

to be organized in other cities such as Denver, Los Angeles and Salt Lake City as a way 

to ensure funding for the many needs expressed by urban Navajos. He recognizes that the 

amount of talent, energy and education among urban Navajos is too great for the Navajo 

Nation to continue to ignore. He further states that “they must be embraced by the mother 

government and encouraged to partake in all aspects of Navajo life for the future of the 
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Navajo Nation” (ibid, pg. 2). At the Phoenix Indian Center, a Navajo language and 

culture teacher has been hired and some Navajo children are once again learning their 

language. As President Shirley states, “that language is what makes us Navajo people. If 

we’re going to continue to be Navajos 500 years, 1000 years down the road, we need that 

language. We need our culture, our color, our sacred stories, our herbs…” (pg. 3).  

What are the implications of such efforts of tribal governments recognizing and 

providing for their members who live in the cities? The obvious implications for urban 

Indian youth would be that reconnecting to their tribal traditions, ceremonies, sacred 

stories, language and strengthening an Indian identity would fill the void (socially and 

psychologically) that occurs with urbanization which the youth then turn to gangs to help 

fill. Re-establishing cultural ties would be one mechanism for giving Native youth greater 

strength for resisting the pull to join a gang.  

 
Urban Native Youth and Gangs 

 Statistical information on the extent of Native youth participation in urban street 

gangs could not be found. Statistics are widely available on American gangs, particularly 

through the annually produced National Youth Gang Survey (NYGS). This report 

provides comprehensive statistics about American gang characteristics, locations (i.e. 

urban, suburban and rural), behaviors, and trends over time.  However, the NYGS, as a 

resource for American Indian gang information in the urban setting is lacking due to the 

fact that the figures provided for the racial/ethnic composition breakdown of street gang 

members only include:  White, African-American, Hispanic, Asian and “Other”. The 
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NYGS indicates that the majority of respondents within that ‘Other’ category are 

American Indians (45 percent), followed by Polynesian (27 percent), Middle Eastern  

(8 percent) and Haitian (5 percent) (1996 National Youth Gang Survey), yet there is no 

further ethnic breakdown in their discussions/analysis of gang characteristics, locations, 

etc. as provided in the report. Due to the lack of national survey data about American 

Indian gang members in the urban setting, we must turn to other sources of information 

available about Native participation in urban street gangs. One such resource is the news 

media. Information found on Native gangs/gang members in particular urban settings 

includes the following investigative reports:   

 According to an AP news article (1991), police in Tulsa, Oklahoma noted an 

increase in gang activity among the Native youth in their city. A police official 

interviewed for the article indicated that in 1991, they were aware of Native youth 

involvement in their local street gangs and were aware of more than one gang whose 

membership was strictly Native American. Other officers interviewed indicated that 

Tulsa’s Native gangs were adopting characteristics similar to the more established street 

gangs of Los Angeles and other urban centers. They also indicated that Native gang 

members often committed crimes in the urban areas and then fled to tribal lands to hide 

from the police. As a result of the increased gang activity in the area, the Pawnee Nation 

created a gang intervention unit geared towards addressing the emerging American 

Indian gang activities, which at that time was believed to be the first in the nation (AP, 

11/21/94, in Nielsen and Silverman, 1998). In Tulsa today, the latest numbers show that 

Native Americans make up to five percent of the 3,500 gang members compared to 55 
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percent for African-Americans, 29 percent for Whites, 9 percent Hispanic, and 1 percent 

for Asians. According to a Sheriff’s Office representative, police are not seeing violence 

in Native gangs similar to other established gangs nor have they seen that many arrests 

with weapons, nor as many assaults or homicides. Native gangs are more involved with 

burglaries and robberies where a knife is the weapon of choice. Other observations of 

Native gangs in the Tulsa area include: Native gang members are arrested for minor 

marijuana offenses as opposed to hard drugs; one identified Native gang, Brown Pride, is 

noted for committing auto thefts, auto burglaries, and graffiti in a particular part of town; 

another Native gang, Indian Empire, has members who have joined with Blood gang 

members because there are so few Indian gang members; in the prison system, the Indian 

Brotherhood is active and while in prison, Indian Brotherhood members align themselves 

with the White Supremacists; and, there are some Native youth from Ponca City who 

frequently come to the Tulsa area and call themselves Ponca Boys with membership 

restricted to American Indians (Murg, 2003).   

Another example is the Reno-Sparks Indian Colony in Nevada, a Paiute Indian 

reservation surrounded by an urban environment. A domestic violence counselor 

interviewed for an article by Guidos (2001), observed that crime around the Colony had 

increased. A probation officer at Reno-Sparks Indian Colony however said American 

Indian teenagers in northern Nevada had not faced the same difficulties as their big-city 

counterparts. The probation officer did not have many Native youths on probation and the 

ones he did have were in juvenile facilities for minor crimes. He found that the Native 
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youth in the Reno area were not as aggressive as the youth he had encountered in other 

urban cities.  

The assumption by early gang researchers, myself included, was that the closer 

the reservation was to an urban center, the more likely there was to be a gang presence on 

that reservation. However, a reservation such as the Reno-Sparks Colony disputes that 

assumption and officials of the Colony contend that youth from the Reno-Sparks Colony 

only benefit from being so close to the city because they are kept busy with various 

activities and opportunities, thus keeping them away from the draw of gangs.   

Another example where there is a presence of gangs in an urban Indian 

community can be found in the Phillips or Little Earth neighborhood in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota. This is an urban area with a recognizable, geographic community where 

American Indians reside – urban Indians are not usually identified by their own 

neighborhood or geographic Indian community and Little Earth is often mistaken for an 

inner-city reservation. However, it is actually a designated public housing area devised in 

1971 as a low-income enclave operated by American Indians. It is often referred to as the 

only urban Indian housing complex in America as some 96 percent of the current 

residents are American Indian, although it is also open to anyone who qualifies for 

federal Section 8 housing. Officials have found an element of conflict among residents of 

different tribal backgrounds. As Little Earth became predominantly Indian, it was 

historically Ojibwe-dominated, however, in recent years, members of other tribes, such as 

Lakota tribal members, have moved in resulting in divisions between the differing bands. 

The one unifying theme at Little Earth, besides Native heritage, is poverty. Some 80 
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percent of households are led by single mothers, 99 percent are very low income with 69 

percent of the households at an annual income less than $10,000. 

It is at Little Earth that the first identified American Indian gang in Minnesota, the 

Naturals, was started in 1979. Since then, there have been various offshoots of what are 

historically considered African-American associated gangs, such as the Native Gangster 

Disciples and the Native Vice Lords (the Gangster Disciples and Vice Lords have their 

roots in the Chicago area). Officials attribute much of the criminal element at Little Earth 

to outside forces, not the residents. They have found that varying gangs continually try to 

take over ‘turf’ at the complex. Urban Native gangs such as: the Native Mob, Native 

Gangster Disciples, Native Vice Lords, Project Boyz, Makk Mob, and Money Over 

Bitches have attempted to stake a claim to Little Earth. As a result, this area experiences 

high rates of random violence as the gangs try to take over 

(www.citypages.com/databank/27/1338artoc;es14550/asp). 

The above reports about specific urban locations experiencing American Indian 

gang activity were the only ones found through a literature and media search. This sparse 

coverage of specific urban Indian involvement in street gangs points out the need for a 

study such as the current one.  

 The next chapter provides an overview of gangs on reservations with an emphasis 

on those factors that law enforcement and community members attribute to an urban 

influence whether it be the actual individual gang member or cultural importation of the 

gang mentality/lifestyle onto the reservations.  
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CHAPTER V - OVERVIEW OF GANGS IN INDIAN COUNTRY 
 

Our youth are apparently looking to urban gangs for those things that will give 

them a sense of identity, importance, and belongingness. It would be so nice if 

they would but look to our own tribal characteristics because we already have all 

the things that our youth are apparently looking for and finding in socially 

destructive gangs. We have all the characteristics in our tribal structures that will 

affirm the identities of our youth. Gangs have distinctive colors, clothes, music, 

heroes, symbols, rituals, and ‘turf’…We American Indians have these too…we 

need to teach our children about the positive aspects of American Indian life at an 

early age so they know who they are. Perhaps in this way we can inoculate them 

against the disease of gangs.” 

Dr. Richard Littlebear – speaking at an Indigenous language conference, 1997 

 

  
 While Native gangs have adopted the latest characteristics and criminal activities 

of contemporary street gangs, there is evidence that earlier forms of gang-like behaviors 

were present in the federal Indian boarding schools. Lomawaima (1994), in her book on 

the Chilocco Indian School in Oklahoma, provides accounts from Chilocco alumni who 

recalled their boarding school experiences during the 1920s and 1930s. Many of her male 

interviewees recalled experiences of belonging to the different gangs that were formed at 

the school. These ‘gangs’ were usually based along age-graded divisions and tribal lines. 

Despite the difference from today’s connotation (or definition) of “gang”, some 

similarities can be observed. First, the formation of gangs was a clear response to the 

boarding school environment American Indian children were forced to endure; second, 

gangs or group associations were formed as a means of protection against other older and 

bigger boys as well as a defense of their territories and each other; third, fighting to settle 

differences was common and an accepted method of working out differences or conflicts; 

and, fourth, these associations were formed along tribal lines as “tribal heritage brought 

boys together and mixed blood versus full blood sorted them out” (Lomawaima, pg. 98). 
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Boarding school gangs can also be seen as a form of resistance against the “common 

enemy”, where boys made associations and formed into groups who participated in acts 

of rebellion or mischief against the boarding school establishment.  

The next indication of a gang presence can be found at the Navajo Nation during 

the 1970s. Mendenhall, in her study of Navajo Gangs (1999), found that while there is 

historical evidence for gangs and gang-like behavior previously on the Navajo 

reservation, these groups “in terms of their origins and activities for a century prior to the 

1970s were fundamentally different from the current situation” (pg. 72). In at least one 

geographic area of the Navajo Nation youth groups emerged in the 1970s that could be 

characterized as “party gangs” engaging occasionally in violent and criminal activities, 

however, these gangs were short-lived (pg. 73). Henderson, et al. (1999) add that while 

Navajo gangs initially participated in this “party gang” mentality and activities, the 

purpose of their existence in that structure was a means of getting together to drink and 

“party away from adults and outside of the context of ceremonial gatherings” (pg. 257). 

Henderson, et al. also recognized the changes of purpose and structure of Navajo gangs 

that occurred in the 1990s. They point out that gangs began to “coalesce around core 

members who came from families that were marginal in the communities to which they 

returned after living off the reservation or in distant reservation communities” (pg. 258).  

While gangs or youth associations involving some form of minor delinquency have 

been around for a long time, it wasn’t until the early 1990s that the characteristics of 

Native gangs began to change and take on a more serious and violent nature in the crimes 

they committed (Hailer, 1998). A question for further investigation involves: What was 
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occurring on the reservations, or society in general, that changed the nature of Native 

youth gangs from typical age-graded associations participating in minor acts of mischief 

or delinquency into groups that adopted more violent activities and emulated the 

characteristics of the predominant urban street gangs? Until this question is investigated 

further, there are only two factors that can be attributed to the current rise in juvenile 

crime in Indian Country. First, after decades of stable birth rates, the birth rates in Indian 

Country began to rise sharply during the 1970s. The 2000 Census reports that while 26 

percent of all Americans were under the age of 18, 33 percent of the American Indian 

population is in this age group. The Census Bureau estimates this trend will continue 

(Figure 1, pg. 5). The Gila River Indian Community in Arizona, an area struggling with 

gangs, has approximately one-half of its population under the age of 18. A common 

theory in criminology is that the greater the number of under 18 year olds in the 

population, the higher the crime rates will be. Second, the old Termination/Relocation 

policies and the constraints of reservation life have made economic sufficiency and 

traditional culture more difficult to sustain. Indian communities confront difficult social 

and economic conditions not generally characteristic of other U.S. communities. Chronic 

unemployment, low levels of educational attainment, geographic displacement, and 

family disruption help foster the rise in juvenile crime now confronting Indian country 

(Nielsen, Zion & Hailer, 1998). 

Why Native Youth Join Gangs 

Traditionally, tribal children were shielded from gang activity by two conditions: 

the presence of a cohesive tribal culture that provided participation and identity, even for 
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troubled youth; and, a rural isolation that made it difficult for teenagers to find drugs, 

cars, weapons, and populated places to commit crimes. The recent surge in gang activity 

reflects both a growing loss of culture and community and a growing exposure to urban 

environments (Donnermeyer et al., 1996; Hailer, 1998; Juneau, 1998; Conway, 1999; 

Hailer & Hart, 1999; DeWitt, 2002). 

Armstrong and Mendenhall (2000) in their extensive study reported that Navajo 

gang members were likely to be non-speakers of their native tongue, report severe 

problems in school, come from urbanized, poor, and generally dysfunctional families, 

and lack contact with clan members or participate in tribal ceremonies. In other words, 

they were the adrift, marginalized equivalents of their non-Indian peers. 

For some Native youths the gang life, as portrayed through ‘gangsta’ Rap music, 

MTV mentality that is seen on television and other media, movies such as Colors, and 

now recruitment through the Internet, appears more exciting than their own heritage and 

values. Native youth see other gang members riding around in nice cars, having lots of 

money – resulting in the gang looking better than real life (Rozeboom, 1997, p. B3).  

Additionally, many American Indian children do not have a real sense of identity tied to 

their tribe, community and family. Problem solving, cooperation and respect for elders do 

not seem important – their own history and traditions are deemed not as glamorous as a 

romanticized gang life. Instead of learning and appreciating the values of their culture, 

Native youth get caught up in a lifestyle they do not know how to get out of. Without 

traditional cultural norms to live by, Native youth accept the norms, values and social 

roles of the gang (ibid). 
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Carlie (2002), trying to ascertain why gangs are starting to appear on an  

unidentified reservation, concluded that exposure to gangs in the public schools and the 

emulation of non-Indian behavior has led to increased alcohol use and participation in 

associated violence and gang behaviors. Carlie also attributes the reservation gang 

problem to Native individuals returning from prison who are then looked up to or 

admired by the youth. Youths sometimes learn about gangs from their siblings, parents or 

other relatives who are active gang members. This has become so common, according to 

an interviewed tribal police officer, that there is a form of gang initiation known as 

‘blessing in’ rather than being ‘beat in’ to a gang, i.e. being welcomed in as the brother, 

child, or other relative of an established gang member (ibid., unk pg.). 

Native youth, as indicated by their gang names, often view themselves as 

“warriors”, however, Lawrence (2005) in an editorial in the Ojibwe News, discusses the 

difference between what it means to be a traditional warrior versus today’s gang member.  

Lawrence opines that reservation youth have mistaken gang membership and ensuing 

criminal behaviors as “the way of the modern warrior” (pg. 4). He clarifies that the way 

of the true warrior includes the attributes of self-discipline, impulse control, athleticism, 

physical strength and stamina, and courage based on personal beliefs. The warrior is 

committed to the macrocosm--the tribe. The warrior expects to hold a place of respect in 

the community earned through his demonstrated qualities and abilities. The warrior is 

carefully schooled by a role model. He adheres to the lessons taught and is capable of 

self-deprivation to attain insight and vision. S/he must earn and be accorded the rights 

and privileges related to the status of a warrior.  
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By contrast, the gang member is committed to the microcosm--the miniature 

vision of life. It is made up, in their view, solely of themselves, their ways, and their 

goals. The gangster eschews the mores of the dominant culture, finding inspiration in 

gang leaders. S/he conforms to the group ideal and group determined mode of conduct. 

The warrior vision of life is one of an upward cycle. The gang member’s view of life is 

the expectation of grief and pain. The warrior is motivated by a desire to prove individual 

worth. The gang member is motivated by greed, fear, resentment and despair. The 

warrior has developed self-respect through adherence to the rules of the community and 

acts as a responsible individual even as s/he is part of the greater group. The gang 

member, not possessing the strength of individuality, operates in a pack mentality, fearful 

of finding himself alone. The warrior gains strength and wisdom from being alone. A loss 

of warrior values and ways has resulted in a gross distortion of ethics and a decline to a 

mentality that supports and encourages gang activity. Acutely feeling the effects of 

resentment, loss and deprivation, alienated youth mistakenly turn to violence. The 

undesirable, and unanticipated, effect of this orientation is self-destructiveness preceded 

by harm to the community as a whole (ibid.). 

Addressing violence in Indian Country, King (2006) states that:  

More of our Native youth are going to prison, and what I have noticed is that 
some of the families act as if this is a monumental accomplishment, or that their 
kid is some kind of martyr. Today our rite of passage for our young reservation 
men is going off to prison, and the rite of passage for many of our young 
reservation women is to get pregnant. These are human beings who could have 
been doctors or lawyers, tribal leaders or role models…but our youth have 
become lost (www.rapidcityjournal.com).  
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King further states that one of the reasons provided for the violence has been attributed to 

the problem of gangs. He opines that even if the gangs are eliminated, the violence will 

still be there: “This violent emotion has become embedded in the fiber of reservation life; 

it is systemic. What our law enforcement and courts need to understand about our young 

people who commit acts of violence is that violence is rooted in the family core, not in 

gang activity” (unk. pg.).  

Further insights into the current gangs in Indian Country and the ties or 

associations with the urban area can be gleaned from reports and articles about specific 

tribes. For example, the Tohono O’odham Nation in southern Arizona has seen an 

increase in gang activity with a corresponding increase in violent crimes. As a result, in 

1998, a gang task force was formed which then identified 25 gangs operating on the 

reservation with as many as 2,000 of the reservation’s 20,000 residents belonging to 

gangs with some joining as early as elementary school age. According to Tohono 

O’odham law enforcement, gangs spread on the Tohono O'odham Nation and other 

Arizona Indian communities through the glorification of the gang life idealized in movies 

and tribal members who returned to reservations after living in urban centers bringing 

their ‘gang life’ with them. Once on the reservation, gangs found fertile conditions 

among the vulnerable in the community’s poorest neighborhoods. According to a Tohono 

O'odham tribal police officer, they first started seeing elements of gang activity around 

1993, about the same time that gangs began appearing on other reservations throughout 

Arizona. Juveniles started wearing gang colors and “tagging” their territory with graffiti. 

The types of violence, characteristic of street gangs, included assaults, drive-by 
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shootings, and homicides. As a result of this increased violence, the Tohono O'odham 

Nation formed an additional multidisciplinary task force consisting of community 

members to develop educational and recreational programs to give young people 

alternatives to gangs (Khoury, 1998, pp. 1-4). 

The Lower Sioux Indian Community in Minnesota has also been fighting a gang 

battle. The Lower Sioux Indian Community is located in south central Minnesota with a 

total population of 982 with 145 families living on approximately 1,700 acres. Two gangs 

dominate on the reservation: the Native Mob and the Native Gangster Disciples, both 

mainly Native in membership but a mix of other tribes. The Chief of Police attributes the 

origin and emergence of gangs in their community to young adult members returning to 

the reservation after their stays in the state corrections system. The Chief observes that 

these individuals are paroled to the cities then return to the reservations. The emergence 

of gangs is attributed to the tribal communities being easy targets due to the lack of 

knowledge about gangs and the lack the resources for a continual police presence 

(Tirado, 2005).  

Grant (2006), a retired captain from the Rapid City Police Department and 

currently a Native American gang consultant, recently made a gang assessment at the 

Fort Hall, Idaho, Reservation.  Fort Hall has a population of 6,000 comprised of Northern 

Shoshone and Bannock tribal members. They have been dealing primarily with two 

gangs who have taken the names/identity of the Bloods and Crips. Fortunately, they have 

yet to adopt the severity of crimes associated with these established street gangs. 

According to Grant, one gang has more than 300 identified members, half of whom are 
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Native. At Fort Hall, gang activity typically involves drug abuse, assault and batteries. 

Although there have not been any gang-linked homicides, there have been non-fatal 

drive-by shootings (Wahtomy, 2006). 

Crane (2006), in his article about Grant’s gang assessment conducted with the 

Towaoc (the Ute Mountain Ute reservation) reveals that this reservation is home to two 

gangs with at least 15 members each. Crane contends that remote, rural versions of 

established street gangs (e.g. Crips, Bloods, Sureños 13, Latin Kings, etc.) do not usually 

have urban connections, although they identify themselves this way because of the power 

of name recognition. When one gang forms, another usually emerges to protect itself 

against the first. Grant pointed out that a prominent gang indicator in Towaoc is the 

graffiti he observed sprayed on old houses on the reservation. Grant also pointed out that 

the gangster mentality spreads among rural, reservation youth in a variety of ways, which 

includes: 

• Adolescent treatment centers;  

• American Indian boarding schools, where urban gang connections are made; 

• Adult and juvenile correctional facilities; 

• Family members involved in gang activity;  

• Media – such as movies, music videos and violent, crime-oriented video games; 
and,  

• Increased Internet access, where youths surf the Internet and encounter gangs 
posting recruiting material or encouraging young people to join gangs. 

  
From his assessment of the Towaoc community, Grant and the supervising BIA 

law enforcement officer found that through June 2006, Towaoc had seen 74 assaults, 38 

fights and 59 cases of vandalism. The BIA officer estimated that 75 percent of those 

incidents were gang-related. In many assault and fighting cases, no one wants to press 
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charges, which for tribal law enforcement indicates these assaults could possibly involve 

gang initiations.  

Another assessment and presentation conducted by Grant for the Crow Nation 

(Shay, 2006), found that local graffiti was rife with references to the Bloods and Crips 

street gangs, however, other graffiti indicated links to identified local American Indian 

gangs. According to Grant, while there was a small percentage of the population actively 

involved in gangs, gang mentality was prevalent on the Crow Reservation. He found that 

the gang members identified were between the ages of 12 to 19 years and were concerned 

with claiming territory.  Grant concludes that Crow youth do not have direct ties to the 

larger street gangs but have adopted their names (such as the Mak’Pas Avenue Crips 

[MAC] and the Crazy Indianz [CI]), mentalities and subculture. Crow youth interviewed 

indicated that gangs were already ‘beating in’ new members as part of their gang 

initiations. This initial violence can quickly turn to more widespread assaults and, given 

time, become deadly as gang members start using weapons instead of fists. Grant also 

uncovered that the Crow youths are not fazed by breaking the law and have definite anti-

law enforcement and anti-tribal leadership attitudes which may be a contributing factor 

for gang formation in the Crow Nation.  

Gunderson and Robertson (2006) in their Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) series 

“Growing Up Indian” address the gang situation on White Earth, Red Lake and Leech 

Lake – the state’s three largest Anishinaabe reservations. Through interviews, they 

revealed that there were hundreds of young Native men on these reservations who 

considered themselves members of a gang. The idea behind these reservation gangs was 
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to establish territory to sell drugs and make money, however, the gang mainly generated 

their money from stealing guns, or bootlegging items like stolen CDs and clothing. They 

often spent these monies for their own drug or alcohol use. 

Mahnomen County, Minnesota, gang and drug officers interviewed for the series 

“Growing Up Indian” (2006), indicated that it appeared that internal fighting was keeping 

the gang problem from exploding on the reservations. Another gang officer interviewed 

indicated that in the Cass Lake and Leech Lake reservations, the gangs were not as 

developed or entrenched as they were in the Twin Cities (Minneapolis/St. Paul, 

Minnesota). However, not being entrenched can make gangs more dangerous because to 

start up and make a name for themselves entails carving out a territory and gaining 

respect entails resorting to violence to achieve these goals. Further complicating the gang 

situation on the reservations, police have discovered that gangs are using children as 

young as eight or nine years old to carry and sell drugs for them because children that 

young generally avoid criminal penalties. Minnesota gang experts feel much of the drug 

traffic on reservations is fed by the street gangs in the Twin Cities area 

(minnesotapublicradio.org/display/web/2006/03/15/indiankidslittlewolf). 

The gang situation at Pine Ridge was described in a Know Gangs Newsletter of 

Jan. 2004 (www.knowgangs.com). Pine Ridge is inhabited by 15-20,000 members of the 

Lakota Sioux Nation and police estimate there are 3,500 acknowledged gang members. 

According to a BIA/tribal police officer, who specializes in Native gangs, in the village 

of Pine Ridge alone, there are a dozen gangs: Outlaws, Wild Boyz, Tre Tre, Nomads, 

Iggy Boyz, Aimster Gangsta, Wild Girls, Bad Ass Bitches, Southside Boyz, Northside 
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Boyz and Gangsta Disciples.  The officer advised that every community on the 

reservation has its gang or gangs. As an example, one area known as Potato Creek has 

only 40 residents but has a gang with 15 members.  

The organization of some gangs at Pine Ridge, such as the Nomadz, were found 

to have a command structure containing a ruling council and a formalized set of laws – 

much like the structure of the more entrenched street gangs such as the Vice Lords. All of 

the gangs at Pine Ridge deal in cocaine, marijuana and increasingly methamphetamine. 

Gang members are also responsible for close to 70 percent of crimes on the reservation 

including: assaults, sexual assaults, intimidation, harassment, burglaries, vandalism, 

graffiti and sometimes murder. The Police Chief interviewed, attributes the presence of 

gangs at Pine Ridge to: 1) to a highly transient population where their young people have 

joined gangs while living in cities and brought the gang culture to the reservation when 

they moved back; and 2) other gang members learning the gang lifestyle while 

incarcerated in prison and also returning to the reservation.  

The gang presence on South Dakota’s reservations has also been attributed to the 

socio-economic conditions of the reservations, considered among the poorest in the 

nation. Unemployment hovers around the 80 percent mark and of those employed, 96 

percent live below the poverty line. Additionally, alcoholism is rampant on the 

reservations. Apart from the school athletic teams, there are few organized youth 

activities to keep the youth busy. Pine Ridge experiences about 50 percent of their 

students dropping out of school, usually in the first two years of high school, and of those 
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students who do graduate and enroll in college, only one percent will graduate 

(www.knowgangs.com).  

Gray (2006), for an article in GQ, interviewed members of several gangs at Pine 

Ridge. He found that there are about a dozen gangs on the Pine Ridge Reservation who 

have adopted the clothing styles of urban street gangs such as the hip hop styles, wearing 

bandanas, XXL tee shirts, and college-basketball jerseys. He also found that most of the 

gangs at Pine Ridge mimicked the urban street gangs such as the Bloods and Crips and 

have borrowed their names. Gray uncovered that gangs, such as the Wild Boyz, had once 

been ‘peewees’ or wanna-be’s, but split from the adult gang, the Nomadz, to forge their 

own identity. The Wild Boyz have approximately 60 members and are seen as the most 

influential and possibly most dangerous gang in the area. The pursuit of forging an 

identity as a gang on their own merits involved having more to prove which involved the 

use of violence in order to achieve that recognition. Additionally, the Nomadz are heavily 

involved in cocaine dealing and fighting, but many of them have ‘aged out’ of gang life 

through either starting families, or going to prison, or died from drugs, violence, or drunk 

driving.  

Another individual interviewed for the article told Gray that, “our clique is about 

our culture – about being a man and a warrior” (pg. 297). This interviewee is a 

descendent of the great warrior and statesman Red Cloud (who helped secure treaties for 

the Sioux and helped to settle the tribe at Pine Ridge), and while feeling pride about his 

ancestry, also acknowledged his conflicting life-style: should he prepare himself for 

manhood through traditional ceremonies such as the Sun Dance, or continue his 
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destructive gang activities? This individual is an example of the struggle experienced by 

many Native youth who are caught in a conflict between balancing traditional beliefs 

with their membership in a gang. As a tribal council member indicated, most of the gangs 

“have blurred the line between their culture and hip-hop, they no longer know who or 

what they want to be. We need to show them that alcoholism, drugs and violence are not 

part of our culture. The warrior culture that they think is Lakota, is not us. It is not part of 

our four virtues: wisdom, generosity, fortitude and bravery” (pg. 301).   

Armstrong and Mendenhall (2002), in their comprehensive Navajo gang study 

concluded that the presence of gangs on the Navajo Nation was a result of the 

importation of gang influences on Diné youth. They also concluded that gang influence is 

associated with patterns of mobility in living and visiting off reservation. Their study 

found two general kinds of contact locales: border towns such as Gallup, Farmington, 

Page, Holbrook, or Winslow, and larger and more distant metropolitan areas, such as 

Albuquerque, Phoenix, and Gallup.  

Armstrong and Mendenhall uncovered an example of a Navajo gang tied to off-

reservation influences and linked to criminal activity - the Rolling 60s. In the 1980s and 

early 1990s, the Rolling 60s made their appearance known along the Interstate Highway 

40 corridor, as well as along U.S. Highway 666, where they participated in drug dealing 

in the towns along those routes. The authors found that affiliations with the Rolling 60s 

gang spread out of Albuquerque toward the west, and later, from Phoenix toward the east, 

again along the Interstate Highway 40 corridor. Armstrong and Mendenhall found that 

some non-gang youths moved from Gallup to Albuquerque, joined the gang while there, 
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and later returned to Gallup continuing their gang activities. The gang spread further west 

and north to numerous small Navajo Nation communities through ties to cousins who 

visited Gallup. Rolling 60s members reportedly go to Gallup on weekends and commit 

crimes there. This information led them to further explore Navajo youth involvement 

with off-reservation gangs particularly as it impacted the emergence or perpetuation of 

gangs on the Navajo Nation. They focused on two locations, a large metropolitan area 

(Albuquerque) and a key border town (Gallup). They found the most dominant influence 

on street gang activity in Albuquerque is Latino. Of the 6,500 documented gang members 

there, 5,200 are Hispanic. The intensity of gang activities and public violence in 

Albuquerque has increased dramatically in the past six or seven years. There has also 

been an increase in African-American gang activity in Albuquerque in recent years, 

marked by the arrival of identified Crips and Bloods gang members. That arrival has 

coincided with the emergence of rock cocaine (crack) as a drug of preference. Law 

enforcement officials in Albuquerque documented the presence of approximately 700 

Crips in the city with approximately 70 Indian youth members who have aligned 

themselves with various ‘sets’ (a subsidiary gang or a subdivision of a larger group) of 

the Crips gang. This number includes Navajo youths who reside in the city with some 

degree of permanence, and others who move between the Navajo Nation and 

Albuquerque. Law enforcement officials report no exclusively-Indian gangs in 

Albuquerque but found Native youths who have affiliated with Hispanic or African-

American gangs there. Albuquerque was deemed to have a severe gang problem, and it is 
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likely that Indian youths, who are influenced by the street culture, have joined gangs in 

that city (ibid., pg. 170).   

 Regarding the current situation on the Navajo Nation, as of 2005, Navajo Nation 

authorities have counted 32 active gangs with 500 members. Navajo Nation law 

enforcement officials indicate that gang activity is on the rise, correlating to an increase 

in the trafficking of drugs, particularly methamphetamine which became a noticeable 

problem about two years ago (www.indianz.com/News/2005/009673.asp).  

The observation noted above and the correlation of the increased gang activity on 

the Navajo Nation to the trafficking of drugs, methamphetamine in particular, 

necessitates a discussion of recent activity and resulting arrests and prosecutions of drug 

gangs on Indian lands.  

Drugs have increasingly been a problem in American society and with the 

introduction of methamphetamine, American law enforcement is facing an uphill battle to 

combat the production, selling and deleterious effects of this highly addictive drug. 

Additionally, the past few years have seen a marked increase in both drug smuggling and 

drug use on reservations across the nation. One reason for the attraction of Indian lands 

for gang drug operations has been the crackdown that occurred at border crossings as a 

result of post-September 11th efforts to find terrorists. As law enforcement presence has 

increased at the borders, drug dealers and smugglers have discovered that reservations are 

easy points of entry and infiltration. The drug dealers know that there are not enough 

police on the reservations and reservation lands are spread out and contain the 
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impoverished economic conditions that are conducive for enticing Native youth into the 

drug operations (Lewin, 2003).  

Baca (2005), through interviews with healthcare providers and police officers, 

found that methamphetamine use has become an epidemic on American Indian 

reservations. The number of people who sought treatment for stimulants-- mostly 

methamphetamine--at clinics and hospitals run by Indian Health Service jumped from 

137 cases in 1997 to 4,946 in 2004. A criminal investigator with the Navajo Nation Law 

Enforcement Division equates the reasons for the increased methamphetamine use by 

Native youth to the same reasons they join gangs: because they are bored; they come 

from low-income families where there is a lack of supervision, domestic violence or 

sexual abuse; and they are looking for acceptance or comfort. Add poverty rates that are 

nearly three times above the national average and unemployment rates that are more than 

double the national average and many reservation residents may be looking for a way out 

through participation in the drug trade.  

Riley (2005) uncovered the fact that methamphetamine, almost unheard of before 

2000, has been slowly destroying the west-central Wyoming reservation of Wind River. 

The problem emerged when a Mexican drug gang arrived in 1996 hoping to shift the 

alcohol addiction of many tribal members to methamphetamine. The gang, known as the 

Sinaloan Cowboys, which authorities describe as a street gang that distributes drugs for 

the Sinaloan cartel, is one of Mexico’s most brutal drug trafficking organizations. The 

gang is an organization with a sophisticated structure that understands that when looking 

to expand the base of a drug operation, they go to where the addicts are, or create a 
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situation that creates new addicts. Efforts by the Sinaloan Cowboys over a period of more 

than 4 years, has funneled nearly 100 pounds of methamphetamine with a value of over 

$6.5 million into and around the reservation. Riley uncovered that Sinaloan gang 

members were sent from a Utah-based cell to reservation towns with the intent of renting 

houses on the reservation and establishing relationships with tribal females. Through 

using American Indian women, they have gained entrance into the reservation where they 

established a network of more than a dozen dealers, many of them American Indians.  

The Wind River reservation, home to 6,400 Eastern Shoshone and Northern 

Arapaho, has been identified as a population that for years had been addicted to alcohol. 

The bi-cultural community appears to be an unlikely place that would attract Mexican 

drug gangs due to its rural and remote location. However, in spite of the 38 percent 

unemployment rate and the fact that 57 percent of its members live in poverty, many 

tribal members receive monthly checks from mineral royalties or other tribal income. The 

Sinaloan saw this as an opportunity for convincing tribal members to switch spending 

their income on alcohol to methamphetamine. While the Sinaloan gang is active in 

several cities, investigators say reservations seem to hold a special attraction. As early as 

the mid-90s, members of the same Ogden based cell were dealing on reservations in 

South Dakota and Nebraska. The gang arrived in central Wyoming in the 1990s, first 

distributing methamphetamine to mostly whites in Lander and Riverton. But in 2001, 

they set their sights on the Wind River, with cell members moving onto the reservation 

permanently.  
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 Another example of the growing methamphetamine problem on reservations was 

reported by Ferraresi and Soenarie (2006) where more than 500,000 doses of 

methamphetamine were confiscated on the Salt River Pima-Maricopa reservation in 

Arizona, culminating a joint investigation by SRP Tribal Police and Drug Enforcement 

Agency (DEA) agents. The Salt River community has experienced a rising number of 

violent crimes and more drug overdoses and families devastated by the effect of 

methamphetamine addiction. Officials have found that some families have children as 

young as 13 experimenting with methamphetamine.  

Officials know the drugs are coming up through Mexico and then are distributed 

in southwestern cities such as Mesa and Scottsdale and beyond. In the recent drug 

confiscation success, quantities of cocaine, heroin and marijuana were also confiscated. 

As an indication of the severity of the problem, the Salt River Pima tribal police, Mesa 

and Scottsdale police, Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE), the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms; the FBI, Fort McDowell Tribal Police; Tohono 

O’odham Tribal Police; and, the United State’s Attorneys Office worked in conjunction. 

According to the testimony before Congress of Jefferson Keel, First Vice 

President of the National Congress of American Indians (April, 2006), the Satan’s 

Disciples, a violent street gang from Chicago, had set up operation in many Native 

communities in southern Oklahoma and northeastern Texas. Recently the Lighthorse 

Police working with DEA, Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Control, 

the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, BIA, and ATF, seized more than 15 pounds of 

methamphetamine, $161,000 in cash, 49 weapons, and arrested more than 50 people. 
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Officials announced that the key to the success of this operation was the result of all 

agencies working together within a tribal community (pg. 6).    

Another contributing factor to the attractiveness of reservations to drug gangs is 

the jurisdictional barriers that normally prevent state and local police from operating on 

tribal lands as a result of the criminal jurisdictional maze or vacuum that exists due to 

previous federal Indian policies and Supreme Court decisions. (See Getches et al. [1998] 

for a discussion on the jurisdictional issues facing tribal law enforcement on the 

reservations). Additionally, the lack of enough officers and resources to detect drug 

activity is another factor to the growing drug problem on the reservations.  

In 2006, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Law Enforcement Services released a 

report on the threat level caused by methamphetamine production and use on tribal lands, 

the impact of methamphetamine on the communities and agencies involved, and the steps 

taken or being taken by agencies to address the methamphetamine problem in Native 

American communities (Evans, 2006, pg. 2). The BIA-LES sent 150 surveys to American 

Indian law enforcement agencies nationwide and received a 64 percent (96) return rate. 

Evans’ analysis of the responses concludes that the majority (74%) of the tribes 

responding to the survey face a significant threat from methamphetamine use on the 

reservations. The majority of respondents described the availability of methamphetamine 

in their jurisdictions as a moderate to high level (32% and 26% respectively) however, 

the production of methamphetamine on tribal lands was deemed lower by the majority 

(39%) of the respondents. The respondents determined that the production rate was lower 

due to the general higher quality and readily available supply of Mexican 
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methamphetamine. The majority of methamphetamine introduced into the country is 

coming from high supply levels by Mexican organizations and is being distributed by 

their cells within the United States. The respondents were asked about street gang 

involvement in the distribution levels of methamphetamine in their areas. The majority of 

respondents indicated that the level of involvement was low (46%) to none (34%).  

The responding agencies reported significant increases in instances of domestic 

violence, burglary, assault and child abuse as a direct result of methamphetamine use 

which is also reflective of the national trend data reported across the United States. 

Additionally, crimes of identity theft and fraud have increased across the country, 

including Indian Country, as methamphetamine users search for new ways to fund their 

addiction. Evans further concluded that tribal agencies do not have mechanisms in place 

to deal with methamphetamine offenders such as community prevention initiatives, tribal 

drug courts and interagency enforcement task forces. They are also hampered by a lack of 

training in drug investigation techniques. He recommended that programs be instituted 

that enhance Indian law enforcement as they struggle to gain control over the 

methamphetamine problem in Indian Country (pp. 4-15).  Of import to the current study, 

the BIA study (evaluated by Evans) indicated that while street gang involvement in the 

production and distribution was rated low, the use of methamphetamine on tribal lands 

was a significant problem. We can conclude that it is only a matter of time before the 

gangs on reservations get heavily involved with non-Native drug gangs due to the 

money-making opportunities that are inherent in drug (methamphetamine) trafficking.  

The impact on Indian country reflects the same threat faced by all U.S. law enforcement 
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agencies leading to the conclusion that a comprehensive approach is needed to combat 

the problem. No where is this success more evident than at Wind River. Through the 

combined efforts of tribal, local, state and federal law enforcement agencies, they were 

able to effect the arrests, successfully prosecute and obtain life sentences for the Sinaloan 

Cowboys’ leaders. These combined efforts are what are needed for successfully attacking 

drug operations on Indian lands.  

 We turn our attention back to the proposed reasons for gangs on the reservations. 

From the accounts above, there are several factors in place that can be attributed to the 

emergence and perpetuation of gangs on the reservations: 1) a highly transient population 

of Native youth both living and visiting off-reservation areas resulting in a greater 

exposure to urban environments; 2) exposure to the glorified ‘gangsta’ lifestyle through 

various media; 3) parolees returning to the reservation communities after becoming 

involved in gangs while incarcerated; 4) learning about gangs through relatives who are 

established gang members (as evidenced by the ‘blessing in’ of new gang members);  

5) adopting the identity of established national gangs. Even though there is no direct 

individual gang member present, youths are identifying with that gang (e.g. Crips) 

through the names they call themselves and the criminal activities they participate in; and 

6) drug trafficking on the reservations fed by street gangs in the larger cities (the 

Minnesota/Twin Cities example). When these factors and/or individuals come back to the 

reservations, they are able to find fertile ground for the perpetuation of the gang 

mentality/lifestyle due to the realities of the reservations such as: 1) a growing loss of 

culture and community as evidenced by the growing numbers of youth who do not speak 
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their Native language nor participate in tribal ceremonies, and have lost contact with clan 

relatives; 2) socio-economic conditions of poverty, lack of employment opportunities 

leading to alcohol and drug abuse which leads to violence and abuse and a general 

breakdown in the traditional family structure and traditional social control mechanisms; 

3) severe problems in schools; 4) bored, disconnected youth who are looking for 

something to fill the void created by conditions on the reservations and in their families 

and who turn to the gang culture/lifestyle to meet those needs.     

From the information described in the chapters to this point, I contend that 

American Indian involvement in gangs began in the urban setting and, as Mendenhall 

concludes in her Navajo gang study (1999), that what took place was the ‘importation’ of 

the gang culture, i.e. the gang mentality, gang characteristics (indicated by identifying 

with national gangs through tattoos, signature clothing, hand signals, graffiti, etc.), 

criminal activities (drive-by shootings, rival gang fights over territory or drug trafficking, 

etc.), from the urban setting onto the reservations. While it appears that the adoption of 

the gang subculture by American Indian youth  began in the urban settings, most of the 

information available about Native gangs is confined to the reservations. Perhaps it has 

been easier for researchers to collect data, conduct interviews and gather information in a 

more ‘concentrated’ area such as a reservation as opposed to the larger, more spread out, 

lack of concentrated neighborhoods of American Indians in the urban setting. If we are to 

follow the amount of information available, it would appear that American Indian gangs 

first appeared on the reservations, however, this appears now, not to be the case. I 
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contend that American Indian involvement in gangs began in the urban settings and then 

was imported onto the reservations. 

The lack of research on the extent of American Indian involvement in street gangs 

in the urban setting is the driving force behind this current study. The specific set of 

research questions that guided the inquiry for this study include: 

• What is the extent of participation of American Indian youth in urban gangs? 

• Are there identified American Indian-only gangs in the urban area? 

• If there are no Native-only gangs, who do American Indian gang members 
associate/identify with (‘hybrid’ gangs)?  

• Are the numbers of urban Indian youth who belong to gangs so low that police 
do not consider them a major concern? 

• Does proximity to a major metropolitan area impact the presence of Native 
gangs on the reservations? 

• How does the proximity of a reservation to an urban setting impact criminal 
jurisdiction for dealing with reservation gang members committing crimes in 
the urban area then fleeing to the reservations to escape arrest and 
prosecution? and conversely, do urban non-Indian gang members commit 
crimes on the reservations and then flee back to the urban area to escape arrest 
and prosecution?   

• Is there a crossover of criminal activity between the urban areas and nearby 
reservations? 

• To what extent has drug trafficking played a role in defining Native gang 
activities (both on and off the reservations)?  

 

I hypothesize that due to the overwhelming exposure of Native youth to urban 

street gangs both in their neighborhood and school settings, there will be a greater 

involvement of American Indians in street gangs than what is currently known. 

Uncovering the extent and characteristics of American Indian gang members in the urban 

setting is the primary purpose of this study.  
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CHAPTER VI - THE STUDY 
 

 

Methodology  

 

The initial methodology for this study was to include on-site interviews with the 

municipal and tribal police agencies within the greater Phoenix metropolitan area. The 

geographical area of Phoenix and surrounding Indian Nations were originally selected for 

this study for three reasons:  

1) According to the 2000 Census, of the ten largest places in the U.S., Phoenix 

had the largest proportion of American Indians (2.7%); followed by Los Angeles 

(1.4%); and, San Diego and San Antonio (1.3% each). For those that identified a 

bi-racial heritage, Phoenix ranked third (38,563) preceded by New York 

(106,444), and, Los Angeles (66,236). For those who counted themselves solely 

American Indian/Alaskan Native, Phoenix again, ranked third (26,696) preceded 

by New York (41,289) and Los Angeles (29,412). In Maricopa County (the 

county which includes the city of Phoenix), there are more than 50,000 Indians 

representing more than 80 tribes;  

2) The proximity of this metropolitan area to three tribes known for their active 

gang membership. Of further importance is the fact that the Salt River Pima-

Maricopa Indian Community and Gila River reservations are in proximity to the 

city limits of Phoenix; and, 

3) A limited geographical area of study close to my own residence would allow 

the opportunity of expending significant amounts of time in both the urban and 
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reservation communities thus providing an in-depth examination into the research 

question. 

  
Additionally, law enforcement agencies were chosen as the primary participants 

since it is the police who are the first responders to reports of gang activity/crimes and are 

the ones who have first-hand knowledge of crimes committed in their communities, and, 

police officers interface with gang members on a regular basis.  

Unfortunately, after repeated attempts to contact willing participants failed, with 

the exception of one phone interview with a detective from the Scottsdale Police 

Department and an interview with a Tohono O’odham (Sells) tribal police officer who 

was a former Gang Task Force Officer, it became apparent that another methodological 

approach would be necessary to complete the goals of this study. It was then decided that 

this project would become survey-based and the surveyed agencies would be expanded to 

include:  

1) Those municipal police departments in urban settings which Census 2000 

indicated had a significant American Indian population; 

2) The tribal law enforcement agencies that were in proximity to these urban 

areas. 

 
As a result, 140 surveys (See Appendix A for the survey) were mailed out to these 

identified agencies in 2005. After a 3 month period, only 26 surveys had been returned. 

Because of the low response rate (19 percent), I decided to re-send surveys to those 114 

agencies (both municipal and tribal) that had not replied after the first mailing. 
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Additionally, I expanded the number of tribal police agencies to include all tribal law 

enforcement agencies where addresses could be found. As a result of a comment by one 

original municipal police officer respondent, I decided to mail surveys to the county 

sheriff’s departments which were also in proximity to the urban or municipal police 

agency and/or tribal police agency. This second mailing included a total of 273 agencies, 

with surveys sent to: 

• 42 Municipal law enforcement agencies (urban police departments); 

• 106 County Sheriff’s Departments; and, 

• 125 Tribal law enforcement agencies. 
(See Appendix B for a listing of all agencies the survey was sent to). 
 Of the 273 agencies sent the survey, returns were received from: 

• 22 Municipal law enforcement agencies (52%); 

• 29 County Sheriff’s Departments (including Arizona Department of Public 
Safety) (27%); and,  

• 38 Tribal law enforcement agencies (including one BIA-LES office) (30%);  
for a total of 89 returns (33%).  

(See Appendix C for a list of responding agencies). 
 

One of the major goals of the municipal and county law enforcement survey was 

to ascertain the characteristics and behaviors of urban Indian youth and their involvement 

in street gangs. The goal of the survey sent to the Tribal law enforcement agencies was to 

ascertain the current characteristics and behaviors of tribal (reservation) youth 

participation in gangs as well as assess any connections to the urban setting. An 

additional goal was to ascertain any changes over time of gang characteristics and 

behaviors for Native gang members. Prior research had been conducted during 1996-

1998 for my Masters Thesis. At that time, the emergence of Native gangs/gang members 

was a recent phenomenon and research on Native gangs was just beginning. This project 

expands on the findings from the initial research providing a current picture of not only 
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gangs on the reservations but also the extent and characteristics of American Indian youth 

involvement in urban street gangs.  Due to the fact that the major focus of this study is on 

the extent and characteristics of Native youth participation in urban street gangs, the 

analysis will begin with the responding municipal and county law enforcement agencies 

followed by an analysis of the responding tribal law enforcement agencies.  

 
Survey Analysis 

 

 Extent Of American Indian Gangs In the Urban Setting  

  

 A vital question for this study is the extent of Native gangs/gang members in the 

urban setting. Of the 51 municipal and county law enforcement agencies who responded 

to the survey, 43 percent (n=22) indicated that there are American Indian gang members 

in their jurisdiction; 47 percent (n=24) advised they do not have gang members in their 

jurisdiction and, one percent (n=5) did not answer the question. 

  
Chart 1 – Extent of American Indian Gangs in the Urban Setting 
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Table 1 indicates the geographical areas of the responding agencies. These 

geographical areas were determined by the designations from Census 2000 

(www.census.gov).  
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Table 1 - Responding Agencies with American Indian Gang Members vs. Responding 
Agencies with No American Indian Gang Members: 
 

WITH American Indian Gang Members:      WITHOUT American Indian Gang Members 

Midwest & 
Great Plains:     

Midwest & 
Great Plains:     

  Green Bay PD WI   Shawano SO WI 

  Menominee SO WI   St Paul PD MN 

  Itasca SO MN   Detroit PD MI 

  Mahnomen SO MN   Wayne SO MI 

  Pennington SO SD   Chicago PD IL 

  Rapid City PD SD   Cook SO IL 

Mountain 
West:       Lyman SO SD 

  Great Falls PD MT   Jackson SO SD 

  Kootenai SO ID   Dewey SO SD 

  Nez Perce SO ID Mountain West:     

  Sparks PD NV   
Powder River 
SO MT 

  Las Vegas PD NV   Stillwater SO MT 

Southwest:     White Pines SO NV 

  Tulsa PD OK   Bingham SO ID 

  Ponca PD OK Southwest:   

  Cherokee SO OK   Harris SO TX 

  
Albuquerque 
PD NM   Ft Worth PD TX 

  Phoenix PD AZ   Houston PD TX 

  Mesa PD AZ   Gallup PD NM 

  AZ DPS AZ Pacific West:     

  AZ DPS-Flag AZ   Lincoln SO WA 

Pacific West:        Douglas SO WA 

  Spokane PD WA   Clallam SO WA 

  Harney SO OR   Wasco SO OR 

  Anchorage PD AK   Oakland PD CA 

     Sacramento PD CA 
     Sacramento SO CA 

     Alameda SO CA 

     Los Angeles PD CA 

     San Diego PD CA 

     Unknown SO ? 
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An observation from Table 1 above is that there were no responses from the North East, 

South East or Southern regions of the country although surveys were sent to municipal, 

county and tribal agencies in these regions (See Appendix B for a listing of all agencies 

surveys were sent to).  

Another unexpected observation are the responses from such agencies as St. Paul, 

Minnesota, Chicago Police and Cook County Sheriff’s Office, Illinois, Gallup, New 

Mexico or the Los Angeles Police Department, California. The respondents from these 

agencies indicated there were no American Indian gang members active in their 

jurisdiction. However, other research and media reports indicate that Native gang 

members are active in these cities. For example, for the border town of Gallup, New 

Mexico, the comprehensive study of Navajo gang members (Armstrong & Mendenhall, 

2002) uncovered that there are American Indian gang members operating in Gallup (with 

ties to the Navajo Nation) through their interviews of police officers and community 

stakeholders. In St. Paul, Minnesota, the American Indian gangs such as the Native Mob 

and Indian Gangster Disciples have been identified by Minneapolis Police to be active in 

the Twin Cities area as reported by Harrington and Cavett (2000). The negative responses 

to the current survey question lead me to question those responses.  

Perhaps this conflicting information can be attributed to: 1) the respondent(s)  

mis-read the current survey question; or, 2) has a different definition of what comprises a 

gang/gang member since there is not a standard definition adopted by all law 

enforcement agencies across this country (although most agencies incorporate some 

portion of the definition as presented in the first chapter, particularly the required element 
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of criminality); or, 3) they did have active Native gang members at one time in their area 

and for whatever reason, the gang/gang members ceased to be active; or, 4) the particular 

respondent may not have had contact yet with an identified American Indian gang 

member so assumes there are no active Native gangs in his/her jurisdiction; or, 5) the 

agency’s methods of data collection do not include American Indians in their 

racial/ethnicity statistical breakdown in their reporting methods; or, 6) police officers are 

the ones who identify the ethnicity or race of an identified gang member and may mis-

identify, for example, an American Indian as an Hispanic. These varied scenarios may be 

contributing factors as to why conflicting information exists with regard to the presence 

or absence of American Indian gang members.  

 The literature reviewed indicates that American Indian youth have aligned 

themselves with other ethnic gangs in the urban setting but I was not able to find any 

reference to American Indian-only gangs in the urban setting. As Table 2 indicates, the 

majority of respondents indicate that they have American Indian-only gangs in their 

jurisdiction. 
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Table 2 – Agencies with American Indian-Only Gangs:  

Midwest & Great Plains:     

  Green Bay PD WI 

  Menominee SO WI 

  Itasca SO MN 

  Mahnomen SO MN 

  Pennington SO SD 

  Rapid City PD SD 

Mountain West:     

  Nez Perce SO ID 

  Sparks PD NV 

Southwest:   

  Tulsa PD OK 

  Albuquerque PD NM 

  Phoenix PD AZ 

  Mesa PD AZ 

  AZ DPS AZ 

  AZ DPS-Flag AZ 

Pacific West:      

  Spokane PD WA 

  Harney SO OR 

 
Of the 21 respondents that indicated they had American Indian gang members in 

their jurisdiction, 76 percent (n=16) revealed there were American Indian-only gangs. 

This finding was surprising due to the fact that within the existing literature and previous 

research, there is no mention of American Indian-only gangs. All references have been 

about American Indian youth joining and participating in the existing Hispanic and/or 

African-American gangs in their area.  

Due to the unexplored nature of urban Indian participation in street gangs, and 

after the surprise finding that there are American Indian-only gangs in existence in the 

urban setting, the next question to ask is: to what extent or how many of these American 

Indian-only gangs are active. Table 3 indicates that the numbers of American Indian-only 

gangs and the numbers of gang members are still small in comparison to the numbers of 
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non-Indian gangs and gang members nationwide. The numbers of American Indian-only 

gangs ranged from 1 to 4 or more with the membership ranging from 3 to 80 members 

and average membership of 27 members. 

Table 3 - Number of American Indian-only Gangs and Gang Members:   

  Agency State 
Number of 

Gangs 
Number of Gang 

Members 

Midwest & Great Plains:       

  Green Bay PD WI 1 20+ 

  Menominee SO WI 3 Unk 

  Itasca SO MN 2 30-40 

  Mahnomen SO MN 2+ Unk 

  Pennington SO SD Unk Unk 

  Rapid City PD SD 3 5-10 

Mountain West:         

  Nez Perce SO ID 2 10-12 

  Sparks PD NV 2 27 

Southwest:          

  Tulsa PD OK 4+ 30 

  Phoenix PD AZ 4+ Unk 

  Mesa PD AZ 4+ 20-80 

  AZ DPS AZ 4+ Unk 

  AZ DPS-Flag AZ 1 10-15 

  Albuquerque PD NM 4+ Varies 

Pacific West:          

  Spokane PD WA 3 Unk 

  Harney SO OR 1 5-10 

 
 As indicated in Table 3, there are several agencies that indicated either an 

unknown number of American Indian-only gangs and/or an unknown number of 

American Indian gang members. This lack of information may be attributed to various 

reasons including what the Arizona Department of Public Safety experienced. Their gang 

enforcement task force, the Gang Intelligence and Team Enforcement Mission (GITEM) 

was active in the 1990s but due to budget cuts in 2003, their task force dropped down to 

five officers for the entire state of Arizona. As a result of the recent resurgence in violent 
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gang incidents throughout the state, their agency has once again received funding to re-

build the number of officers for enforcement purposes. Because they are renewing their 

anti-gang efforts, there has been a break in the tracking of the number of gangs/gang 

members and they may have not gathered those numbers at the time the survey was 

received. Another factor may be that some agencies do not track American Indian 

gangs/gang members. Of the agencies that responded to the question of whether they 

track American Indian gang members and their criminal activities, 57 percent responded 

in the affirmative and 43 percent responded they did not.  However, for the above 

agencies that responded ‘unknown’, four of them do track American Indian gang 

members and three do not track them. It is unknown why these four respondents would 

not know the numbers unless they are reticent to share that information with an unknown 

researcher.  

Another reason may be attributed to the fact that some American Indian gang 

members may be mis-identified as White or Hispanic so the agencies may not have an 

accurate count of American Indian gang members. Additionally, the numbers of gangs 

and gang members ebb and flow. An example is the respondent from Ponca Police 

Department that indicated their city experienced a surge of gang activity around 1996-

1997. These gangs were not racially exclusive although “American Indian groups tended 

to cluster together”. The respondent indicated that by 1999, most of the identifiable gang 

activity and association had disappeared due to vigilant police suppression (arrests), 

maintaining communication with their citizens and directing their resources towards 

curbing gang activity before it gained a foothold. The respondent attributed the lack of 
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gang establishment to continuous training in gang trends, programs in place which 

maintain open communication with their citizens and schools as well as aggressive 

enforcement of the law boosted by “frequent direct specialized enforcement projects 

towards the type of organized drug activity that lends itself to gang involvement”.  

 One conclusion we can draw from the numbers of American Indian gangs/gang 

members provided above indicates that American Indian gangs/members, while in 

existence in the urban setting, are currently not at the same levels as other ethnic gangs, 

as will be discussed further.   

 Contemporary gang research indicates that urban street gangs are no longer 

comprised of one racial or ethnic group members, that there is a greater presence of 

‘hybrid’ gangs comprised of multiple ethnicities (Starbuck, et al., 2001). While the 

majority of the respondents indicated that American Indian gang members have formed 

their own gangs, it appears that of those that have not, they are joining the existing gangs 

in their area. Of the six agencies that indicated there were American Indian gang 

members in their jurisdiction, the majority indicated that Native youth have aligned 

themselves with Hispanic gangs (32%) with the remainder aligning themselves with 

African-American gangs (22%) and White gangs (18%) respectively. Table 4 indicates 

which agencies indicated which ethnic/racial gangs American Indian youth are aligning 

themselves with:  
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Table 4 -  Ethnic/Racial Gangs American Indian Youth Aligning With:  

Agency State 

American 
Indian- Only 
Gangs? Hispanic 

African-
American White 

Great Falls 
PD MT No Yes Yes Yes 

Tulsa PD OK Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Cherokee SO OK No No Yes Yes 

Las Vegas PD NV No Yes No No 

Phoenix PD AZ Yes Yes No No 

AZ DPS-Flag AZ Yes Yes No No 

Kootenai SO ID No Yes Yes No 

Anchorage 
PD  AK No Yes Yes Yes 

 
 

Interestingly, Tulsa, Phoenix, and Arizona DPS indicate that the Native youth 

have not only formed their own gangs but also have Native youths who have joined the 

Hispanic, African-American and/or the White gangs in their jurisdictions.  These findings 

also support the conclusions that on the streets, hybrid gangs are present and that the 

racial composition of urban street gangs are becoming racially mixed. These findings also 

contribute to the literature that not only are Native youth involved in racially mixed gangs 

but that they have also formed their own gangs – a fact not addressed or acknowledged in 

the existing literature or research.  

The emergence of American Indian gangs on the reservations began in the late 

1980s with the height of Native gang activity occurring in the mid-1990s. One of the 

factors that has been attributed to the emergence of American Indian gangs on the 

reservations is the return of individuals to the reservations who have become involved 

with gangs while in the urban area and bring the gang life/mentality back to the 
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reservation. It was important to find out when Native gang members made their presence 

known in the urban areas. As Chart 2 displays, the respondents indicated that the first 

year American Indian gang members were observed in the urban area was 1982 

(Albuquerque), with 2005 being the latest year (Kootenai County, Idaho). 

The average year American Indian gangs were first observed in the urban setting is 1994, 

however, three respondents indicated gangs are still emerging as their presence was first 

observed in the early 2000s.  

 

Chart 2 – Year American Indian Gangs First Observed in Urban Setting:  

 
 

One conclusion from the responses is that the majority of American Indian gangs 

were first observed by law enforcement officials in urban settings throughout the 1990s. 

These findings also indicate that American Indian gangs are recent entrants into the urban 

street gang world.  Additionally, a comparison was conducted to see if the year of 

emergence and geographic location could be correlated. As can be seen by the above 

responses, no such correlation could be made. As an example, in South Dakota (Rapid 

City), American Indian gangs were first observed in 1985, yet they were first observed by 

law enforcement in Pennington County (in which Rapid City is located) in 1995 – 10 
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years later. There is further variation within states (e.g. Wisconsin 1990 and then in 1993, 

or, Minnesota 1996 and then in 1999).  The only state where American Indian gangs 

emerged at the same time was Arizona where American Indian gangs were observed in 

Phoenix, Mesa (adjacent city to the metropolitan Phoenix area) and by the Arizona 

Department of Public Safety, all in 1991. Additionally, there is no correlation by 

geographical area as gangs appeared in the Southwest (New Mexico) and Great Plains 

state (South Dakota) in the early to mid 1980s, in the Midwest in 1990 and again in 1993 

(Wisconsin), and 1996 and 1999 (Minnesota). It appears that American Indian gangs 

have been identified in the urban areas at different times and at different places 

throughout the 1990s to the present (2005 the latest year indicated).  Apparently, factors 

other than movements from gang capitals, such as moving eastward from Los Angeles, 

are at work.    

A further characteristic of urban Indian gang members applies to the age range of 

the gang members. As shown in Chart 3, the average age of gang members ranged from 

16 to 18 (37%) followed by 18 or older (33%), 13-15 (23%) and 9-12 (<1%). These 

findings suggest that nearly 61% of all reported gang members were juveniles (younger 

than 18 years old). Respondents also indicated that the youngest observed gang member 

in their jurisdiction was seven (7) years old and the oldest was 50 years of age.  
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Chart 3 - Age Range of American Indian Gang Members in Urban Areas by Percentage: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Note: respondents could answer more than one age range 
 
 

Carlie (2000) indicates that while twenty or thirty years ago a gang member may 

have been able to leave a gang in their teens or early twenties and enter legitimate 

employment, that type of transition is not easily made today. He attributes the reason for 

this to the inability of adolescent gang members to find employment sufficient to lure 

them out of the gang life. As high school graduation rates decrease and the lowest level 

of competency required by the business sector increases, gang members are stuck in a 

situation in which they are displaced from gainful employment well beyond their 

adolescent years. The alternative to unemployment is for some to remain in the gang. 

Carlie provides other explanations for the aging of gang members  including the ability of 

some to maintain a sufficient livelihood from their gang-related or other criminal 

activities, to live at subsistence levels from welfare, to live on someone else’s earnings or 

other sources of income (www.faculty.missouristate.edu/M/MichaelCarlie). As for the 24 
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percent under 15 years of age, Butts and Snyder (1997) indicate that “offenders under age 

15 represent the leading edge of the juvenile crime problem, and their numbers have been 

growing” (pg. 1).  

As discussed in the literature review, Native gangs have adopted the 

characteristics and identity of distinctive street gangs and this includes naming. Below is 

a sample of the nomenclature that Native gang members have adopted according to the 

respondents. We can see that there has been an adoption of established street gang names 

(e.g. Bloods, Crips, Piru’s from the Los Angeles area; Gangster Disciples, Vice Lords, 

Latin Kings from the Chicago area; or geographical area and/or neighborhood/street 

name, etc.). However, many of the listed names provided by the respondents highlight the 

adoption of a uniquely Indian gang identity (e.g. Native Mob, Warrior Society, Southwest 

Chiefs, etc.): 
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Table 5 - American Indian Gang Names by Geographical Region: 

MIDWEST & 

GREAT PLAINS: 
    

Green Bay PD Latin Kings    
Menominee SO All Indian Crew    
Itasca SO Vice Lords Native Vice Lords Native Mob  
Mahnomen SO Native Mob Native Gangster 

Disciples 
  

Rapid City PD Tru Villain Bloods East Side Crips Tre Tre  
Mountain West:     
Nez Perce SO Twelve Gauge    
Sparks PD East 2nd Street 

Bloods 
East Side Piru   

Southwest:     
Tulsa PD Indian Empire Brown Side 

Gangsters 
Indian 
Brotherhood 

Ponca Boys 

Albuquerque PD Cobras    
Phoenix PD Indian Pride Native American 

Brotherhood 
Warrior Society NDN 

 Diné Pride Locos Native Pride Eastside Pride Native American 
Kings 

 Southwest Chiefs    
Mesa PD East Side Pride East Side Bloods West Side 15th 

Ave Boothill Crips 
Rolling 30s Crips 

 La Victoria Locos    
AZ DPS West Side Native 

Pride 
   

Pacific West:     
Spokane PD Indian Pride 

Organization 
Native Gangster 
Blood 

Native Pride  

Harney SO 13th Street Sureños    

         
 
 With an estimated 840,000 gang members in the United States, one should not be 

surprised that there are thousands of gang names being used. Some gang’s names are a 

mixture of neighborhood identifiers and/or a nation. It is important to note that when a 

gang has taken the name of a nationally known gang (e.g. Bloods), this does not 

necessarily indicate that the gang is part of that group with a national infrastructure. 

According to the National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC) Report, the majority of gangs 

do not have interstate connections or a hierarchical structure 

(www.usdoj.gov/ndic/pubs11/13157/). Wiley (1997) advises that these loosely structured 
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local gangs are often more violent and criminally active than the gangs they seek to 

imitate (as cited in Carlie, 2000). Newly established gangs in local areas need to ‘prove’ 

themselves if they are to instill the fear and intimidation in their communities and thus be 

considered a bona fide gang.   

In a discussion with a colleague about American Indian gangs and what they are 

calling themselves, the question arose as to why Native youth gang members are not 

using gang names in their Native language. Perhaps one explanation may be that Native 

youth have rejected their traditional cultures and have adopted mainstream gang culture 

in its place including naming themselves in English (or in some cases Spanish, e.g. 

Locos). Also, tied to this adoption is most likely the loss of their Native language. 

Armstrong et al. (2002) uncovered in their comprehensive Navajo gang study that many 

of these youth had lost their language, although they continue to identify themselves as 

Indians (rather than Navajos) and are interested in their identity as Indians (pg. 12). 

While the gang-involved youth interviewed in the Navajo Nation are almost entirely 

Navajo or part Navajo, when asked “what languages do you speak?” they found that only 

38 percent of the respondents spoke Navajo and an additional language, primarily 

English, with Navajo being spoken in 44 percent of these youth’s homes (pg. 76). 

Armstrong et al. conclude that due to the loss of traditional language, there is an erosion 

of cultural identity and attachment based on the fact that the majority of the respondents 

do not speak Navajo, and neither do their families (pg. 77).  
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Chart 4 indicates the observed types of crimes committed by Native gang 

members in the urban setting. Native gang crime runs the same gamut as non-Indian 

street gang crimes, however the emphasis of their crimes are more Property (n=62) and 

Drug oriented (n=17) versus Violent crimes (n=38). 

 

Chart 4 - Urban Indian Gang Crimes: 
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A further breakdown of the responses is included in Table 6. 
  

Table 6 – Breakdown of Urban Indian Gang Crimes:  
Property 
crimes 

N = Violent crimes N = Drugs N= 

Vandalism 19 Assault w/Deadly 
Weapon 

14 Sales/Use 17 

Burglary 16 Drive-Bys 10   
Thefts 15 Robbery 9   
Auto Theft 12 Assault/Battery 5   
Total: 62  38  17 
Other*: Rape, Child Abuse, Guns (Possession & Sales), and Alcohol Violations   
** Respondents were able to answer more than one category 
 

As discussed previously, Native gang members on the reservations are involved in 

drug  possession/use and trafficking. In the urban setting, Native gangs/gang members are 

also involved with drugs. The majority of respondents indicate that the drug of choice for 
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dealing and use is marijuana (77%) followed closely by methamphetamine (68%). Native 

gang members are also involved in dealing crack cocaine (18%) as well as prescription 

drugs such as Vicodin, Oxycontin and other narcotics (23%). The majority of respondents 

(70%) indicate that they have observed an increase in drug use/trafficking by the 

American Indian gang members in their jurisdictions. I interpret this response as 

indicating that urban Indian gangs are forming primarily  for an entrepreneurial purpose 

as opposed to the protection of turf or for other reasons. Chart 5 shows the drugs of 

choice for urban Indian gang members.   

 

Chart 5 - Urban Indian Gang Members’ Drugs of Choice:  
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* Respondents could answer more than one choice 
 

Due to the lack of research on the extent of American Indian gangs/members in 

the urban setting, it is important to find out from the municipal and county law 

enforcement officers how they rate the extent or involvement of American Indians in 

gang activities. Chart 6 indicates that the majority of respondents rate the severity of 
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Native gang activities at the moderate level (48%) followed by a minimal rating (39%). 

Only one respondent deemed the level of gang involvement as severe (4%0, and two 

respondents (9%) indicated there were no problems with American Indian 

gangs/members.   

 
Chart 6 - Level of Severity of American Indians in Gang Activities:  
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* The terms of Severe, Moderate, Minimal were not defined for the respondents.   

 
 
Although the respondents rated the extent of American Indian gang members’ 

criminal activities at the moderate to minimal level, the majority of respondents (62%) 

indicated that in the past five years, they have seen an increase in Native gang criminal 

activities, while 19% of the respondents indicated an observed decrease in criminal 

activities and the remaining 19% of the respondents indicated no change within this time 

period. These criminal activities can vary but the various types of behavior include 

juvenile delinquency, crimes of violence, property crime, firearms violations and drug 

trafficking.  
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Previous research indicates that the majority of American Indian youth attend off-

reservation schools. Howell and Lynch (2000) report that youth gangs are linked with 

serious crime problems in schools across the country. Those schools in which gang 

activity is reported were also more likely to have higher levels of violent victimization, 

availability of drugs, and students who carry guns than schools reported not to have gang 

activity. Given the risk of criminal activity associated with gangs in schools, these 

findings highlight the importance of school-based gang prevention and intervention 

programs (cited in Major, et al., 2004).  

The majority of respondents (95%) with Native gang members in their 

jurisdiction indicated that there were identified American Indian gang members in the 

schools in their jurisdiction. The types of crimes committed by Native gang members at 

these schools include: 

Vandalism (32%), Theft (12%), Drugs (24%), Property crimes (.04%), Assaults (24%), 

and Intimidation (.04%). Again, the respondents were able to answer more than one of 

the categories.  

To provide a more complete picture of municipal and county law enforcement 

contacts with American Indian individuals, the survey asked two questions about contacts 

with non-gang American Indian individuals. The survey asked respondents if they 

encountered tribal youth committing crimes in the urban area and then ‘fleeing’ back to 

the reservation. A majority of respondents (71%) have encountered Native youth coming 

into the urban area from the reservation(s) to commit crimes and then ‘escape’ back to 

the reservations – often eluding the municipal and county law enforcement officers who 
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do not have jurisdiction on the reservations. As indicated in Chart 7, the types of crimes 

reservation youth commit also generally fall into the property crime category (73%). The 

types of crimes committed by reservation youth in the urban area include: theft, 

burglaries, grand theft auto, and vandalism. Seven (47%) of the respondents indicated the 

violent crimes committed include: home invasion robberies, commercial robberies, 

assaults, assault with a deadly weapon, rape and homicide. The ‘other’ crimes committed 

in the urban area include: Drugs – use, possession, trafficking and alcohol related crimes. 

  
Chart 7 – Crimes Committed by Reservation Youth in Urban Area by Percentage: 

Violent, 47%

Property, 73%

Other, 40%

 
 

An example of such criminal activities was described by a respondent from a 

suburban city in the southwest that abuts a reservation. The respondent described the 

usual weekend activity where reservation youth come into the city’s jurisdiction and 

commit robberies and/or beer thefts at the nearest convenience/liquor stores and then flee 

back to the reservation where the municipal police agency does not have jurisdiction, 

cross-deputization, nor mutual-aid agreement with the tribe. Mutual-aid agreements are 

negotiated contracts between agencies and serve as the basis for receiving assistance from 
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each other if needed. Cross-deputization is the certification of an officer from one agency 

by another agency. This allows the officer to act outside of his or her own jurisdiction 

(Luna-Firebaugh, 2007, pg. 37). The respondent stated that this is a very frustrating 

situation from a law enforcement standpoint (personal communication, May 2006). 

Due to the criminal jurisdictional maze that exists when American Indians are 

involved, frustration develops for non-tribal police when the perpetrator of crimes in their 

jurisdiction are tribal members who commit crimes in their urban and/or county areas, yet 

flee to the reservation to escape arrest and prosecution for those crimes. One law 

enforcement response to this issue is to enter into cross-deputization agreements between 

municipal/county and tribal law enforcement agencies allowing each entity to enter into 

the other’s jurisdiction to apprehend the Indian offender. Eleven (58%) of the 

county/municipal respondents indicated that there are Cross-deputization or Mutual Aid 

Agreements in place with the neighboring tribal police agencies; eight (42%) respondents 

indicated that they do not have such agreements in place.  

The survey also asked about contacts with American Indian juveniles and/or 

adults in ‘non-gang’ contacts (i.e. they have committed crimes in their jurisdiction but are 

not identified as gang members). The majority of respondents (79%) encounter American 

Indian youths and adults in a non-gang context more than they do as gangs/gang 

members (44%).  

As Chart 8 below indicates, the major types of crimes committed by Native non-

gang perpetrators fall within the property crimes of thefts in general and alcohol related 

crimes (87% respectively). A further breakdown of their responses includes: 
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Chart 8 - American Indian Non-Gang Crimes in the Urban Setting by Percentage:  
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Other crimes included: domestic violence, fights (assault & battery), and sex crimes and 
immigrant smuggling.  
* Alcohol related crimes include: drunk in public, driving under the influence, etc.  

  
Chart 9 below is a comparison of criminal activities between American Indian gangs 

and American Indian Non-gang responses.  
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Chart 9 -  American Indian Gang vs. Non-Gang Crimes in the Urban Setting:  
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 Interestingly, the respondents indicate that their greatest contacts with non-gang 

American Indian individuals are for alcohol and drug related offenses while those crimes 

did not appear to be a problem for the law enforcement respondents for identified Native 

gang individuals. This disparity may be due in part to the inclusion of adults in the survey 

question about criminal contacts with non-gang individuals, or, respondent contacts with 

Native gang members have been classified for other offenses and alcohol or drugs are not 

encountered. This finding also suggests that American Indian gang members are not as 

involved with alcohol or drugs as non-gang offenders. For identified gang members, the 

crimes that the respondents most encountered were for vandalism, thefts and burglary. 

Again, the greatest contacts were for property crimes followed by alcohol and drugs and 

then the violent crimes category. These findings support earlier research that suggests 

that American Indian gang involvement in criminal offenses consists mainly of property 

crime (Armstrong et al., 2002) 
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One hypothesis that developed from the initial research questions was that with 

the overwhelming exposure of Native youth to urban street gangs both in their home and 

school environments, there would be a greater preponderance of Native involvement in 

street gangs than what is currently known. To ascertain the gang environment that Native 

youth are exposed to in the urban setting, the next section addresses the extent and 

characteristics of (Non-Indian) street gangs and gang members in the urban setting.  

 
Urban Street Gangs (Non-Indian) 

 
Table 7 includes the 45 agencies that indicated they have non-Indian gangs in 

their jurisdictions. The respondents indicated that the number of gangs in their 

jurisdiction ranged from a low of 3 (Menominee SO, WI) to a high of 463 (Los Angeles 

PD, CA) with an average of 118 gangs. The responses identified the number of gang 

members as ranging from a low of 10 (Douglas SO, WA) to a high of 100,000 (Cook 

County SO, IL) with an average of 11,147 members. 
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Table 7 -  Number of Gangs and Gang Members in the Urban Setting (excluding  
American Indian gang members):  

Area     # of Gangs # Gang Members 

Midwest & Great 
Plains     

  Green Bay PD WI 8-12 300+ 

  Menominee SO WI 3-4 unk 

  St Paul PD MN 100+ 2,000+ 

  Itasca SO MN 4 80 

  Mahnomen SO MN 4-5 10-20 

  Detroit PD MI 15 300+ 

  Chicago PD IL 70 68,000 

  Cook SO IL 70+ 100,000 

  Lyman SO SD 0 0 

  Jackson SO SD 0 0 

  Rapid City PD SD 15 567 

  Pennington SO SD Unknown Unknown 

Mountain West         

  Powder River SO MT 0 0 

  Stillwater SO MT 0 0 

  Great Falls PD MT 6 70+ 

  White Pine SO NV 0 0 

  Las Vegas PD NV 338 7708 

  Sparks PD NV 13 1,507 

  Nez Perce SO ID No Answer No Answer 

  Kootenai SO ID 50-60 200+ 

Southwest       

  Harris SO TX 200-300 10-20,000 

  Ft Worth PD TX 370 12,000 

  Houston PD TX 183 3,800 

  Gallup PD NM No Answer No Answer 

  Albuquerque PD NM 100 No Answer 

  Tulsa PD OK 350 4,000 

  Ponca PD OK Varies Varies 

  Cherokee SO OK Unknown Unknown 

  AZDPS AZ Unknown Unknown 

  AZDPS-Flag AZ 10 200-300 

  Mesa PD AZ 77 2,200 

  Phoenix PD AZ 256 6,599 

Pacific West         

  Lincoln SO WA 0 0 

  Douglas SO WA 0 10-15 

  Spokane PD WA 43 700 

  Clallam SO WA Very Few  Unknown 

  Wasco SO OR 0 0 

  Harney SO OR 0 0 
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  Oakland PD CA 4 1,000 

  Sacramento PD CA No Answer No Answer 

  Sacramento SO CA 280 8,000 

  Alameda SO CA 15 500 

  Los Angeles PD CA 463 38,974 

  Anchorage PD AK 25+ 250+ 

  Unknown SO ? 100 Unknown 

 

There were six agencies that either answered ‘unknown’ or did not answer the 

survey question about the number of gangs or gang members within their jurisdiction. An 

explanation for the ‘unknown’ responses may be attributed to the method of data 

collection for their agency (or lack thereof) and the respondent may not have the data or 

access to the data if available. Also, some agencies may have experienced the de-funding 

and then reinstatement that the Arizona Department of Public Safety encountered (as 

discussed previously). Additionally, some agencies may be reluctant to share that 

information with outside researchers. Possible explanations for the ‘No Answer’ 

responses may include that the respondent either chose not to answer any of the survey 

questions in the survey section that pertained to non-Indian gangs/gang members, or, 

assuming because they did not have identified American Indian gang members, they 

neglected to see the remaining survey questions that pertained to non-Indian gang 

members.  

To ascertain the racial composition of these urban gangs the survey asked the 

respondents to provide a breakdown (by percentage) of the racial composition of the 

gangs in their jurisdiction. Table 8 indicates their responses. 
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Table 8 - Racial Composition of Urban Gangs:  

Region     Hispanic 
African-
American White Asian 

American 
Indian 

Midwest & 
Great 
Plains               

  Green Bay PD WI 20 10 50 5 0 

  Menominee SO WI � � � � 90 

  St Paul PD MN 30 50 10 10 0 

  Itasca SO MN 0 10 40 0 50 

  Mahnomen SO MN � � 10 � 90 

  Detroit PD MI 40 40 15 5 � 

  Chicago PD IL 30 50 10 5 � 

  Cook SO IL 20 80 1 1 � 

  Rapid City PD SD 2 4 10 0.5 84 

Mountain 
West               

  Sparks PD NV 90 1 3 � 3 

  Kootenai SO ID 5 1 90 � 1 

Southwest             

  Harris SO TX 30 20 10 10 � 

  Ft Worth PD TX 60 30 3 7 � 

  Houston PD TX 56 27 13 1 � 

  Albuquerque  NM 80 10 5 � 5 

  Tulsa PD OK 12 55 30 2 19 

  Ponca PD OK  �  �  �  �  � 

  AZDPS AZ 60 5 10 5 20 

  AZDPS-Flag AZ 89 1 � � 10 

  Mesa PD AZ 70 10 5 5 10 

  Phoenix PD AZ 74 20 4 1 1 

Pacific 
West               

  Douglas SO WA 70 5 5 20 � 

  Spokane PD WA 98  � �   � �  

  Clallam SO WA 15 80 1 � � 

  Oakland PD CA 35 50 10 5 � 

  Sacramento SO CA 40 30 20 10 � 

  Alameda SO CA 50 40 5 5 � 

  Los Angeles PD CA 56 39 0.02 0.02 � 

  Anchorage PD AK 15 35 4 15 1 

  Unknown SO ? 50 20 5 20 � 

� = 0 or not applicable 
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The survey asked if there were ‘hybrid’ gangs operating in their jurisdiction. Only 

two agencies indicated there were hybrid gangs (Clallam SO, WA and Spokane PD, 

WA).  

The age ranges of urban street gang members are indicated in Chart 10.  

Chart 10 – Age Range of Urban Street Gang Members:  
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* Respondents were given the option of answering more than one age range  
 

 From Chart 10 above, 40 percent of the respondents have gang members between 

the ages of 9 to 12 years of age, 87 percent have gang members between the ages of 13 to 

15 and 16 to 18 (respectively), and all 30 of the respondents (100%) have gang members 

over 18 years of age in their jurisdictions. These findings lead to the conclusion that the 

majority of gang members are over the age of 13 which is important in designating a 

target population for prevention and intervention efforts. The age of the youngest gang 

member identified was 8 years of age and the oldest gang member identified was in his 

70s.  
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 Comparing the age ranges for the two groups (urban Indian and non-Indian street 

gang) in this study, the responses, as indicated in Chart 11, reveal that the majority of 

urban street gang members (non-Indian) are over 18 years of age (as indicated by all 30 

respondents) however, the majority (95%) of urban Indian gang members tend to fall in 

the 16-18 year old range. 

 
Chart 11 – Comparison of Age Ranges:  
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The youngest urban Indian gang member identified was 7 years old with the 

oldest identified as 50 years of age, in comparison to the youngest street gang member 

identified as 8 years of age and the oldest non-Indian gang member identified was in his 

70s. These findings indicate that urban Indian youth are joining and/or participating in 

gangs at a later age than non-Indian street gang members. Again, this has implications for 

targeting particular age groups for prevention and intervention activities by the schools, 

law enforcement and the community. 
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 Again, I hypothesized that the greater the street gang problem in their urban area, 

the greater the likelihood American Indian youth would join gangs while living in that 

setting. To ascertain the extent of the street gang problem in the urban sample, the survey 

asked the respondents to rate the severity level and their criminal activities in their 

jurisdiction. The majority of officers rated the street gang situation as moderate (47%), 

followed by severe (33%), and the remainder indicated their gang problem was minimal 

(14%) to no problems (.05%). Chart 12 provides a comparison of levels of severity 

between street gangs and urban Indian gangs’ criminal involvement and/or activities. As 

a caveat, these responses are based on officer respondent perceptions of the gang problem 

(non-Indian and urban Indian) within their jurisdictions.  

 
Chart 12 -  Comparison of Levels of Severity of Gang Criminal Involvement Between  

       Street Gangs and Urban Indians: 
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* Respondents were not provided definitions of the terms severe, moderate minimal or no 
problems. 
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Findings from Chart 12 indicate that the severity level of gang criminal activities for 

urban Indian gang members falls between the moderate to minimal range while urban 

street gangs levels fall within the moderate to severe levels. From these findings, I 

conclude that urban Indian gang members’ involvement in gang activities have yet to 

reach the levels of involvement of established street gangs, which highlights the need for 

further research to find out what is keeping these levels lower and are there differences 

between American Indian gangs and other established gangs.  

A further breakdown by location can be seen in Chart 13. 
 

Chart 13 – Comparison Severity Levels by Location:  
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The values for the Y axis are:  1=Severe; 2=Moderate; 3=Minor; 4=No Problems; and 5=No Answer.  

 
 

If we follow the hypothesis that the greater the exposure to or severity level of 

urban street gangs, we should find a comparable severity level with American Indian 

gangs. However, as indicated above in Charts 12 and 13, this does not appear to be the 

case. For example, the cities with severe levels of urban street gangs such as Spokane, 

Tulsa, Mesa, and Sparks are experiencing moderate to minor levels for urban Indian 

gangs. Cities such as Las Vegas and Anchorage, which are experiencing a moderate level 
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of urban street gang severity, indicate they have no problems with urban Indian gangs. 

The only respondent indicating a comparable level of ‘severe’ between the street gangs 

and urban Indian gangs was from the Arizona Department of Public Safety (Phoenix). 

Other matching level cities include:  Cherokee County, Menominee County, Mahnomen, 

Rapid City, Pennington County, and AZDPS-Flag at the moderate level; and Itasca at the 

minor level. 

The types of crimes committed by street gangs (non-Indian) in the urban 

jurisdiction run the gamut from vandalism to homicide. The survey asked the respondents 

to choose from pre-determined crime options with the opportunity of providing ‘other’ 

crimes outside those provided. Chart 14 indicates the number of responses for each of the 

crimes.  

 
Chart 14 - Street Gang Crimes by Number of Respondents:  
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* Additional ‘Other’ crimes with one response each include: Criminal Sexual Conduct, 
Rape, Kidnapping, False documents production, Witness Intimidation, Carjacking, 
Arson, Weapons, and Extortion. 
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Again, the comparison between the two groups under study (urban Indian gangs and 

urban street gangs) can be seen in Chart 15.  

 
Chart 15 – Comparison of Crimes by Type:  
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 Again, for urban street gangs, property crimes rank highest followed by drugs and 

then the violent crime category. Urban Indian gangs follow the same order yet at lower 

levels of participation with the exception of vandalism which outranks the urban street 

gang level. A conclusion that can be reached from these responses is that while American 

Indian gangs participate in the same crimes as urban street gangs, the levels are not the 

same which indicates that the level of criminal participation by American Indian gangs 

has not yet reached that of the established urban street gangs. 
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 As discussed in the Literature Review, drug trafficking is a widespread problem 

in this country. The survey asked for the drugs used by urban street gangs. The 

respondents indicated that marijuana is the drug of choice (94%) followed by 

methamphetamine (79%), crack cocaine (73%), and ecstasy and heroin (33% each). 

Urban street gang members are also involved in the sales/use and possession of : PCP, 

LSD, coke, Oxycontin and other prescription drugs.  

Again, a comparison for drugs of choice between the two groups under study 

(urban Indian gangs and urban street gangs) can be seen in Chart 16. 

 
Chart 16 – Comparison Drugs of Choice:  
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* Respondents could chose more than one response for this question. 
 
 Both groups were involved more with marijuana use/possession/sales than 

methamphetamine, however, methamphetamine was a close second. Urban Indian gangs 

are not involved with crack cocaine, ecstasy, and heroin as are their street gang 

counterparts, however, they are involved in the dealing of prescription drugs. In a 
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conversation with a colleague about drug use on the reservations, she explained that on 

her reservation, tribal youth are stealing prescription drugs from their family members 

and then selling those drugs to others. Perhaps this is occurring in the urban setting and 

accounts for the responses which indicate urban Indian gang member involvement in the 

dealing of prescription drugs. While the respondents were not asked nor did they 

elaborate on where gang members get the drugs they use or deal in, from the responses, 

we can speculate that the accessibility to these drugs in the urban environment predict 

which drugs the gangs (street gangs and urban Indian) will become involved with.  

 The survey asked the respondents about gangs (non-Indian) in the schools in their 

jurisdictions. The majority of respondents (48%) indicated that the extent of gangs and 

their criminal activities at the schools is at the moderate level, 27 percent indicated a 

minimal level of involvement, 15 percent responded that gang involvement is at the 

severe level, and less than 1 percent advised there are no gang problems at their schools.  

 Table 9 indicates the types of criminal activities that street gang youth participate 

in at the schools: 

Table 9 – Criminal Activities at Schools (non-Indian gangs):  

 Crime n =  
Assaults 9 

Drugs 6 

Intimidation 6 

Vandalism 4 

Theft 3 

Sexual 
Assault 1 

Fights 1 
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 For urban Indian gang members, the majority (95%) of respondents indicated that 

there are American Indian gang members in the schools in their jurisdiction. American 

Indian gang member criminal activities are listed in Table 10.  

 
Table 10 – Criminal Activities for American Indians:  

Vandalism 8 

Assaults 6 

Drugs 6 

Theft 3 

Intimidation 1 

Sex Assault 0 

Fights 0 

 
Chart 17 provides a comparison between the two groups for criminal activities 

while at school. 

Chart 17 – Comparison of Gang Crimes in Schools:  
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American Indian gangs tend to commit acts of vandalism at a higher rate than street gang 

members whereas street gang members participate in assaults at a greater rate than 

American Indian gang members. Both groups participate in drug possession/sales at an 

equal rate in the school setting.  
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As a response to the increasing gang presence in schools, school districts across 

the country have implemented gang prevention programs as a way of addressing the 

growing problem. The majority of the respondents (88%) in this study indicate that the 

schools in their jurisdiction do have gang prevention programs. These programs include: 

the presence of a School Resource Officer on campus (97%) followed by D.A.R.E. 

(73%), parents and law enforcement working together (67%) and the G.R.E.A.T. 

program (45%).  D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) is a program that provides 

children the skills they need to avoid involvement in drugs, gangs, and violence. 

D.A.R.E. was founded in 1983 in Los Angeles and is now implemented in 75 percent of 

the nation's school districts and in more than 43 countries around the world. D.A.R.E. is a 

police officer-led series of classroom lessons that teaches children from kindergarten 

through 12th grade how to resist peer pressure and live productive drug and violence-free 

lives (www.dare.com).  The G.R.E.A.T. (Gang Resistance Education and Training) 

Program is also a school-based, law enforcement officer-instructed classroom curriculum. 

G.R.E.A.T. originated through a combined effort of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 

Firearms (ATF), and the Phoenix Police Department. The effort was congressionally 

supported as a part of ATF's Project Outreach. With prevention as its primary objective, 

the program is intended as an immunization against delinquency, youth violence, and 

gang membership. G.R.E.A.T. has developed partnerships with nationally recognized 

organizations, such as the Boys & Girls Clubs of America and the National Association 

of Police Athletic Leagues. These partnerships encourage positive relationships among 

the community, parents, schools, and law enforcement officers. G.R.E.A.T. lessons focus 
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on providing life skills to students to help them avoid using delinquent behavior and 

violence to solve problems. The G.R.E.A.T. Program offers a continuum of components 

for students and their families that includes: a 13-session middle school curriculum, an 

elementary school curriculum, a summer program, and families training (www.great-

online.org). The rationale behind these two programs is to try and teach the children skills 

to resist the lure of gangs. While there has been some debate in the criminological 

literature about the effectiveness of these types of programs, it appears that law 

enforcement is relying on them as a means of addressing the presence of gangs in our 

schools.  

One hypothesis under consideration is that there would be a higher rate of 

involvement of American Indian gang members if they were exposed to higher numbers 

of non-Indian street gang youth. In order to test the hypothesis, I undertook a comparison 

between the presence of American Indian gangs and the presence of, or level of, street 

gangs in the surveyed areas. The number of gang members of non-Indian street gangs 

ranged from a low of 15 to a high of 100,000 with an average of 11,141. By looking at 

the numbers provided by the respondents, I arbitrarily created a range division of: 0-

1,000 gang members comprising a low range, 1,001 to 5,000 as a medium range and over 

5,001 members as a high range. Table 10 below includes the following categories: those 

agencies with American Indian gang members (AI Yes) and urban gang members falling 

in the Low (UGL), Medium (UGM), and High (UGH) ranges; and those urban areas 

without American Indian gang members (AI No) and urban areas with a Low (UGL), 
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Medium (UGM), and High (UGH) range of non-Indian street gangs. The responses were 

broken down into six comparison categories delineated in Table 10 below.  

Table 10 - Comparison of American Indian Gang Members and Exposure to Non-Indian 
Street Gang Members:  
 

AI 
Yes/UGL 

AI Yes/ 
UGM 

AI 
Yes/UGH 

6 5 2 

AI No/UGL 
AI 

No/UGM AI No/UGH 

7 3 8 

 
From the responses above, it appears that a high exposure to non-Indian urban 

street gangs does not impact the presence of American Indian gangs as there is an 

American Indian gang presence in areas with a low urban street gang presence and 

conversely, there are no American Indian gangs in urban areas with a high non-Indian 

gang presence. These results do not support the hypothesis that a greater exposure to 

urban street gangs explains the presence of American Indian gangs in the urban setting. 

Mere exposure is not enough to generate American Indian gang formation. Potential 

explanations include that American Indian youths have adopted the gang culture due to 

the influence of the media that has glamorized the gang life; that they form a gang to take 

the place of ‘family’ due to dysfunctional home lives; as a means of protection from 

established street gangs in their neighborhoods; and/or, as a way to intimidate others thus 

gaining a sense of power in their community. There are other variables that must be 

explored to explain the emergence of American Indian gangs/gang members in the urban 

setting other than mere exposure to street gangs.   
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Summary of American Indian Gangs in the Urban Setting:  

To summarize what is now known about American Indian gangs/members in the 

urban setting as a result of this survey: 

• The most important finding is that there are American Indian-only gangs present 

in the urban setting. This is a fact that has not been revealed nor addressed in the 

existing American Indian gang literature/research;   

• American Indian-only gangs in the urban setting range from a low of 1 to a high 

of 4 or more per city (respondents indicate the numbers vary);  

• Membership is comprised of a low of 5 (Rapid City, SD and Harney County, OR) 

to a high of 80 members (Mesa, AZ);  

• Urban American Indian gang members fall into the 16-18 years old age range 

closely followed by the 18 or older category with the youngest gang member 

identified as 7 years old and the oldest as 50 years of age; 

• The types of crimes committed in the urban area tend to fall within the property 

crimes classification, e.g. vandalism and burglary, however, assault with a deadly 

weapon was ranked highest in the violent crimes category followed by drive-by 

shootings. Drug sales/use was also ranked high;  

• Urban American Indian gang members are involved in the same range of crimes 

as non-Indian street gang members yet, when comparing the rankings of specific 

types of crimes, it appears that the severity of crimes is not as extensive for 

American Indian gang members as it is for established street gangs. This indicates 
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that while there is a presence of American Indian-only gangs in the urban setting, 

their participation levels and severity of criminal activities has yet to reach the 

levels of established street gangs which makes it imperative and timely that 

prevention and intervention programs be implemented before their criminal 

participation escalates;  

• The extent of urban American Indian gang member involvement in criminal 

activities is rated at the moderate level, closely followed by minimal. The non-

Indian street gangs level also fell within the moderate level, however, it is closely 

followed by the severe level;  

• While the observed levels of street gang involvement is at the moderate level, the 

respondents have seen the levels of American Indian participation in gangs 

increase within the past five (5) years. This coincides with an observed increase in 

gang crimes for urban street gang members;  

• For urban Indian gang members, marijuana is the drug of choice (for 

sales/possession/use) at this time; however, methamphetamine is a close second 

and prescription drugs a distant third. Urban street gangs also have a preference 

for dealing in marijuana, closely followed by methamphetamine, and prescription 

drugs. However, urban street gangs also participate in the sales/possession/use of 

crack cocaine, heroin and ecstasy while there is no indication that American 

Indian gangs are involved with these drugs;      

• Gangs are present in the schools in the urban setting. While the majority of 

respondents indicate that the level was moderate to minimal, a few of the officers 
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indicate the gang problem is at a severe level at their schools. Additionally, 95 

percent of the respondents indicated that there are identified American Indian 

gang members at the schools within their jurisdictions. This presence supports the 

contention that schools are a location where Native youth are exposed to and 

become involved in gangs in spite of the prevention efforts/programs in place in 

the majority of schools in this country (via D.A.R.E., G.R.E.A.T., etc.); 

• A high exposure to non-Indian urban street gangs does not impact the presence of 

American Indian gangs. There is an American Indian gang presence in areas with 

a low urban street gang presence and conversely, there are no American Indian 

gangs in urban areas with a high non-Indian gang presence. 

 

The responses indicate an American Indian gang presence in the urban setting, yet 

the numbers are lower than for urban street gangs, which coincide with the conclusion 

that American Indians are still the newest entrants into the world of gangs and have yet to 

reach the levels of already entrenched street gangs. However, their presence indicates that 

Native youth have adopted the characteristics of urban street gangs and look to them for 

those things lacking in their environment as do non-Indian youth.  

The next chapter presents the secondary focus of this study: gangs on the 

American Indian reservations with an emphasis on the extent of the reservation-urban 

connections, as well as to ascertain the current situation with respect to gangs in Indian 

Country.    
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CHAPTER VII - TRIBAL POLICE SURVEY RESPONSES 

 
 

Surveys were sent to 125 Tribal Police Departments and Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Law Enforcement Division offices (10). The intent of including reservation law 

enforcement in this study was to ascertain the extent of the reservation-urban connections 

for American Indian gang members, as well as ascertain the current situation with respect 

to gangs in Indian Country. Thirty-seven, or 30 percent, of the tribal agencies responded 

to the survey. Again, I was disappointed in the low response rate, particularly since I had 

experienced a 66 percent return rate previously for my master’s thesis research on 

American Indian gangs on the reservations across the country (see Hailer, 1998). As 

Grant (personal communication, August, 2006) pointed out, tribal police, like non-tribal 

police agencies, are inundated with research requests and perhaps due to a lack of 

manpower, a high call load, and/or may not have had the time to complete surveys sent to 

them. Unfortunately, I did not get responses from reservations that would allow a 

correlation with the responding urban areas (e.g. Phoenix with Ak-Chin or Gallup with 

Navajo, etc.), however, that will be studied at a later time. In spite of the low returns, the 

information provided by the responding officers is representative of what is presently 

occurring with respect to gangs in Indian Country. 

Table 12 below indicates the agencies that responded to the survey.  
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Table 12 - Responding Tribal Law Enforcement Agencies:  

Midwest & Great 
Plains:  Tribe State 

  Lac du Flambeau WI 

  Oneida WI 

  Mille Lacs MN 

  Nett Lake MN 

  Leech Lake MN 

  White Earth MN 

  Grand Traverse MI 

  Oglala Sioux SD 

  Sac & Fox KS 

  Winnebago NE 

Mountain West:     

  Ft Peck MT 

  Couer d'Alene ID 

  Las Vegas Paiute NV 

  Pyramid Lake NV 

  Yerington NV 

Southwest:      

  Choctaw OK 

  Concha-BIA OK 

  Muscogee Creek OK 

  Osage OK 

  Iowa OK 

  Ramah NM 

  Sandia Pueblo NM 

  Pueblo de Cochiti NM 

  Zuni NM 

  Ft McDowell AZ 

  Quechan AZ 

  Gila River AZ 

Pacific West:      

  Swinomish WA 

  Lower Elwa WA 

  Colville WA 

  La Push WA 

  Quechan CA 

  Hoopa CA 

  Sycuan CA 

  Metlakatla AK 
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*Two agencies were mistakenly sent surveys twice (Oneida and Oglala) making a total of 
37 surveys returned from 35 agencies. Responses from both Oneida and Oglala surveys 
were calculated into the totals figured below.  

**See Appendix D for a list of all tribes sent the survey.  

Of the 37 responding tribal police agencies, 57 percent (n=21) indicated they have 

identified American Indian gangs in their jurisdiction. The locations of the reservations 

reporting active gangs are listed in Table 13.  

Table 13 - Tribal Law Enforcement Agencies Reporting Gangs:  

Midwest & Great Plains     

Oneida   WI 

Lac Du Flambeau   WI 

Mille Lacs   MN 

Leech Lake   MN 

Nett Lake   MN 

White Earth   MN 

Oglala    SD 

Winnebago   NE 

Mountain West:     

Couer d'Alene   ID 

Pyramid Lake   NV 

Yerington   NV 

Southwest:     

Creek   OK 

Ramah   NM 

Ft McDowell   AZ 

Quechan-Yuma   AZ 

Gila River   AZ 

Pacific West:     

Colville   WA 

La Push   WA 

Quechan    CA 

Hoopa   CA 
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Table 14 lists the fourteen respondents that indicated they have never had a gang 

presence on their reservation. Of the fourteen respondents reporting no active gangs at 

this time, one of these respondents indicated that they have had active gangs in the past. 

No reasons were provided by this respondent for the current gang inactivity although they 

were provided options in the survey instrument.   

Table 14 – Reservations with No Gangs:  

TRIBE   STATE 

MIDWEST & GREAT PLAINS:   

Grand Traverse MI 

Sac & Fox KS 

MOUNTAIN WEST:   

Ft. Peck   MT 

Las Vegas Paiute NV 

SOUTHWEST:   

Choctaw OK 

Concha-BIA OK 

Osage   OK 

Iowa   OK 

Sandia Pueblo NM 

Pueblo de Cochiti NM 

Zuni   NM 

PACIFIC WEST:   

Swinomish WA 

Lower Elwa    WA 

Sycuan   CA 

Metlakatla AK 

 

Fourteen (38%) respondents indicated they have never had gangs on their 

reservation. The survey asked the respondents to choose from the following options to 

obtain an idea of why they have not had a history of gangs on their reservation. The 

survey choices included:  
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• Size of the reservation;  

• Law enforcement efforts to keep gangs away; 

• Activities are present on the reservation which keep their youth busy;  

• Relationship between their Elders and youth;  

• Community efforts to keep gangs away; and  

• Economic conditions.  

There were no further definitions provided for the respondents. For example, the 

option for size of the reservation was not narrowed to any particular size by square miles 

or population size(s). In future research where size of the reservation may be a variable, I 

would recommend including size ranges either by square mileage or population in order 

to determine the validity of this variable in any research question. For this specific survey 

instrument, respondents were provided the opportunity to expand on any of the choices, 

however, no respondent took that opportunity. As can be seen from Chart 18, the 

majority of respondents (93%) attributed the size of their reservation to the lack of gangs. 

With this high response rate to the option of size, I wanted to begin to explore this 

potential contributing factor for the lack of reported gangs, I obtained the reservation 

square mileage and population figures from Census 2000.   
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Chart 18 – Reasons No Active or Past Gangs:  

 

* Respondents were able to answer more than one choice.  

 

Reservation Gang Demographics 

This section addresses reservation gang demographics for the surveyed period of 

December 2005 through December 2006. Also included in the analysis of reservation 

gangs are some of the results from the 2000 Youth Gangs in Indian Country survey and 

report developed and implemented in 2001 by the National Youth Gang Center (NYGC). 

The Youth Gangs in Indian Country survey (2004) is utilized for comparison purposes 

between the nationally conducted survey and my own. As a side note, I was involved in a 

training presentation to the survey takers at the Institute for Institutional Research in 

Tallahassee Florida prior to the implementation of the survey. I was also consulted on the 

questions developed for the survey for input and my prior research (Master’s Thesis) was 

cited in the final report issued in March 2004. Many of the questions from the NYGC 

survey instrument were included in my current survey. The NYGC was sent to 577 
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Indian communities in the United States. Overall, 52 percent (n=300) of the communities 

responded to the survey. Of the 300 communities that responded, 23 percent (n=69) 

reported having active youth gangs in their communities during 2000 (pp. 3-4).  The 

results from the NYGC survey is used for comparison purposes to my own survey results. 

Where applicable, the current study will be referred to as ‘Tribal’ and the National Youth 

Gang Center’s Youth Gangs in Indian Country survey results will be referred to as 

‘NYGC’. The major difference between the two studies is that NYGC sent their study to 

all American Indian communities across the United States. My survey instrument was 

sent to those tribal communities that had tribal law enforcement agencies (n=125). 

However, incorporating the NYGC survey results and the current survey results provides 

a current and inclusive picture of gangs in Indian country by providing a measure of the 

presence, size, and criminal behavior of youth gangs in Indian Country. To illustrate gang 

activity among Indian communities of different sizes the following analysis compared 

communities with a population of 2,000 or more (referred to as “larger communities”) 

and communities with a population of fewer than 2,000 (“smaller communities”).  
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Table 15 - Communities by Population Size and Gang Presence:  
 

Small Agencies (<2,000 Population)   Large Agencies (>2,000 Population)   

        Gangs?         Gangs? 

Midwest & Great Plains:     Midwest & Great Plains:     

Lac du Flambeau   WI 1,797   Oneida   WI 3,602 YES 

Mille Lacs   MN 1,225 YES Leech Lake MN 4,850 YES 

Nett Lake   MN 470 YES White Earth MN 4,029 YES 

Grand Traverse   MI 465 NO Oglala   SD 14,484 YES 

Sac & Fox   KS 51 NO           

Winnebago   NE 1,467 YES           

Mountain West:       Mountain West:       

Couer d'Alene   ID 1,327 YES Ft. Peck   MT 6,577 NO 

Las Vegas Paiute   NV 103 NO           

Pyramid Lake   NV 1,264 YES        

Yerington   NV 132 YES           

Southwest:       Southwest:       

Iowa   OK 519 NO Concha-BIA OK   NO 

Sandia Pueblo NM 525 NO Choctaw   OK 39,984 NO 

Pueblo de Cochiti NM 712 NO Muscogee Creek OK 77,253 YES 

Ft McDowell AZ 771 YES Osage   OK 9,209 NO 

Quechan Ft Yuma AZ 1,378 YES Ramah   NM 2,167 YES 

      Zuni   NM 7,466 NO 

          Gila River   AZ 10,578 YES 

Pacific West:         Pacific West:         

Swinomish   WA 655 NO Colville   WA 4,775 YES 

Lower Elwha   WA 274 NO Hoopa   CA 2,282 YES 

La Push   WA 324 YES           

Quechan -CA CA   YES        

Sycuan   CA 120 NO        

Metlakatla AK 1,291 NO           

 
*These population divisions were adopted from criteria by NYGC Youth Gangs in Indian 
Country survey (Major, et al. 2004, pg. 4).  
 

Table 15 indicates that of the reservations in the smaller community category, 52 

percent of the respondents indicated there were gangs present on their reservation, 

compared with 64 percent of larger communities. In comparison, the NYGC found that 

17 percent of the smaller communities responding to the survey reported experiencing a 
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gang problem, compared with 69 percent of larger communities (pg. 4). It appears from 

the current Tribal survey that there is a greater presence of gangs on the larger 

reservations, however, with over half of the smaller reservations now indicating a gang 

presence leads me to conclude that reservation size is no longer a factor in the presence 

of, or lack of, gangs on the reservations as it once was.    

The Tribal survey respondents’ indicate the number of gangs currently on the 

reservations ranges from 1 (Yerington, NV) to 17 (Gila River, AZ) with the median of 5 

gangs on a reservation. The number of gang members ranged from 4 (Ft. Peck, MT) to 

1,500 (Oglala, SD) with a majority of agencies indicating they have between 25 and 40 

gang members in their jurisdiction. 

Table 16 below indicates the number of active gangs and number of gang 

members currently as indicated by the responding tribal law enforcement agencies.  
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Table 16 – Number of Gangs and Gang Members – Tribal: 

    # Gangs 
# 

Members 

MidWest & Great 

Plains:        

Mille Lacs MN 3 Unk 

Nett Lake MN 4 10 

White Earth MN 4 25+ 

Oglala SD 15+ 1,500 

Oneida  WI N/A 15-20 

Winnebago NE 3 N/A 

Mountain West:      

Ft. Peck  MT Unk 4 

Couer d'Alene ID N/A 20 

Pyramid Lake  NV N/A 5 

Yerington NV 1 5-10 

Southwest:        

Ramah NM N/A 30 

Ft. McDowell  AZ 2 48 

Quechan AZ N/A 25-30 

Gila River  AZ 17 150 

Pacific West:        

Quechan CA 3 30-40 

Hoopa CA 2 40 

N/A=No Answer   
Unk = 

Unknown  

It is unknown as to why a respondent would not know the number of gangs yet would 

provide a number of gang members in their jurisdiction. Perhaps it is due to the changing 

nature of Native gangs and alliances switching between whichever gang is in power at the 

time (Grant, 2002), or the manner of data collection, or lack thereof, which precludes the 

respondent from having those figures at the time of the survey.  
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Charts 19 and 20 provide the comparison between the two sample groups. Again, 

for the Tribal sample, the number of gangs currently on the reservations ranges from 1 to 

17 with the majority of respondents (43%) identifying 1 to 5 gangs. The estimated 

number of gang members ranged from 4 to 1,500 with 38 percent of respondents 

indicating there were 25 or fewer gang members in their communities. For the NYGC 

sample, the estimated number of youth gangs per community ranged from 1 to 40 with 

the majority of respondents (59%) identifying 1 to 5 gangs. The estimated number of 

gang members per community ranged from 4 to 750 with 32 percent of respondents 

indicating there were 25 or fewer gang members in their communities (pg. 4). 

 
Chart 19 – Comparison Number of Gangs:    
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Chart 20 – Comparison Number of Gang Members:  
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Recent studies of street gangs indicate that there is a preponderance of ‘hybrid’ 

street gangs where members are of varying ethnicities. Hybrid gangs also are present on 

reservation lands as indicated by 43 percent of the respondents. Conversely, 57 percent of 

the respondents indicated that the gangs on their reservations are all American Indian. 

Specific to Indian tribes and the effects of the reservation system of the 1800s, 

reservation lands are sometimes comprised of multiple tribes. This multi-tribal make-up 

is also reflected in gang membership as indicated by 68 percent of the respondents who 

have gangs comprised of youths from differing tribes; 32 percent responded that this was 

not the case in their jurisdiction. 

One would think that all gangs on reservation lands would be comprised of all 

American Indian individuals. However, again past federal policies and practices where 

tribal lands were allotted and fell into non-Indian ownership thus creating a ‘checker 

boarding’ of tribal lands can be attributed to the non-Indian members of some reservation 

gangs. The responses below from the tribal survey indicate that the majority of 
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reservation gangs are comprised of American Indians however, there are also gangs 

comprised of Hispanics, African-Americans and Whites. 

 
Chart 21 – Ethnicity of Reservation Gangs - Tribal:  
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 Again, comparing the two sample groups can be seen in Chart 22 and indicates 

much the same results.  

 
Chart 22 - Comparison of Racial Composition of Indian Gangs:  
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The age range of the majority of reservation gang members fell within the 16 year 

and  older ranges. As Chart 23 indicates all 20 of the Tribal sample with gang members 

indicated they had gangs whose members were over 16 years of age. 

 
Chart 23 – Age Range of Reservation Gangs:   
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* Respondents could chose from more than one age range to reflect the ages of 

their identified gang members.  
 

The youngest gang member identified was 8 years of age (three respondents indicated 

they had gang members this young). The oldest identified gang member was 60 years old. 

The median for all ages combined is 24 years of age.  

 The NYGC survey utilized a little different age criteria than I did, however, the 

NYGC survey found that one-quarter of gang members in their community were younger 

than 15 years old and that almost half were between 15 and 17 years old, suggesting that 

nearly 75 percent of all reported gang members in Indian country were juveniles 

(younger than 18 years old) (pg. 6). In the Tribal sample, that percentage increases to 95 
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percent of all gang members are under the age of 18, however the same percentage is 

indicated in the 16-18 year old range indicating that the majority of juvenile gang 

members on the reservation are 13 years and older.     

The Tribal survey asked about kinship relationships for gang members on the 

reservations. The majority of respondents (67%) indicated that they have observed 

biological or clan relatives among their gang members. The majority of respondents also 

indicated that this relationship was usually between cousins (76%), closely followed by 

brothers (71%), then uncles (57%), sisters (48%), aunts (29%), and fathers (14%). 

Armstrong and Mendenhall in the Navajo Gang Study also noted the strong kinship or 

familial relationship among gang members. Also noteworthy is that kinship relations are 

involved between rival gang members resulting in clan or family pitted against one 

another in the name of the gang. In the Tribal survey, half of the respondents (50%) 

indicated they have observed biological and/or clan relatives in rival gangs while the 

other half indicated this was not observed amongst the gangs in their jurisdiction.  

The current survey asked which year the respondents first observed a gang 

presence in their jurisdiction. The responses ranged from the early 1980s to 2004 with the 

mean year of 1994. However, gangs in Indian country continue to emerge as indicated by 

the three agencies reporting the emergence of gangs on their reservation occurred after 

the year 2000. This falls in line with previous research (Hailer, 1998) which found that 

the emergence of American Indian gangs began in the early 1990s and appeared to reach 

their height of activity during the mid-1990s (however that survey year period ended in 

1998).  Table 17 indicates the year of emergence by geographical area. 
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Table 17 – Year of Reservation Gang Emergence by Geographical Area:   

    Year 

MidWest & Great 

Plains:      

Mille Lacs MN Unk 

Nett Lake MN 1990 

White Earth MN 2000 

Oglala SD 1987 

Oneida  WI 1987 

Lac du Flambeau WI 1992 

Winnebago NE Unk 

Mountain West:    

Ft. Peck  MT N/A 

Couer d'Alene ID 1990 

Pyramid Lake  NV 1980 

Yerington NV 2001 

Southwest:      

Ramah NM 1997 

Ft. McDowell  AZ 2002 

Quechan AZ 2003 

Gila River  AZ 1989 

Pacific West:      

Quechan CA 2002 

Hoopa CA 1990 

Unk = Unknown N/A = No Answer 
 

The NYGC survey found 50 percent of their respondents indicated their gang 

problems began after 1994 and continued to emerge until the survey year 2000 with 23 

percent of their respondents indicating reservation gangs still emerging up to the year 

2000.  

Chart 24 portrays the Tribal gang emergence by year and geographical area. 
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Chart 24 – Year of Tribal Gang Emergence:  
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* MW&GP = MidWest & Great Plains; MtnWest = Mountain West; SW = Southwest; and, 
PW=Pacific West. 

 These findings confirm that gang activity is a recent phenomenon in Indian 

country and is not the longstanding or entrenched problem as it is with other ethnic/racial 

gangs across the country as discussed previously. This has important implications for 

prevention, intervention and/or suppression efforts as will be discussed in the final 

chapter.  

The geographical area appears to have no influence on the year that American 

Indian gangs emerged on the reservations. For example, we can examine the Southwest 

region.  
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Table 18 – Southwest Region Year of Gang Emergence:  

Southwest:  Year 

Creek 1995 

Ramah 1997 

Quechan 2002 

Gila River 1989 

Ft McDowell 2002 

The earliest year where gangs were observed was in 1989 at the Gila River reservation 

yet, two reservations in the region did not see the emergence of gangs on their 

reservations until 2002. Similarly, we can examine the Midwest and Great Plains region. 

Table 19 – Midwest and Great Plains Year of Gang Emergence:  

Midwest & Great 

Plains:  Year  

Nett Lake 1990 

White Earth 1999 

Oneida 1987 

Oglala 1987 

Lac du Flambeau 1992 

Again, the earliest gangs were identified at Oneida (WI) and Oglala Sioux (SD) in 1987. 

The next identified gang was at Nett Lake in 1990. Gangs did not emerge at White Earth, 

a distance of approximately 200 miles from Nett Lake (Bois Forte) until 1999.   

I can conclude that there is no correlation between region and the emergence of 

Native gangs. This indicates that other factors must be considered to explain the 

emergence of gangs on these reservations at the time they were first identified. These 
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factors have been identified previously  and briefly include: the frequency that families 

move off and onto the reservation; poverty, substance abuse, and family dysfunction; the 

development of cluster housing instead of traditional single-family housing; wanting 

connection to Native American culture and traditional kinship ties among cousins; the 

process of multiple marginalization resulting in powerlessness, and media glorification of 

the image of the street gangster as wealthy, powerful and influential,  etc. (See Literature 

Review Chapter for further discussion of these factors; Major, et al., 2004, pg. 5).   

The assertion from earlier Indian gang research has been that the distance from an 

urban center serves as a predictor for a gang presence on the reservations across the 

country. As can be seen in Table 20 below, reservations which are further away from an 

urban center do experience a gang presence (ex: Leech Lake, MN at 200 miles away from 

the nearest urban center of Minneapolis), and conversely, reservations that are closest to 

an urban center do not have a gang presence (ex: Las Vegas Paiute located within the city 

limits of Las Vegas, NV). 
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Table 20 – Reservations and Distance from Urban Center:  

REGION/Tribe   Gangs?  MILES 

MIDWEST & GREAT PLAINS:     

Lac du Flambeau   Yes 14 

Oneida     Yes W/in City 

Mille Lacs     Yes 200 

Leech Lake   Yes 200 

Nett Lake     Yes 20 

White Earth   Yes 240 

Grand Traverse   No  23 

Oglala     Yes 21 

Sac & Fox    No 15 

Winnebago   Yes 20 

MOUNTAIN WEST:       

Ft. Peck       300 

Couer d'Alene   Yes 40 

Las Vegas Paiute    No W/in City 

Pyramid Lake   Yes 1 

Yerington     Yes 10 

SOUTHWEST:       

Choctaw      No n/a 

Concha-BIA    No 40 

Creek     Yes 50 

Osage      No 20 

Iowa      No 20 

Ramah     Yes 71 

Sandia      No 1/2 mi 

Cochiti      No 35 

Zuni      No 30 

Ft. McDowell   Yes 14 

Quechan-Yuma   Yes 1/2 mi 

Gila River     Yes 1/4 mi 

PACIFIC WEST:       

Swinomish    No 14 

Lower Elwha    No 8 

Colville     Yes 150 

La Push     Yes 15 

Quechan-CA   Yes 1/2 mi 

Hoopa     Yes 60 

Sycuan      No 5 

Metlakatla    No 450 air mi 
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The average distance from an urban center for those tribal police agencies 

indicating they have a gang presence was 47 miles. The average distance for those 

agencies indicating they do not have a gang presence was 43. Additionally, using 50 

miles as an arbitrary distance from the nearest urban setting to determine those agencies 

that are ‘near’ or ‘far’ from the nearest urban setting and whether they have gangs or not, 

can be seen in Table 21 below.   

Table 21 – Distance Comparison from Urban Area:  

  
Agencies With 
Gangs   

Agencies 
Without Gangs   

  Near  Far Near Far 

n= 14 6 13 2 

% 70 30 87 13 

* Percentages were used due to the small sample size. 

These responses indicate that there are more agencies with gangs (70%) that are 

50 miles or less to the nearest urban center. This finding would initially support the 

contention that the proximity of the nearest urban setting may be used as a predictor for 

the presence of gangs on the reservations. However, the respondents indicate that there is 

a greater percentage (87%) of agencies without gangs that are also near an urban setting. 

Conversely, there are reservations great distances from the urban setting which also 

experience gangs. These findings suggest that   distance from an urban center does not 

determine or influence the presence of gangs on the reservations. The presence of gangs 

on reservations located in rural, remote locations, and the lack of gangs on reservations 

closest to an urban center support Valdez (2001), Armstrong and Mendenhall (2002), and 
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others’ who advocate that the migration of gangs onto the reservations is rather a 

‘cultural’ migration – that the gang culture itself is what has emerged on the reservations 

as opposed to an actual physical migration of gang members onto the reservations for 

criminally motivated reasons such as establishing drug markets, avoiding law 

enforcement, or establishing an alliance with American Indian gangs (Major et al., 2004).  

As discussed previously, Native gangs have adopted the characteristics and 

identity of distinctive street gangs and this includes naming. Table 22 provides a sample 

from the respondents of the nomenclature that reservation gang members have adopted. 

We can see that there is an adoption of established street gang names (e.g. Bloods, Crips, 

from the Los Angeles area; the use of ‘Vato’ from established Hispanic gangs; Gangster 

Disciples, Vice Lords, Latin Kings from the Chicago area; or geographical area and/or 

neighborhood/street name) however, many of the listed names highlight the adoption of 

an inclusive Indian gang identity (e.g. Native Mob, Warrior Society, Quechan Indian 

Pride, etc.). 
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Table 22 – Reservation Gang Names:    
Midwest & Great 

Plains: 

     

  Oneida     Native Mob Latin Kings Site I Boyz   
  Mille Lacs  Native Mob Renegade Vice 

Lord Nation 
Latin Kings
 
 
  

  

  Leech Lake   Native Gangster 
Disciples 

Reservation Vice 
Lord Nation 

Native Mob Conservative 
Vice Lords 

 

  3rd Ave Killers 
(3AK) 

Shadow Mob Latin Kings Native Style  

  Nett Lake Naturals Shnob-mob 
  
  
  

Native Mob   

  White Earth    Native Vice 
Lords 

Native Mob Project 
Boyz 

Native 
Gangster 
Disciples 

Native 
Uprising 

  Oglala      Wildboyz Never Nuthin Nice Gangster 
Disciples 

A-Town Tha  

                                   IBC-Iggies 
Westside Tru 

Indian Mafia 
AIMster Gangsters 

 Nomadz     Boyz (TBZ) AIMsta 
Gangsta 

                                   TB2 Latin Kings    
  Winnebago      Bloods West Side Locals    

Mountain West:       
  Pyramid Lake  Straight Edge East 2nd Street    

Southwest:       
  Ramah     Juse's MVV (Mountain 

View Vatos) 
MTZ   

  Ft. McDowell     East Side Blood 
Gang (ESBG) 

East Side Pride 
(ESP)  
   

   

  Quechan-Yuma   Dark Side Mob 
(DSM) 

North Korral 
Killers (NKS) 

Quechan 
Indian Pride 
(QIP) 

Vario Wino 
Town (VWT) 

 

  Gila River 

  

Sac-City 
Criminals 

Brown Pride West Side 
Locotes 

West Side 
Crips 

San-Tan 
Bloods 

                                     Southside 
Chandler 

Casa Blanca 
Gangsters 

51st St. 
Crips 

  

   83rd Ave Crips Warrior Society GTA-Grand 
Theft Auto 

Southside13 
Cosa 

 

   Skins For Life 
(S4L) 

666 Mafia    

Pacific 

Northwest:   
     

  Colville     Colville Crips New HUD NGB   
  Hoopa      Bloods XIV    
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The survey asked for the purpose of the gangs in the respondent’s jurisdiction. 

The majority (60%) indicated that the commission of crimes was the primary purpose of 

the gangs on their reservations. In the overview of street gangs, I pointed out that 

historically, street gangs were focused on protecting ‘turf’ as seen with the majority of 

Mexican-American gangs. For reservation gangs, claiming ‘turf’ was unimportant (35%), 

rather 45 percent of the respondents indicated that building strength in numbers for the 

gang was of greater importance. Again from the overview of urban street gangs, we know 

that African-American gangs were more entrepreneurially focused in their gang 

activities. For reservation gang members, making money was deemed by 30 percent of 

the respondents as a primary purpose of the gang. Fifteen percent of the respondents 

indicated that a gang would form on the reservation as a means of protection from rival 

gang members. Other reasons provided for the formation and purpose of their gangs 

included: to participate in recreational activities with their friends, acknowledgement and 

notoriety, and drugs.  

The survey asked where gang members prefer to commit their crimes. The 

majority (57%) of gang members prefer to commit their crimes both on and off the 

reservation with 38 percent committing crime on the reservation and 14 percent 

preferring to go off reservation to commit their crimes.  The majority of NYGC 

respondents (56%) also indicated that youth gangs committed their crimes both within 

and outside the community, whereas 36 percent reported that crimes were committed 

only inside Indian country (Major, et al, 2004, pg. 7). However, the majority of officers 

(63%) in the current survey indicated that they have encountered tribal youth committing 
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crimes in the urban area and then ‘fleeing’ back to the reservation. Due to the 

jurisdictional maze that is in effect with respect to criminal jurisdiction in Indian Country, 

these youths will escape detection or prosecution because non-tribal police lack arrest 

powers and/or jurisdiction on tribal lands, unless there is a mutual aid agreement in place 

allowing non-tribal police to pursue their suspects onto tribal lands for arrest and 

prosecution in the non-tribal courts. The majority of officers (72%) indicated that they do 

have cross-deputization or Mutual Aid agreements with the surrounding county or 

municipal police departments.  

The survey asked about crimes committed by gangs on the reservations. The 

respondents indicated that drug sales/possession and vandalism were the crimes 

committed most by their gang members (at 95% each), followed by burglary and thefts in 

general (90% and 86% respectively). Violent crimes such as assault with a deadly 

weapon (ADW), robbery, drive-by shootings and homicides were committed by gang 

members on the reservation but as Chart 25 below indicates, the levels are lower than for 

the property crimes category. 
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 Chart 25 – Gang Crimes on the Reservation:  
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The NYGC survey also inquired about the proportion of gang members involved 

in a variety of criminal offenses. According to the respondents, gang members were most 

frequently involved in graffiti (47%), vandalism (40%), drug sales (22%) and aggravated 

assault (15%). These findings support earlier research (Armstrong et al., 2002) that gang 

involvement in criminal activity in Indian country consists mainly of property crime 

(Major et al., 2004, pg. 7). 

Drug use and possession by gangs has grown across this country including on the 

Indian reservations. For reservation gang members, the majority of respondents (95%) 

indicated that marijuana is the drug of choice, closely followed by methamphetamine 

(76%). Reservation gang members are also involved in crack cocaine (43%) as well as 

involvement in selling and using prescription drugs such as Oxycontin and Vicodin (3 

respondents). The survey asked about observed increases in drug use/dealing by 

reservation gang members. Of the 27 respondents, 78% have observed an increase. Drug 

use and possession remains a concern for tribal police as for non-tribal police. As will be 

discussed below, the impact of methamphetamine on the reservations is rapidly becoming 
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of major concern for tribal communities. However, per the respondents to this survey, 

marijuana is seen as the drug most used and involved in trafficking on the reservations 

during this surveyed time frame.  

 

 One hypothesis under consideration is that there would be greater numbers of 

American Indian gang members if they were exposed to greater numbers of non-Indian 

street gang youth. This area of inquiry includes exposure to gangs at the schools that 

Native youth attend. The survey asked where the majority of the youth on the reservation 

attend school. Fifty-seven percent indicated that their youth attend school on the 

reservation while 54 percent indicated that the majority of their youth attend public 

schools off the reservation. The majority of respondents (57%) indicated that there are 

gangs present on the reservation schools with the majority of gangs observed at the high 

school level (46%), 40 percent observed at the middle school level, and 14 percent at the 

elementary school level. In comparison, the NYGC found 86 percent of the Indian 

country communities with gang problems indicated gang activity in one or more of the 

high schools. Additionally, 74 percent gangs were active in one or more community 

middle schools and 42 percent indicated gang activity in one or more of their elementary 

schools (pg. 6). 

Chart 26 shows a comparison in levels of gang activity on reservation schools 

from the NYGC and Tribal surveys.  
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Chart 26 - Comparison of Gangs in Schools:   
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These findings highlight the need and importance of school-based gang 

prevention and intervention programs in our schools. To find out what reservation 

schools are doing to address gangs on their campuses, the survey asked respondents if 

there are gang prevention efforts in place at the reservation schools that address the gang 

problem. The respondents indicated that reservation schools are utilizing the presence of 

a School Resource Officer (78%), parents, teachers and law enforcement working 

together to address the problem (72%), the D.A.R.E program (61%) and the G.R.E.A.T. 

programs (56%). In comparison with the off-reservation schools, 77 percent of the 

respondents indicated that there are gangs present in these schools. The off-reservation 

schools also are taking steps to address the gang problem by utilizing the School 

Resource Officer presence on campus (84%), D.A.R.E. (84%), parents, teachers and law 

enforcement working together (68%) and the G.R.E.A.T. program (53%).  

The survey asked the respondents whether they perceived the gang presence on 

the off-reservation schools as having any influence on their reservation youth. The 

respondents were given the choices of no influence, a moderate influence and a severe 
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influence with no further definitions provided. The majority of respondents (73%) 

indicated that there had been a moderate influence with 17 percent indicating that there 

was no influence and 1 percent indicating that there had been a severe influence.  

The above findings indicate that a gang presence is greater on the off-reservation 

schools that Native students attend. Both schools (on and off-reservation) are attempting 

to address the gang problem in similar ways with a heavy reliance on the presence of a 

School Resource Officer on campus as well as use of the D.A.R.E program along with 

parents, teachers and law enforcement working together to get a handle on the problem.  

 

 The current survey asked the respondents for their reasons or perceptions as to 

why gangs have formed and persist on their reservations. The respondents were given 

choices from which to select as well as the opportunity to add further comments. As can 

be seen by the responses in Table 23 below, the majority of respondents attribute the 

emergence and persistence of gangs on the reservations to tribal members who have 

become involved with gangs in the off-reservation setting and then returned to the 

reservation thus bringing the street gang life/culture with them. Also rated high are that 

gangs emerge because youth are bored and have no alternative recreational activities 

available to them. The respondents also see the emulation of the gang culture as another 

contributing factor to the formation and persistence of gangs as well as tribal members 

who have become involved with gangs while incarcerated and then return from prison 

and again, bringing the gang life/culture back to the reservation. The other reasons are 

delineated below.  
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Table 23 - Reasons for Gang Formation and Persistence:      
 
   Reasons:    % 

 Tribal members return from urban area, bring gang life with them   72 
 Youth are just bored - no alternative/recreational activities available 72 

 Emulation of the 'gang culture' as seen in media etc.     68 

 Tribal members return from prison, bring gang life with them   64 

 Economic conditions on the reservation*        40 

 Increased mobility of tribal youth between the reservation & nearest urban center 36 

 Lack of police officers to suppress gang activities     36 

 Lack of gang prevention programs available on the reservation   32 

 Exposure to gangs in off-reservation schools     28 

 Denial by the tribal community that there is a problem     28 

 Influence of close proximity to an urban area     .08 

 Influence of intermarriage between tribal members and non-Indians .04 

*It is unknown if the officers interpreted this choice as negative economic conditions 
or  positive – the rationale behind this choice was that negative economic conditions 
were a potential contributing factor. 

 
 The NYGC survey also explored influences on reservation gang activity. I do not 

know the full choices their respondents were provided but one area of comparison is the 

factor of gang members returning to the community from prison. Fifty-one percent of 

their respondents indicated that gang members returning from prison had a negative 

impact on the local youth. The NYGC states these findings are comparable to those 

outside of Indian country, suggesting that a majority of communities, regardless of size or 

location, are negatively affected by gang members returning from prison (Egley and 

Arjunan, 2002 as cited in Major et al, 2004, pg. 8).  

This finding was rather a surprise. While the literature on American Indian gangs 

referred to the presence of parolees in their community as a contributing factor to the 

emergence and persistence of gangs on the reservations, there was no further discussion 
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or data to back up this factor. In the current survey, it is surprising that there is such a 

high number of respondents who attribute the presence of gangs to returning 

inmates/parolees. What is also surprising is that it is well-known that in prison, ethnic 

groups tend to stay together or are segregated by race by prison officials in order to lessen 

inter-racial tensions (Taylor, 2003). For American Indians in prison, Grobsmith (1994) 

found in her study of Native inmates in Nebraska prisons that regardless of tribal 

affiliation, family history or place of origin, American Indian prisoners became “unified 

in prison by virtue of their unique cultural and religious activities during 

incarceration…the Indian population is one characterized by strong ethnic markers, 

desiring to stand apart from other inmates” (pg. 38).  In a survey of prisons nationwide, 

Grobsmith asked for the ways in which American Indians differed from other inmate 

populations. She found that several institutions mentioned that Indian inmates were more 

active in their religion than other prisoners, and one mentioned that Indian prisoners had 

a strong identification with and loyalty to other Indian inmates (with both positive and 

negative effects). One institution indicated that inmates were ‘clannish’ and kept to 

themself, and also as very suspicious of authority, perceiving a wrong to one Indian as an 

affront to all Indians. Grobsmith concludes that this response is consistent with the notion 

of close family-like ties among American Indian prisoners, as evidenced by their 

reference to each other in Nebraska as “brothers” (pg. 169).  

Perhaps law enforcement officers, both tribal and non-tribal, were influenced by 

their perceptions of returning inmates as contributing to the emergence and persistence of 

gangs on the reservations by published reports that American Indian gangs are operating 
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within the prison systems. Arizona prison officials made such a claim (Indian Country 

Today, 2001). However, Jose Matus, a Yaqui spiritual leader, states that the claim 

“exposes racial profiling in prisons and coincides with a movement for American Indian 

religious freedom rights. Just because they see two or three Indians hanging around 

together, right away they classify them as a gang…if they see anyone with feathers and 

tattoos they say, ‘he must be in an Indian gang’” 

(www.indiancountry.com/content.cfm?id=334).   

Lenny Foster, Navajo project director for the Navajo Nation Corrections Project, 

is a spiritual advisor for inmates and advocate of Native American religious freedom 

rights in Arizona and nationwide. Foster states he has never seen evidence of American 

Indian gangs during his visits to 96 state and federal prisons to assist with ceremonies and 

negotiate for religious rights  

(Foster, www.ksg.harvard.edu/hpaied/hn/hn_2003_navajonationcorrectionsproject.htm). 

Matus said the claim that a notorious American Indian gang, the Warrior Society, 

is operating in prisons is proof of racial profiling by prison officials who create 

distinctions by segregating groups. In fact, in Arizona, the Warrior Society were certified 

as a security threat group (STG). That certification allows state prison officials to take 

more dramatic steps to stop the gang’s criminal activities while inside prison 

(www.indiancountry.com/content.cfm?id=334). Jerry Dunn, the Department of 

Corrections Security Threat Group Unit officer, claims a group of about 120 Arizona 

inmates comprise the Warrior Society. He claims that the Warrior Society gang is 

operating statewide in Arizona and is comprised primarily of Navajos and Apaches with 
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membership open only to American Indians. Dunn accused Warrior Society gang 

members of violence, extortion and drug smuggling. Dunn claims prison officials first 

noticed the gang’s activities in 1982, when there was a fight on the athletic field at the 

Florence Central Unit where an inmate was attacked and stabbed in 1983; in 1995 gang 

members were involved in smuggling drugs and in 1998 members assaulted another 

inmate (ibid). The Arizona Department of Corrections Security Threat Group website 

claims that the majority of American Indian inmates coming into the prison system join 

the Native American Brotherhood (N.A.B.), which is a group that unites Native 

Americans inside the prison system to ensure that religious practices and ceremonial 

beliefs can be met. However, the Warrior Society is a branch of the N.A.B. whose 

members are claimed to be the younger, stronger and more aggressive inmates who 

formed for protection from other inmates in the prison units. Before the Warrior Society 

existed, Native Americans, because they were in the minority, were often victimized by 

other inmates (www.azcorrections.gov/adc/divisions/support/stg.ws.asp).  

As a result of the contradictory information above, can we accurately assume that 

there are American Indian gangs or gang members in prison which justifies the 

perception that released inmates bring the gang life with them upon returning to the 

reservation as was indicated by the respondents in the Tribal and NYGC samples? This 

question requires further and future research.  

In light of the prior discussion of close proximity to an urban area as a factor 

contributing to the presence of a gang on the reservation, it is surprising that only two 

respondents indicated proximity as a factor to the emergence and persistence of gangs on 
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their reservation. The NYGC also explored the association between gang activity in 

Indian country communities and the proximity of the communities to large cities. Of 

respondents reporting an urban influence, 70 percent were located within 120 miles of a 

large city with gang activity, suggesting that such Indian country communities are more 

susceptible to the effects of large-city gang activity. NYGC respondents also indicated 

that the persistence of gang activity in Indian country often included the spread of the 

gang culture from nearby cities and towns (by 37 percent of their respondents). Other 

contributing factors reported included:  parental apathy, erosion of the family structure, 

lack of values and low self-esteem among youth, social problems other than poverty 

(mainly drug and alcohol abuse but also unemployment, child abuse, and domestic 

violence), and a lack of positive activities for youth (NYGC, pg. 9).  

 Tribal police agencies are utilizing the same strategies as non-tribal law 

enforcement in an effort to stem the crimes and violence perpetrated by gangs. The 

majority of tribal law enforcement agencies in the current survey (64%) are utilizing the 

triad of prevention, intervention and suppression efforts towards constraining gang 

activities. Since we know that there is a cross over of tribal youth committing crimes off 

reservation and then fleeing back to the reservation to escape arrest and prosecution, there 

is a necessity for tribal and non-tribal law enforcement to work together. One way this is 

occurring is through cross-deputization and/or Memorandum of Understandings between 

tribal and non-tribal law enforcement agencies. The majority of respondents (72%) 

indicated they have such agreements in place. For example, Table 24 indicates the Tribal 

law enforcement agency and the non-tribal law enforcement agency or agencies 
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(municipal police, county sheriff and/or state police agency) which have such 

agreements: 

Table 24 – Agencies with Memorandum of Understandings:  

Tribe: 

Agreement 

With:     

Nett Lake Police County  *** 

Leech Lake Police County MN State Police 

Oneida Police County  *** 

Concho/BIA Police County  *** 

Muscogee Creek Police County  *** 

Ramah *** County NM State Police 

Sandia *** County NM State Police 

Quechan AZ & 
CA Police County  *** 

Ft McDowell *** County AZ DPS 

Ft. Peck  Police County  *** 

Lower Elwha presently working on cross-deputization agreements 

 
  

The benefits of having cross-deputization of tribal and non-tribal law enforcement 

where state and tribal lands are contiguous and intermingled include: tribal police are 

given deputy status by state authorities, and state or local police are given deputy status 

by tribal officials resulting in both the tribal police and state law enforcement having the 

power to arrest the wrongdoer, whether or not Indian and whether or not on the 

reservation. It also allows officers to call for assistance from officers of surrounding 

jurisdictions which benefit an officer who is in need of a backup officer in an outlying 

area, which might be closer to another jurisdiction than to assistance from his or her own 

agency.  However, some of the drawbacks for cross-deputization of state or local officers 

include: cross-deputization allows these officers to act on reservation lands which is not 

acceptable for some tribes; tribal police are trained differently by the tribe than state or 
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local police; and, generally, tribal officers are not state certified resulting in many state 

and local agencies not recognizing their training as adequate. As a result, they will not 

cooperate with them in a collegial manner on-site at an incident (Luna-Firebaugh, 2007, 

pp. 39-40).  

 Mutual aid agreements are negotiated contracts and require reciprocity. Problems 

encountered with these agreements include the issue of trust between agencies. Luna-

Firebaugh found that most of the tribes in her study encountered unwritten agreements 

which lead to a difficulty in holding (particularly) the county sheriffs to the agreements. 

Additionally, when officers are brought in from another agency, they are generally under 

the command of their own departments and own protocols which can be very different 

from tribal protocols and procedures. Of Luna-Firebaugh’s national sample, 63 percent 

(57) tribal police agencies had Mutual Aid Agreement’s with at least one jurisdiction; 21 

percent had existing agreements with other tribal police departments; 33 percent with city 

police; 58 percent with county sheriff’s departments and 21 percent with state police 

(ibid, pg. 41).    

 While there are concrete issues involved with formal cross-deputization and 

Mutual Aid Agreements, it appears that the situation may be changing as evidenced by 

the recent multi-agency task forces that have been formed to combat the increased 

methamphetamine use and resulting violence on the reservations. As a result of federal, 

tribal, state and local agencies combining efforts, two leaders of the Sinaloan Cowboys 

were recently arrested, convicted and sentenced to life terms in prison for their gang 

operated methamphetamine operations on the Wind River reservation. The Salt River 
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Pima also recently successfully concluded a drug sting operation resulting in mass arrests 

of methamphetamine involved individuals on the reservation and surrounding Phoenix 

metropolitan areas (see further discussion in Chapter V - Overview of Gangs in Indian 

Country).   

 One theory needing further exploration is that it is less likely Native youth will 

become involved with a gang if they reside in an environment that adheres to their 

traditional practices. One such cultural tradition is the rites of passage ceremonies for 

youth when they reach adolescence or adulthood. Again, referring to the observations by 

Clark (2005) that Diné males tend not to achieve as much as the females as the male 

ceremonies have basically ceased while the female ceremony (Kinaaldá) continues. Of 

my sample, 45 percent of the respondents indicated that there are such ceremonies for the 

males on their reservation while 54 percent indicated there were no such ceremonies.  

 
Chart 27 – Male Rites of Passage Ceremonies:  
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The results above indicate that more tribes with gangs do not have rites of passage 

ceremonies (60%) versus those that do (35%) and tribes without gangs that do have rites 

of passage ceremonies (40%) are equal to those tribes without gangs that do not have 

rites of passage ceremonies. These results lead to the conclusion that conducting rites of 

passage ceremonies may have an influence on tribal youth keeping them away from gang 

membership since 60 percent of the tribes with gangs do not conduct such ceremonies. 

However, the 40 percent of tribes without gangs do not conduct such ceremonies leading 

to the conclusion that there are other factors in place keeping their youth away from 

gangs.  

Females have purposely been omitted from the analysis due to the lack of 

significant responses received about them until the survey asked about rites of passage 

ceremonies for males and females. The responses were similar for the females with 37 

percent indicating there are traditional ceremonies for females when they reach 

adolescence or adulthood while 51 percent indicated there were no such ceremonies and 

2 respondents indicated it was unknown if there were ceremonies for females in their 

jurisdiction. Fifty percent of the respondents indicated there were identified female gang 

members while forty-seven percent indicated there were no identified female gang 

members and one respondent indicated it was unknown. A comparison was also 

conducted for tribes with and without female gang members and the presence or lack of 

rites of passage ceremonies. The results in Table 25 below indicate that there are more 

tribes with female gang members that do not have female rites of passage ceremonies 

(50%) versus 35 percent of the tribes with female gang members that do conduct rites of 
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passage ceremonies. Tribes that do not have female gang members and do not conduct 

rites of passage ceremonies is greater than tribes without gangs that do have rites of 

passage ceremonies (53% and 27% respectively).  

 
Table 25 – Comparison Rites of Passage Ceremonies for Females:  

Yes Gangs/Yes Rites 35%  No Gangs/Yes Rites 27%  

Yes Gangs/No Rites 50%  No Gangs/No Rites 53% 

Unknown  15% Unknown 20% 

 
These results lead to the conclusion that conducting rites of passage ceremonies 

may have an influence on tribal females keeping them away from gang membership since 

50 percent of the tribes with gangs do not conduct such ceremonies. However, the 53 

percent of tribes without gangs do not conduct such ceremonies leading to the conclusion 

that there are other factors in place keeping their female youth away from gangs. This 

would be an interesting area to delve further into in future analysis to see if the 

participation in ceremonial rites of passage is effective in keeping tribal youth away from 

gang participation/membership.  
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Summary of Reservation Gangs/Members 

 

• Gangs on the reservations range from a low of 1 to 17 with the average of 5 gangs 

per reservation. The number of gang members ranged from 4 to 1,500 with a 

majority of agencies indicating they have between 25 and 40 gang members in 

their jurisdiction;  

• The age range of the majority of reservation gang members fell within the 16-18 

and 18 or older ranges. The youngest gang member identified was 8 years of age 

with the average youngest gang member identified as 12 years of age. The oldest 

identified gang member was 60 years old with the average oldest gang member 

identified as 36 years of age; 

• American Indian relatives have been observed in the same gang by 80% of the 

respondents while 38% of respondents observed American Indian relatives in 

rival gangs;  

• Hybrid gangs are present on reservation lands as indicated by 43 percent of the 

respondents. Conversely, 57 percent of the respondents indicated that the gangs 

on their reservations are all American Indian;  

• The year the respondents first observed a gang presence in their jurisdiction 

ranged from the early 1980s to 2004 with the median year of 1994. However, 

gangs in Indian country continue to emerge as indicated by three agencies 

reporting the emergence of gangs on  reservations occurring after the year 2000;  

• Distance from an urban center does not determine or influence the presence of 

gangs on the reservations; 
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• The primary purpose of the gangs on the reservations was for the commission of 

crimes; 

• Drug sales/possession and vandalism were the crimes committed most by 

reservation gang members, followed by burglary and thefts in general. Violent 

crimes such as assault with a deadly weapon, robbery, drive-by shootings and 

homicides were committed by gang members but the levels fall below those of the 

property crimes category;  

• The levels of American Indian participation in reservation gangs over the past five 

years have been observed as stable, however, this is closely followed by an 

observed decrease in participation. However, over the past five years, weapon use 

has increased as has drug use/sales/possession; 

• The majority of gang members prefer to commit their crimes both on and off the 

reservation; 

• The majority of respondents indicated that they have encountered tribal youth 

committing crimes in the urban area and then ‘fleeing’ back to the reservation to 

escape detection and/or prosecution;  

• For reservation gang members, marijuana is the drug of choice, closely followed 

by methamphetamine. Reservation gang members are also involved in selling and 

using crack cocaine and prescription drugs such as Oxycontin and Vicodin; 

• The majority of respondents indicated that there are gangs present on the 

reservation schools primarily at the high school level, followed by the middle 

school level and a few at the elementary school level. Gang prevention efforts at 
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the reservation schools include:  the presence of a School Resource Officer, 

parents, teachers and law enforcement working together to address the problem, 

the D.A.R.E program, and the G.R.E.A.T. programs (in order as indicated by 

respondents); 

• The majority of respondents indicated that the presence of gangs in off reservation 

schools has had a moderate influence on reservation youth and their participation 

in gang membership on the reservations;  

• Reasons why gangs have formed and persist on the reservations have been 

attributed to: (1) Tribal members involved in the gang life off reservation are 

returning from the urban area and bringing the gang life with them; (2) the youth 

are just bored as there are no alternative/recreational activities available; (3) 

emulation of the ‘gang culture’ as portrayed in the media; (4) tribal members who 

get involved in gangs while in prison, return to the reservation and bring the ‘gang 

life’ with them; (5) economic conditions on the reservation; (6) increased mobility 

of tribal youth between the reservation and nearest urban center; (7) a lack of 

police officers to suppress gang activities;  (8) a lack of gang prevention programs 

available on the reservation; (9) exposure to gangs in off-reservation schools; (10) 

denial by the tribal community that there is a problem; (11) the close proximity to 

an urban area; and, (12) the influence of intermarriage between tribal members 

and non-Indians, and, influence of relatives (in order of number of responses for 

each choice);  
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• The majority of tribes with a gang presence do not conduct traditional ceremonies 

on the reservation for males nor females when they reach adolescence or 

adulthood leading to the conclusion that this is a potential factor for keeping tribal 

youth away from gangs.  
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Comparison of Urban Indian and Reservation Gangs/Gang Member Demographics 

With the goal of providing a complete picture of American Indian gang members 

in both the urban and reservation settings, a comparison between the two settings was 

conducted utilizing the information provided from the two sets of respondents (municipal 

and county law enforcement and tribal police agencies). The analysis and charts below 

provide us with a contemporary picture of American Indian gangs and gang members.  

The survey asked each set of respondents (urban and reservation) about identified 

American Indian gangs and gang members within their jurisdiction. Chart 28 indicates 

that 57 percent of the tribal (reservation) respondents have identified American Indian 

gang members within their jurisdiction and 44 percent of the urban agencies indicated 

they have identified American Indian gang members in their jurisdiction. 

Chart 28 - Comparison of American Indian Gangs/Members:   

 
 
 

Chart 29 below indicates the number of American Indian gangs in both the urban 

and reservation areas. 
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Chart 29 - Comparison Number of American Indian Gangs: Urban and Tribal: 
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Chart 29 above indicates the number of American Indian gangs in the urban areas 

range from a low of one to a high of 4 or more. There was a problem in consistency in the 

survey question pertaining to the number of American Indian gangs in the urban area 

versus the reservations. The urban sample were provided a top choice of four or more 

(4+) while the Tribal survey provided no numeric choices and allowed the respondents to 

insert their own numeric response. Chart 29 indicates the limited choice responses of one 

gang to the four or more. However, examining the Tribal responses, the numbers of 

American Indian gangs on the reservations range from a low of one to a high of 

seventeen. These responses indicate that there are more Native gangs on the reservations 

than in the urban areas which further indicates that the formation of Native gangs in the 

urban area, while occurring, are at lower levels than on the reservations. This finding 

perhaps indicates that American Indians living in the cities, live in areas that are not as 
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concentrated with American Indian people as the reservations, hence the youths who live 

in close proximity to one another and/or attend the same schools have resorted to forming 

gangs, yet at lower numbers than on the reservations. A further explanation can be found 

in Lobo’s observations that the urban Indian population is more dispersed and not 

neighborhood oriented, like street gangs, but is network oriented (see Lobo’s findings in 

the Literature chapter).  Hence we do not find the concentrations of Indian youth in the 

urban areas (with the exception of the Phillips neighborhood in Minneapolis).   

 Chart 30 below compares the number of gang members in the urban areas and 

reservations. An arbitrary break was assigned (at 25) to the responses to obtain a general 

idea of the numbers of gang members in the urban and reservation areas. From the survey 

responses, the number of gang members in the urban area range from a low of 3 to a high 

of 80 with the reservation responses indicating a range from a low of 4 to a high of 1,500.  

As several respondents indicted, these numbers fluctuate over time. However, examining 

the current responses leads to the conclusion that gang membership is at higher levels on 

the reservations than the urban areas for the same reasons discussed previously.  
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Chart 30 – Comparison Number of Gang Members:  
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A comparison of the age ranges of urban Indian gang members and reservation 

gang members can be seen in Chart 30 below:   

 
Chart 31 - Comparison of Urban Indian and Reservation Gang Members Age Range:  
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• Respondents were able to answer in more than one age range category 
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Reservation gang members are similar to their counterparts in the urban setting 

with the majority of reservation gang members falling into the over 16 years of age 

range. Reasons for this can be attributed to the same reasoning provided for the urban 

setting: that the legitimate economic opportunities for a livable wage are not available 

for reservation youth hence they stay in the gang for longer periods of time and 

participate in illegitimate means for making a living. In other words, the draw of the 

gang for older members remains for a longer period of time even though psychological 

and social needs may have already been met, the need for making a living prevails and 

the gang involved in drug trafficking/sales, etc. may provide that means for financial 

gain that can not be achieved outside of gang participation.  

The survey asked about the year that gangs emerged in both settings. One factor 

the literature attributes to the emergence of gangs on the reservations is the migration of 

gang involved members from the urban setting onto the reservations bringing the gang 

life and/or mentality with them. The findings as indicated in Chart 32 show that gangs on 

the reservations and urban area both were identified in 1982 however, in assessing the 

emergence during the 1980s, it appears that more gangs on the reservation were 

identified during this decade than in the urban area (4 reservation and 2 urban). Both 

areas saw a peak of Native gangs emerging during the 1990s (15 urban and 10 

reservation) with a downswing occurring in the early 2000s (3 urban and 5 reservation). 

Nevertheless, Native gangs continue to emerge on both the reservations and urban areas 

to this day indicating the continuing need for intense prevention and intervention efforts 
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in both settings, with the goal of curtailing the growth of any gangs that have emerged 

and/or may emerge in the future.     

 
Chart 32 - Comparison: Year Gangs Emerged Urban and Reservation:  
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The ethnic composition of Native gangs in the urban area are a majority (72%) 

American Indian. For those who do not belong to Indian-only gangs, American Indians 

have joined Hispanic gangs (32%), African-American gangs (22%), and White gangs 

(18%). Conversely, on the reservations in which all gangs are labeled American Indian, 

there is evidence of ethnic diversity. Native gangs are composed of American Indians 

(80%) with 12 percent of Hispanics, 5 percent Whites and 3 percent African-Americans 

comprising the remainder of reservation gang members. 
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Chart 33 – Comparison Ethnic Composition of Native Gangs – Urban and Reservation: 
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Race and ethnicity work differently in the two settings however, in the urban area, 

for those who do not belong to an Indian-only gang, they have joined other established 

gangs of differing racial composition. Conversely, on the reservations, it is other races 

that have joined the established Native gang(s). This phenomenon is perhaps due to the 

presence and availability of the differing racial/ethnic gangs in the individual’s home 

and/or school setting. As noted in the literature chapter, hybrid gangs are now prevalent 

across the United States thus we should expect to find gangs of multi-ethnic origins rather 

than the traditional racially segregated gangs whose purpose is not one of defending turf 

but furthering their criminal enterprises (aka drugs). Contributing further to the multi-

ethnic composition of gangs on the reservations is the inter-marriage between Mexican-

American males and American Indian females which has served to introduce and 

perpetuate the tradition of the gang culture onto the reservations (Interview, March 2006). 
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Both urban and reservation gang members are involved in crimes of vandalism 

and drugs at high rates. Assault with a deadly weapon was ranked highest in the violent 

crimes category followed by drive-by shootings, however, violent crimes tend to be 

committed at lower rates than the property crime rates in both settings. Chart 34 presents 

the comparisons of urban and reservation Indian crime.  

  
Chart 34 - Comparison of Urban and Reservation Indian Crime:  
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A further breakdown can be seen in Table 26. 

 
Table 26 - Comparison of Urban and Reservation Gang Crimes:  

Category Crime Urban Indian Reservation 

    % % 

Property Burglary 76 90 

  Auto Theft 57 43 

  Thefts 71 86 

  Vandalism 90 95 

Violent Assault Deadly Weapon 67 67 

  Robbery 43 43 

  Drive-by 48 33 

  Homicide 38 29 

Drug Sale/Poss 81 95 

    n=21 n=21 
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The rankings between the two settings indicate that Native criminal involvement is about 

the same with the exception of robbery and drive-by shootings which are reversed in rank 

order. These findings also indicate that urban and reservation gangs are predominantly 

involved in property crimes and drugs with involvement in violent crimes being at lower 

levels. However, even these “lower” percentages spell trouble for communities.  

 For the drugs of choice survey question, both urban and reservation gang 

members are involved in the sales/use/possession of marijuana (77% urban; 95% 

reservation) followed closely by involvement with methamphetamine (68% urban and 

76% reservation) with reservation gang members also involved in sales/possession/use of 

crack cocaine and urban Indian gang members involved with prescription drugs. While 

greater attention is being paid to the methamphetamine epidemic on reservations and 

across the United States at this time, the respondents indicate that marijuana is still the 

drug of choice for Native gang members, possibly due to the easier access and 

availability of this contraband both on the reservations and in urban areas.   
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Chart 35 – Comparison of Drugs of Choice - Urban and Reservation:  
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The survey asked about the changes over time for gang activity in the urban area 

and on the reservations. Chart 36 below indicates that the majority of urban respondents 

(62%) have observed the levels of urban Indian gang activity increasing over the past five 

years, while on the reservations, the majority of respondents (39%) are seeing the level of 

gang activity and participation staying the same or decreasing.  
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Chart 36 - Comparison of Changes in Levels of Gang Activity:  
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 * No definitions of the three levels were provided the respondents 
 

In examining these responses and observing a significant difference between the 

Increase levels, my first inclination is to conclude that American Indian youth in the 

urban setting are increasingly becoming involved in gangs. However, upon further 

reflection, because this is a new area and research has not been conducted particularly on 

urban Indian gang members, I speculate that it is the growing awareness of municipal and 

county police to the fact that American Indians are involved in gangs (whether in their 

own Indian-only gangs or as members of other established gangs) in the urban setting that 

is contributing to the majority of respondents indicating an increased involvement in 

gangs. Conversely, the responses that levels of gang involvement have stayed the same or 

have decreased may be due to the earlier research and literature that focused solely on 

reservation gangs as an emerging and dangerous problem resulting in increased 

awareness and implementation of prevention, intervention and suppression efforts by the 

reservation communities and tribal police. I conclude from these findings that urban 
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Indian gang members are not more involved in gangs in the urban setting but that the 

awareness of the police has increased regarding the presence/activities of urban Indian 

gangs. Conversely, because attention and efforts on reservation gang members have been 

in place for a longer period of time than in the urban area, reservation gang involvement 

levels have stayed the same and/or decreased as a result of the community’s and tribal 

law enforcement awareness and efforts.  

The survey asked both samples if they had encountered tribal youth committing 

crimes in the urban areas and then fleeing back to the reservation. Seventy-one percent of 

urban respondents indicated that this is the case while sixty-three percent of the tribal 

respondents indicated they too have encountered this situation. Due to the complicated 

jurisdictional issues that tribal law enforcement and communities face, this points to the 

need for resolving the jurisdictional ‘maze’ that exists in Indian country that inadvertently 

effect non-tribal areas that are near reservation communities. Many tribal law 

enforcement agencies are forming mutual aid agreements or memorandums of 

understanding with surrounding non-tribal law enforcement agencies so that each entity 

has jurisdiction in the other’s area. Fewer other agencies are cross-deputizing their 

officers (both tribal and non-tribal) so that again, each entity can enter into the other’s 

jurisdiction to arrest offenders. As pointed out by Luna-Firebaugh (2007), there are 

inherent problems with non-tribal law enforcement entering reservations to enforce the 

law and arrest Indian offenders and conversely, non-tribal law enforcement agencies have 

a problem with tribal law enforcement entering their jurisdiction to enforce tribal laws.  
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Regardless of the complexities involved, solutions must be reached by each 

governmental entity for the safety of each other’s community members since there is an 

indication of a high cross over of offenders fleeing back onto the reservation to escape 

detection and/or arrest for crimes committed in the off-reservation area and conversely, 

those who flee the reservation to escape detection and/or arrest for crimes committed on 

the reservations. At this point in time, one solution being attempted is the implementation 

of memorandum of agreements and cross-deputization. Seventy-one percent of tribal law 

enforcement agencies have entered into memorandum of agreements and/or cross-

deputization and fifty-eight percent of urban law enforcement agencies have entered into 

such agreements. At this point, it is unknown how successful, if at all, these agreements 

have been towards resolving some of the jurisdictional issues that arise.  

Schools are indicated as places for the recruitment and perpetuation of gang 

membership and activities. The survey asked both samples about a Native gang member 

presence. The majority of urban respondents (95%) indicated that there were American 

Indian gang members in the public schools in their jurisdiction while only fifty-seven 

percent of tribal respondents indicated there were gangs active in the reservation schools. 

This is a significant difference. The majority of tribal respondents (77%) also indicated 

that there were gangs present in the off-reservation schools that their students attend. 

Tribal respondents felt that a gang presence in the off-reservation schools was having a 

moderate influence on their reservation youth. The presence of Native gang members in 

schools both off and on reservation has implications for successful gang prevention 

efforts. The school environment may be the best prong for attempting to prevent gang 
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membership in what must be a multi-pronged approach in gang prevention. Efforts to this 

end can be seen by the activities of law enforcement attempting to address gang 

prevention through the D.A.R.E program at schools, the presence of School Resource 

Officers on campuses, and the cooperation and/or commitment between law enforcement, 

parents and teachers in both the urban and reservation schools in the name of gang 

prevention. The success or failure of these efforts have yet to be measured in any 

comprehensive way.    
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Summary of Comparisons between Urban Indian and Reservation Gangs/Members 

  

• Fifty-seven percent of the tribal (reservation) respondents have identified 

American Indian gang members within their jurisdiction; 44 percent of the urban 

agencies indicated they have identified American Indian gang members in their 

jurisdiction; 

• The number of American Indian gangs in the urban areas range from a low of one 

to a high of 4 or more. The number of American Indian gangs on the reservations 

range from a low of one to a high of seventeen. These responses indicate that 

there are more Native gangs on the reservations than in the urban areas which 

further indicates that the formation of Native gangs in the urban area, while 

occurring, are at lower numbers than on the reservation; 

• The number of gang members in the urban area range from a low of 3 to a high of 

80 with the reservations ranging from a low of 4 to a high of 1,500. Again 

indicating that gang membership numbers are higher on the reservations than the 

urban areas; 

• The majority of officers (80% urban and 67% reservation) have observed 

American Indian relatives in the same gang with fewer respondents indicating 

they have found American Indian relatives in rival gangs (38% urban and 50% 

reservation); 

• The racial composition of Native gangs in the urban area is comprised of a 

majority of American Indians (72%). For those who do not belong to Indian-only 

gangs, American Indians have been observed joining Hispanic gangs (32%), 
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African-American (22%) and White gangs (18%). On the reservations, the 

majority (80%) of Native gangs are made up of American Indians with 12 percent 

Hispanics, 5 percent Whites and 3 percent African-Americans comprising the 

remainder of reservation gang members. Native gangs in both settings appear to 

be following the national trend towards hybrid gang composition; 

• Reservation gang members are similar to their counterparts in the urban setting 

with the majority of reservation gang members falling into the over 16 years of 

age range; 

• Both urban Indian and reservation gang members are involved in the crimes of 

vandalism and drugs (sales/possession) at high rates (90% and 95% respectively 

for vandalism and 81% and 95% respectively for drugs). Assault with a deadly 

weapon was ranked highest in the violent crimes category followed by drive-by 

shootings (48 and 33 percentage respectively) however, violent crimes tend to be 

committed at lower rates than the property crime rates in both settings; 

• Both urban and reservation gang members are involved in the 

sales/use/possession of marijuana (77% urban; 95% reservation) followed closely 

by involvement with methamphetamine (68% urban and 76% reservation) with 

reservation gang members also involved in sales/possession/use of crack cocaine 

and urban Indian gang members involved with prescription drugs; 

• The majority of urban respondents (62%) have observed the levels of urban 

Indian gang activity as having increased over the past five years with 19 percent 

stating levels have stayed the same and 19 percent stating levels have decreased. 
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On the reservations, the majority of respondents (39%) are seeing the level of 

gang activity and participation staying the same with 32 percent observing a 

decrease and 29 percent observing an increase;  

• Seventy-one percent of urban respondents indicated they had encountered tribal 

youth committing crimes in the urban/county areas and then fleeing back to the 

reservation; sixty-three percent of the tribal respondents indicated they too have 

encountered this situation; 

• To address the complicated jurisdictional issues involved with Native youth 

committing crimes on non-tribal lands and vice versa, seventy-one percent of 

tribal law enforcement agencies have entered into memorandum of agreements 

and/or cross-deputization agreements and fifty-eight percent of urban law 

enforcement agencies have entered into such agreements; 

• The majority of urban respondents (95%) indicated that there are American Indian 

gang members in the public schools in their jurisdiction; fifty-seven percent of 

tribal respondents indicating there were gangs active in the reservation schools. 

The majority of tribal respondents (77%) also indicated that there were gangs 

present in the off-reservation schools that their students attend. The school 

environment is an important prong in what must be a multi-pronged approach 

towards gang prevention.  
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CHAPTER VIII - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

A review of the existing literature and prior research on American Indian 

gangs/gang members alluded to the presence of American Indian involvement in urban 

street gangs. This involvement in the urban setting was one of the variables attributed to 

the importation and emergence of gangs to the American Indian reservations across the 

country. What I found was lacking were actual studies of urban Indian youth and their 

involvement in urban street gangs. Anecdotal evidence had been included in the 

literature, however, no studies were found that focused on American Indian gang 

involvement in the urban setting. This lack became the motivation for this study. 

The primary focus of this study was to explore whether there is a Native 

American gang presence in the urban setting. If there are Native gangs/gang members, 

then the goal has been to ask what is the extent of gangs as well as, the characteristics of 

identified gangs and gang members. The ultimate goal of this study has been to expand 

on the existing knowledge base about American Indian gangs and the youth who make 

up their membership by including an examination of Native youth involvement in urban 

street gangs. 

The first step in this process was to survey municipal and county law enforcement 

officers with regard to the extent of their contacts with American Indian gang members 

within their jurisdictions. This methodology has a built in limitation since it draws solely 

from a law enforcement sample with a biased perspective and does not include 

interviews with urban Indian gang members.  However, police officers are the first 

responders to reports of crimes so they are the logical starting point for a study of urban 
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Indian gangs. With the additional enhancements provided by Community Oriented 

Policing strategies, activities, funding, etc., it is police officers who have extensive 

knowledge of their community and its members. Additionally, the majority of municipal 

and county law enforcement agencies have formed Gang Units, Gang Task Forces, or 

multi-agency Gang Investigators Associations, in response to the youth gang problem 

evident across this country. Hence, law enforcement officers provide my first point of 

contact regarding the extent and characteristics of gang members (American Indian and 

non-Indian) in their jurisdictions. I contend that information received from law 

enforcement officers (municipal, county and tribal) is the necessary first step if we are to 

begin to include urban Indians in any discussion on American Indian gangs and gang 

members. 

An important finding from the surveyed officers was that 77 percent of them have 

observed the formation and activities of American Indian-only gangs. This finding was 

surprising since the existing literature and prior research have stated that American 

Indian gang members have joined Hispanic, African-American and in a few instances, 

White gangs, with no mention that American Indians are forming their own gangs in the 

urban setting. This finding stimulates the need for further investigation which must 

include such questions as: Are American Indian-only gangs forming for the same 

reasons as other established street gangs – that is, they have been marginalized in the 

urban setting and gang formation is a response to this marginalization? What are their 

experiences in the urban setting (e.g. school experiences, economic and/or home 

environment) that are pushing/pulling Native youths into gangs? Is American Indian-
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only gang formation an attempt at expressing cultural pride and members’ uniqueness as 

American Indian youth who band together, yet pursue this uniqueness in a negative 

manner through the adoption of characteristics and criminal activities of established 

urban street gangs? To begin to answer these questions, I recommend the next step in a 

long-term research process is to conduct interviews with identified urban Indian youth 

involved in street gangs to glean more information about the circumstances that lead 

them to their gang membership and participation.   

 My research has shown that American Indians are the newest entrants into the 

world of street gangs but they have yet to reach the levels of criminal activities or 

violence as currently entrenched street gangs such as the Bloods, Crips, Folk Nation and 

their various ‘sets’. The presence of urban American Indian-only gangs indicates that 

Native youth have adopted the characteristics of urban street gangs and look to them for 

those things lacking in their environment as do non-Indian youth gang members. The 

questions raised from these findings include: What factors are keeping those levels of 

violent illegal activity low? Is this due to the lower numbers of American Indians in the 

population as a whole? Or do American Indian gang members continue to fall ‘under the 

radar’ of most police agencies, and their gang affiliations and/or crimes have yet to be 

detected to any degree? Alternatively, are there other reasons that have yet come to 

light?  

Other questions raised by this study include: do the factors that lead to American 

Indian gang involvement fall in line with Vigil’s multiple marginality model when he 

discusses the fact that other ethnic groups such as the Vietnamese, or El Salvadorans are 
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forced to form their own gangs as a means of protection from the already established 

Hispanic and African-American street gangs? Does the history of Relocation to the urban 

setting and the resulting marginality in these settings, compel (or ‘push and pull’ using 

Vigil’s phraseology) American Indian youth into forming their own gangs? Does the 

school experience (as indicated by high drop out rates from previous studies) push Native 

youth into gangs? Is the breakdown of the American Indian family structure, which can 

be traced to the boarding school experiences of earlier generations resulting in ‘historical 

trauma’ passed on through ensuing generations, be included as a contributing factor to the 

emergence of Native youth involvement in gangs? These are questions for further 

investigation but I predict that ‘all of the above’ are influential with varying degrees as 

explanations for the formation and participation of American Indians in urban gangs.  

One hypothesis under consideration in this study was that there would be higher 

numbers of American Indian gang members if they were exposed to a preponderance of 

street gang youth whether it be in their urban neighborhoods or at schools. The survey 

findings can not support this hypothesis. The findings indicate that there is an American 

Indian gang presence in areas with a low urban street gang presence and conversely, a 

lack of an American Indian gang presence in areas with a predominant urban street gang 

presence. Further investigation is needed to uncover the factors present in specific urban 

environments that, to date, are keeping Native youth involvement in gangs to a minimum 

even when young men are exposed to a significant gang presence. This leads me to ask: 

What are the necessary and sufficient factors needed for Native gang members to 

participate in and form their own gangs even though there is a low urban street gang 
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presence? The present research leads us to the assumption that it is a general ‘gang 

culture’ that is impacting Native youth as opposed to the actual physical presence of 

gangs that is driving Native youth to form their own gangs in the urban settings.  

The findings from the secondary research area indicate that the formation and 

persistence of Indian gangs on the reservations continues. However, based on my 

previous research on reservation gangs conducted during 1996-1998, the level of gang 

activity appears to have peaked during the mid-1990s and then dropped in intensity of 

activity and membership in the early 2000s. This decrease in intensity may be attributed 

to the raised awareness of tribal community members to the injurious nature to the 

community and individuals brought about by gangs and their crimes. The increased 

awareness and efforts have resulted in the tribal community beginning to work with the 

police, federal law enforcement and/or social service agencies to educate tribal youth, 

their families and the community on gang prevention and/or intervention issues.  

However, while the situation appears to have improved, the findings from this study tell 

us that Native gangs continue to persist on some reservations. Additionally, there are 

now indications from news articles that gang activity is becoming revitalized on the 

reservations. Some of this increase is being attributed to former gang leaders who were 

convicted and incarcerated and are being released from prison and returning home to the 

reservations. Another factor attributed to the increase in gang activity (e.g. at the Navajo 

Nation) is the increased availability of methamphetamine and other drugs on the 

reservations.  With the increasing attraction of, exposure to, and addiction to 

methamphetamine and the resulting economic gains drug sales bring to reservation 
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individuals, we can predict that the focus of reservation gangs will turn increasingly to 

include drug trafficking as a main purpose for the gangs’ existence.   

An additional recommended area for further research includes that of American 

Indians in prison and their participation in gangs while incarcerated. While the literature 

on American Indian gangs referred to the presence of parolees in the community as a 

contributing factor to the emergence and persistence of gangs in both the urban setting 

and on the reservations, there was no data or further discussions found to support this 

observation. In the current survey findings, a large number of respondents also attributed 

the presence of gangs in their areas to returning inmates/parolees. However, there is 

conflicting information regarding the extent of Native involvement in gangs while in 

prison. As discussed previously, Lenny Foster, the Navajo project director for the Navajo 

Nation Corrections Project, states he has never seen evidence of American Indian gangs 

and/or gang members during his visits to 96 state and federal prisons.  Additionally, 

prison research and the literature reveal that the various racial/ethnic groups in prison 

tend to stay together or are segregated by race to avoid intra-gang violence inside prison 

walls. This conflicting information requires further investigation to examine and/or verify 

the extent of American Indian involvement with gangs while in prison.   

Another question raised by this study, and one that I recommend be pursued 

further, includes to what extent does the strength of cultural ties (e.g. speak the language, 

participate in ceremonies, and/or Native identification) serve as a preventative measure 

for keeping Native youth from joining a gang? As stated by Lance Osborne of the Fort 

Hall, Idaho tribal police department “the kids who have tradition – none of them are in 
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gangs”, however, is this the case? How are cultural ties, or ‘traditionalism’, 

(traditionalism is a term commonly used to represent the degree of enculturation or 

orientation toward one’s native culture, Morris et al 2006), expressed by Native youth in 

the urban environments? Do they continue to attend ceremonies? Do they learn or 

maintain their Native language? To what extent do they lose or maintain their tribal 

traditions while living in the urban environment? Can traditionalism be measured in any 

valid and significant way as it pertains to urban Indian gang participation? Further 

research comprised of one-on-one interviews with American Indians (both identified 

gang and non-gang members) will lead us to answers involving this area.   

Female gang members were purposely omitted from the current analysis due to 

the lack of significant responses received about them, that is, until the survey (Tribal) 

asked about rites of passage ceremonies for males and females. Based on the initial 

responses, this would be an interesting area to delve into further, particularly if the 

presence and participation in such ceremonies is effective towards keeping Native youth 

from gang participation/membership.  

 One of the most obvious findings of this study, one voiced by all law enforcement 

respondents is that there is a need to improve their relationships with the urban Indian 

community. I feel that improved communications will resolve some of the issues raised in 

this current study. An example of the attempt to improve communications between law 

enforcement and the Native community can be found in practice in Toronto, Canada. 

Gangs of all ethnicities have also become a law enforcement and community problem in 

Canadian cities with gangs mirroring the characteristics and criminal activities of U.S. 
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gangs. Aboriginal-based gangs are also active and their criminal activities have become a 

serious concern in cities such as Regina, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton and Saskatoon. 

Aboriginal-based gangs have also been observed in more rural areas as well as on 

Aboriginal reserves. Their primary criminal activity is street-level drug trafficking with 

drugs obtained from other crime groups, such as Asian-based networks or the Hells 

Angels. The often intense rivalries between various Aboriginal-based street gangs 

occasionally erupt into violence (Criminal Intelligence Service Canada Annual Report, 

2007).  

Returning to the subject of improving relations between Native communities and 

law enforcement, in 1989 the Metropolitan Toronto Police recognized the need to 

enhance its relationship with urban Aboriginal people and assigned an Aboriginal police 

officer to the Chief’s Community Liaison Unit. Although success had been achieved in 

opening the lines of communication with First Nations people in Toronto, historical and 

cultural factors continued to prevent Aboriginal people from utilizing the full range of 

available police services. In 1992, the Metropolitan Toronto Police then established the 

Aboriginal Peacekeeping Unit, a distinct unit created to respond to the emerging needs of 

urban First Nations people and staffed by Aboriginal Police Officers. The unit attempts to 

bridge the gap between police and Aboriginal people and ensure access to police services 

which are sensitive to their cultural background and specific needs. In this unit, the role 

of a Peacekeeper is to be aware of issues in the community and to act as a mediator, 

reducing misunderstandings and resolving problems before they escalate. The Aboriginal 

Peacekeeping Unit has combined traditional peacekeeping with community policing 
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philosophy and practices. The intent of the unit has been to provide a focus for police and 

Aboriginal people to continue working together in a partnership based on mutual 

understanding and respect 

(www.torontopolice.on.ca/publications/files/brochures/aboriginalunit.pdf).  

Members of the Peacekeeping Unit are attempting to achieve change by 

employing formal and informal means in order to educate Aboriginal people about the 

police and to educate the police about Aboriginal customs, values and behaviors (Todd, 

2001, pg. 118; Clairmont and Potts (2006). I was unable to find a study which measured 

the effectiveness of this unit for either the police of Toronto or the First Nations 

community, however, I recommend that research be conducted into the feasibility for 

adoption by U.S. police in those cities with large American Indian populations – 

particularly those which have been identified in this study as experiencing American 

Indian-only gangs – and the Indian communities in those cities. For American law 

enforcement, this type of distinct unit would increase the awareness and sensitivity of 

police about American Indians living in the communities they police. Additionally 

improved communication will work towards breaking down the stereotypes of American 

Indian people held by police officers and vice versa, the urban Indian community would 

learn about the police and work towards overcoming the distrust that has built up over 

time as a result of past police practices. Additionally, this type of unit would  work 

towards the elimination of the mis-identifying of Native youth as being gang members 

when they may just be ‘hanging out’ together as opposed to participating in gang 

activities.  
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Urban Indian Centers must be included as an integral stakeholder in the effort 

towards finding solutions to preventing and/or intervening in Native youth involvement 

in gangs. Urban Indian Centers face the same financial restrictions as non-Indian 

community centers in their efforts to provide positive alternatives for our youth. Urban 

Indian Centers face even more financial limitations as agencies fight for a small share of 

the financial pie available for such agencies. It should behoove a county/city government 

to fund programs at greater levels that are aimed at improving the lives of our youth and 

families who live in the urban environs. Urban Indian Centers should also receive support 

from the home tribes – not just monetarily but by providing the means for tribal elders to 

come to the urban setting for language classes, story telling and/or Oral history lessons, 

ceremonies, etc. Any sustained effort that helps Native youth and their families reconnect 

or strengthen their ties to their cultures and traditions will have positive results.   

The gang mentality and the gang lifestyle has become alluring to American Indian 

youth. Tribal communities must recognize the pull that gangs can and do have on their 

youth. They need to take necessary steps to lessen the allure of the gang mentality 

through whatever means they determine will work for their people. Let me give some 

examples of what tribes are currently doing to address and lessen the pull of gangs on 

their young people and communities. These examples begin with actions taken by multi-

tribal groups that include both urban and tribal youth and proceed to what a single tribe is 

doing in the effort to address the impact of gangs:  

1. One solution is to bring back tribal traditions. One example of a pan-Indian group 

bringing back traditional activities can be found in the Pacific Northwest. In the 
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Seattle area children, teens and young adults participate in a canoe journey each 

July and August, by ‘pulling’ in traditional cedar canoes on the waters traveled by 

their ancestors. The journey to the host nation lasts several hundred miles, 

requiring mental, physical and spiritual preparation. There are gatherings along 

the way to the final destination, with traditional ceremonies, dance, food and 

song. Some 50,000 Indian people live in Seattle. Many urban Indian kids have 

never lived in their homeland or learned their culture. The goal of the canoe 

project is to provide one way for them to connect with their traditions for the first 

time. It also is expected to deepen ties for youth already learning their culture 

(Mapes, 2007).   

2. Another attempt to bring back traditions can be found with the Anishinaabe in 

Minnesota. Again, an inter-tribal effort, they implemented a program known as 

the Young Warrior Society where the youth who have joined, wear a red jacket 

with an eagle emblem on the back and have corresponding colors of jackets for 

each of the four levels in the Young Warrior Society. The Young Warrior Society 

requires their members to follow a code of conduct, be respectful, abstain from 

alcohol and drugs, as well as study traditional spirituality and practices. The 

Young Warrior Society provides a support system for its members and reinforces 

traditional Anishinaabe values. The youth learn skills like beadwork and drum 

making and the drum is used as a way to teach the boys discipline. According to 

leaders of the Young Warrior Society, some of their youth were in the gang 
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‘wannabe’ lifestyle, but after participating in the Young Warrior Society group, 

changed their behaviors. 

3. There must be inter-agency cooperation between urban and tribal law 

enforcement agencies. An example of this activity can be found in the Green Bay 

area of Wisconsin. The Oneida Police Department (OPD) was formed thirteen 

years ago amid considerable tension with the law enforcement agencies that had 

previously held jurisdiction in the area. In recent years however, cooperative 

relationships have been fostered. As a result, the Oneida Police Department, the 

sheriff's departments of Brown and Outagamie counties, and the Green Bay 

Police Department collaborate frequently on specific cases and issues of concern. 

Early interaction with the Green Bay Police Department on gang concerns was 

seminal in forging these relationships. Currently, a consortium of area law 

enforcement agencies from Oneida, Green Bay, Ashwaubenon, DePere, UW-

Green Bay, and Pulaski is working toward securing funding to allow the 

installation of a laptop-accessible information system in area squad cars to share 

information.  Most of the schools Oneida youth attend have a police liaison 

officer on campus.  These officers provide a police presence on school campuses 

and assist the OPD as well as other law enforcement agencies in the area to 

identify and address potentially dangerous activity. According to articles in the 

Green Bay Press Gazette, the gang problem in Green Bay has grown. Though the 

overall number of gang incidents has decreased, the severity of the incidents has 

increased. Green Bay is a natural gathering spot for all youth of the area, 
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including the Oneida. Thus the problems experienced in Green Bay will likely 

spill back to the smaller surrounding communities. Working together on these 

issues is important for the Oneida and the greater Green Bay community, and 

collaboration is often first seen among police departments (Marciel & Meyer, unk 

yr).  

4. Important in the fight against gangs in Indian Country is the incorporation of 

elders, and their parents, into any proceedings involving tribal youth. An example 

of the inclusion of elders and the parents in dealing with their youth can be found 

at Rocky Boys, Montana. Tribal courts are sentencing youthful offenders to time 

before their elders in lieu of incarceration. The elders are charged with assigning 

the youth time on cultural endeavors and lessons, and their parents are responsible 

for ensuring that their children follow through on those activities 

(www.oneskycenter.org, 2006).  

5. One way to deal with offenders requires removing that offender from reservation 

lands. Due to the restrictions imposed by Oliphant (1978), tribes have been unable 

to arrest and prosecute non-Indians for crimes committed on their lands. As a 

result, tribes have resorted to their sovereign right to banish individuals from 

tribal lands. Examples of tribes utilizing the sovereign right of banishment include 

the Lummi Nation (WA), Yavapai-Apache Nation (AZ) and Chippewa of Grand 

Portage (MN) who have all banished several methamphetamine dealers from their 

lands as a way to remove their presence from the tribe (www.oneskycenter.org, 

2006). 
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6. Tribes must acknowledge that they either currently have, or potentially could 

have, a gang presence on their lands. An example of a tribe who has taken action 

in this regard can be found at the Nez Perce tribe at Fort Hall (ID). They revised 

their tribal code to address gang-related crime and now devotes half of its police 

officers to a gang task force. Additionally, they have a tribal officer that provides 

a full-time presence in the reservation’s schools, gives gang awareness 

presentations, as well as, talks with tribal youth in the attempt to get to know them 

and their families (Ogburn, 2006).   

 

These are a few recommendations that can be implemented in order to address 

and/or reduce the lure of gangs for Native youth and their families. Grant (2006) reminds 

us that a ‘one size fits all’ approach will not succeed as each tribe and tribal community 

has its own strengths and weaknesses, as well as unique problems, so any approach to 

gang issues must be tailored to specific communities. In many parts of Indian country 

there exists the need for more effective tribal courts, better law enforcement training and 

coordination, and tribal leadership involvement in creating an atmosphere where gang 

behavior will not be tolerated. The barriers of minimization and denial must be broken 

down through education in order to allow tribal communities to more clearly see the 

behaviors of their youth. Young people need an outlet for their energy, hence basic 

employment and recreational opportunities must be created and sustained. Additionally, 

these same young people have a rich and diverse culture that can be regained through 
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mentoring and role-modeling, allowing them to see a life that is rewarding and positive, 

instead of violent and self-destructive.  

Fortunately, the levels of American Indian gang involvement are still lower than 

established street gangs, particularly in the area of gang violence. This fact makes this a 

timely opportunity for strengthening prevention and intervention efforts towards 

lessening the lure of the ‘gang life’ for American Indian youth, both in the urban and 

reservation settings, before they too become entrenched in the destructive gang lifestyle.  
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APPENDIX A – SURVEY INSTRUMENTS FOR NON-TRIBAL LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND TRIBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 

 
Non-Tribal Law Enforcement Survey Instrument:  

 
 
Name of Law Enforcement Agency          
 
Your Position (e.g. Gang Officer, Detective, etc.)        
 
Do I have permission to use your law enforcement agency’s name in any write-up of the 
results?  Yes  No 
 

If I do not have permission, be assured, I will assign a generic geographical location 

designator to protect your agency’s identity (e.g. a law enforcement agency in the 

Northeast).  

 
Section I. American Indian Gangs/Gang Members:  
 
1. Do you have American Indian gang members in your jurisdiction?  

Yes  No 
 

����   If ‘No’, please skip to Section II #19 to complete the survey. 

 

����  If ‘Yes’ please continue with the next question: 
 
2. What year did you first notice American Indian gang members in your jurisdiction?     
 
3. Have you observed American Indian-only gangs in your jurisdiction?  

Yes No 

3a. If ‘no’, have American Indian gang members joined Hispanic gangs?  
Yes No 

3b. If ‘no’, have American Indian gang members joined African-American gangs? 
   Yes No 

3c. If ‘no’, have American Indian gang members joined White gangs? 
Yes No 

 
3d. If ‘yes’, how many American Indian-only gangs are there? 
    One 
    Two 
    Three 
    Four or more  
  

3e. How many members are in each American Indian-only gang? 
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3f. What are the names these gangs call themselves?  
 
4. What is the age range of American Indian gang members in your jurisdiction? (Please 
check all that apply):  
 
    9-12       16-18 
   13-15       18 or older 
 

4a. What is the age of the youngest American Indian gang member you know of? 
    
 
4b. What is the age of the oldest American Indian gang member you know of?  

     
 
5. Do you encounter American Indian relatives in the same gang? 

Yes No 
 

5a. Do you encounter American Indian relatives in rival gangs? 
Yes No 

 
6. Are there particular geographical areas of your jurisdiction that American Indian gang 
member's ‘hang out’?   

Yes No 
 
6a. If so, please describe these areas/neighborhoods? 
  

 
7. What types of crimes are committed by the American Indian gangs/gang members in 
your jurisdiction? (Check all that apply): 
Property crimes:  

Burglaries     
Auto Theft    
Thefts in general    
Vandalism     
Other (please list):   

 
Violent crimes:  

Homicides     
Assault w/ a deadly weapon     
Drive-by shootings     
Robberies     
Other (please list):    
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Drug sales/use     
Immigrant smuggling    
Other crimes not indicated above, such as:  
 
7a. If the American Indian gangs/gang members in your jurisdiction are involved in drug 
dealing, what are the drugs 'of choice'? (Please check all that apply): 

_______ Methamphetamine 
_______ Marijuana 
_______ Ecstasy 
_______ Heroin 
_______ Crack Cocaine 
_______ Other (please list):  

 
8. At what level would you rate the extent of American Indian gang members’ criminal 
activities in your jurisdiction?  
_____ Severe 
_____ Moderate 
_____ Minimal 
_____ No problems 

 
8a. In the past 5 years, would you say the level of American Indian participation 
in gangs has:  

   Increased 
   Decreased 
   Stayed the same 
 
9. Are there any identified American Indian female gang members?  

Yes No 
 
9a. If so, what types of crimes are they involved in? (please check all that apply):  
______ Violent crimes     
______ Property crimes     
______ Drug dealing/using   
______ Other crime(s) - please list: 

 
9b. What role do American Indian females play in the gangs in your area: 
           Active gang members/active participants in criminal activities 
           As Associates/backups for their male counterparts (e.g. hide weapons or  

drugs on their person for the male gang members) 
           “Hangers on” but do not participate in gang criminal activities 
  Other:   

 
10.  Are there American Indian female-only gangs in your jurisdiction? 
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  Yes No 
10a. If ‘yes’, how many American Indian female-only gangs are there? 

 
10b. If ‘yes’, how many members are in each of the female-only American Indian 
gangs? 

 
10c. What name(s) do they call themselves? 

 
 
11. Have you observed an increase in weapon possession/use by American Indian gang 
members?  

Yes No 
 

12. Have you observed an increase in drug use/dealing by American Indian gang 
members?   

Yes No 
 
13. Do you encounter tribal youth committing crimes in the urban area and then ‘fleeing’ 
back to the reservation?   
  Yes No 
 

13a. If so, what types of crimes do they participate in when in your jurisdiction? 
  Property crimes, such as:        
  Violent crimes, such as:         
  Other crimes, such as:          
 
14. Do you have Cross-Deputization or Mutual Aid Agreements with the closest Tribal 
Police Department(s)? 
   

Yes No 
 

15. What type of jurisdictional issues do you encounter when dealing with American 
Indian gang members/offenders?  
 
 
16. Does your agency track American Indian gang members and their criminal activities?  

Yes No 
 
17. Are there identified American Indian gang members in the schools in your 
jurisdiction?  

Yes No 
 
17a. If so, what types of criminal activities do they participate in at the schools? 
(Please list):  
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18. Are there gang prevention/intervention efforts/programs in place for American 
Indians outside of the schools? 
   

Yes No 
 

18a. If so, what types of efforts/programs are in place? 
 

��  Is there anything else about American Indian gang members in your jurisdiction that 
you would like to add or think would be pertinent to this study? (Please use the space at 
the end of the survey for your additional comments): 
 
 
����  Section II.  Gangs in your Jurisdiction:  
 
19. How many gangs of any kind would you say are within your jurisdiction? 
 

19a. Approximately how many total gang members are in your jurisdiction?  
  

20. Are there 'hybrid' (mixed ethnicities of their members) gangs that operate in your 
jurisdiction?  

Yes No 
 
21. Of the total gang membership in your jurisdiction, what percentage would you say 
are: 
Hispanic       
African American     
Asian      
White      
American Indian     
Other (please indicate what ethnicities):              
Hybrid       
 
22. Approximately how many members are in each of these gangs? 
Hispanic    
African-American    
Asian     
White     
American Indian    
Other      
Hybrid     
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23. What is the age range of gang members in your jurisdiction? (Please check all that 
apply):  
 
    9-12       16-18 
   13-15       18 or older 
 

23a. What is the age of the youngest gang member you know of?    
 
23b. What is the age of the oldest gang member you know of?    

 
24. At what level would you rate the extent of gangs and their criminal activities in your 
jurisdiction?  
_____ Severe 
_____ Moderate 
_____ Minimal 
_____ No problems 
 

24a. In the past 5 years, would you say the level of gang criminal activities has:  
   Increased 
   Decreased 
   Stayed the same 
 
25. What types of crimes are committed by the gangs in your jurisdiction? (Check all that 
apply): 
Property crimes:  

Burglaries     
Auto Theft    
Thefts in general    
Vandalism     
Other (please list):   

 
Violent crimes:  

Homicides     
Assault w/ a deadly weapon     
Drive-by shootings     
Robberies     
Other (please list):    

 
Drug sales/use     
Immigrant smuggling    
26. If the gangs in your jurisdiction are involved in drug dealing, what are the drugs 'of 
choice'? (Please check all that apply): 
_______ Methamphetamine 
_______ Marijuana 
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_______ Ecstasy 
_______ Heroin 
_______ Crack Cocaine 
_______ Other (please list):  
 
27. Have you observed an increase in weapon possession/use by gang members?  

Yes No 
 

28. Have you observed an increase in drug use/dealing by gang members?   
Yes No 

 
29. Are there particular geographical areas of your jurisdiction that gang member's ‘hang 
out’?   

Yes No 
 
29a. If so, please describe these areas/neighborhoods? 
 

30. Are there any identified female gang members in your jurisdiction?  
 

Yes No 
 
30a. If so, what types of crimes are they involved in? (Please check all that 
apply):  
______ Violent crimes     
______ Property crimes     
______ Drug dealing/using   
______ Other crime(s) - please list: 

 
 

30b. What role do females play in the gangs in your area: 
           Active gang members/active participants in criminal activities 
           As Associates/backups for their male counterparts (e.g. hide weapons or  

drugs on their person for the male gang members) 
           “Hangers on” – but do not participate in gang criminal activities 
  Other:   

 
31.  Are there female-only gangs in your jurisdiction? 
 Yes No 

 
31a. If ‘yes’, how many female-only gangs are there? 

 
31b. If ‘yes’, how many members are in each of the female-only gangs? 

 
31c. What name(s) do they call themselves? 
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32. At what level would you rate the extent of gangs and their activities in the schools in 
your jurisdiction?  
_____ Severe 
_____ Moderate 
_____ Minimal 
_____ No problems 
 
33. What types of criminal activities do they participate in at the schools? (Please list): 
 
 
34. Are there gang prevention programs in place in the schools?   

Yes No 
 
34a. What types of programs are in place? (Please check all that apply): 
______ DARE 
______ G.R.E.A.T. 
______ G.A.T.E. 
______ School Resource Officer present on campus 
______ Parents, teachers and law enforcement working together for gang  

prevention  
______ Other: (please specify):  

  
 
35. Are there gang prevention/intervention efforts/programs in place outside of the 
schools? 
  Yes No 

 
35a. If so, what types of efforts/programs are in place? 
 

36. Do your officers receive specific training on gangs? 
Yes No 

 
 

36a. If so, where do you receive this training? (Please check all that apply):  
             Police Academy 
             In-house 
             With other law enforcement agencies (e.g. when task forces are formed) 
             At regional Gang Investigators meetings 
            Other (please list/describe):   
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37. Do you encounter American Indian juveniles and/or adults in a ‘non-gang’ context 
(i.e. they’ve committed crimes in your jurisdiction but are not gang members)? 
   

Yes No 
 

37a. If so, for what crimes (please check all that apply): 
  Property crimes:  

Burglaries     
Auto Theft    
Thefts in general    
Vandalism     
Other (please list):   

Violent crimes:  
Homicides     
Assault w/ a deadly weapon     
Drive-by shootings     
Robberies     
Other (please list):    

Drug sales/use    
Alcohol-related crimes (e.g. drunk in public, DUI, etc.)     
Immigrant smuggling    
Other crimes not indicated above, such as:  

 
�� Are there any additional comments or information you would like to provide about 
gangs in your jurisdiction? (Please use the space below and/or at the end of this survey if 
you need more room):  
 
�  Now I’d like to ask some demographic information – the following information will 
only be used to describe in generalities the respondents to this survey: 
 
Are you:  Male     
     Female   
 
How long have you been in your current position?    Years    Months 
 
� Have you had any experiences with gang members outside of your on-the-job 
contacts? 
 Yes No 
 
If so, would you describe that experience?  
 
 
 
If needed, may I contact you for further information? Yes No 
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If so, can you provide the phone number for contact?       
 
 
�� Would you like a copy of the results from this survey?   Yes No 

 
If so, who should I address the copy of the results to? Again, no officer names will be 
used in the write-up of this survey - I just need to know who to address the results to so I 
know that you will get them:           
 
Thank you in advance for your participation in this survey.  

� Please return the completed survey in the stamped addressed envelope provided. 

Thank you.  

 
 
Tribal Law Enforcement Survey Instrument:  

 
 
Name of Law Enforcement Agency:          
 
Your position (e.g. Gang Officer, Detective, etc.)        
 
Do I have permission to use your law enforcement agency’s name in the write-up of the 
survey results?  Yes No 
 
If I do not have permission, be assured that I will assign a generic geographical 

designator to protect your agency’s identity (e.g. a reservation in the southwest).  

 
1. Are there identified American Indian gangs within your jurisdiction?  

Yes No 
 
  If ‘Yes’ please skip to Question #3 
 
►1a. If ‘No’, have there been active gangs in the past? Yes No 
 

1b. If ‘yes’ to active gangs in the past, is the current lack of gang activity due to 
(Please check all that apply): 
          Efforts of the tribal police 
          Efforts by the community 
          A combination of the efforts of the tribal police and the community 
          Gang leaders are currently incarcerated 
          Gang leaders/members have moved away from the reservation 
          Other reasons (please list): 
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1c. If ‘no’ to active gangs in the past, why do you think gangs have NOT had a 
presence on the reservation (please check all that apply): 
          Size of the reservation 
          Good economic conditions 
          Community efforts to keep gangs away 
          Law enforcement efforts to keep gangs away 
          There are activities on the reservation to keep our youth busy 
          The relationship between our Elders and the youth 
          Parents have taken an active role in their children’s lives  
          Other reasons (please list): 

 
 1d. How far away (in miles) is the reservation from the nearest urban center? 
  
2. Which of the following crimes occurs most often in your jurisdiction? Please rank in 
order using a scale of 1-10 with 1 being the crime that occurs most often to 10 being the 
crime that occurs the least often: 
For Adults:      For Youth:  
            Homicide                 Homicide 
            Assault                 Assault 
            Robbery                 Robbery 
            Burglary                Burglary 
            Theft                 Theft 
            Auto Theft                Auto Theft 
            Alcohol/Drug involved crime              Alcohol/Drug involved crime 
            Domestic Violence               Sexual Assault 
            Sexual Assault                Vandalism 
            Child Abuse                Tagging/Graffiti 
 
 
  3. How many gangs are currently on the reservation? 
 

3a. Approximately how many total gang members are there on the reservation? 
 
 

3b. Are there 'hybrid' (mixed ethnicities of their members) gangs that operate in 
your jurisdiction?  
 

Yes No 
 
 3c. Are there gangs with inter-tribal gang members?  
   

Yes No 
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3d. Of the total gang membership in your jurisdiction, what percentage would you 
say are: 

American Indian     
Hispanic       
African American     
Asian      
White      
Other (please indicate what ethnicities):         

 
 
4. What is the age range of these gang members (please check all that apply):  
    9-12       16-18 
   13-15       18 or older 

 
4a. What is the age of the youngest American Indian gang member you know of?  
   
 
4b. What is the age of the oldest American Indian gang member you know of?  
   
 
4c. How many over 18, active American Indian gang members are there?  
    

 
5. What year was gang activity first observed on the reservation?     
 

5a. Were there any significant events or changes on the reservation at the time 
that gangs first showed up (e.g. political upheaval)?   

 
Yes No 

 
5b. If so, what were the event(s) or changes? 

 
 
 
 
6. What are the names the American Indian gangs use to identify themselves? (Please use 
the space at the end of the survey if you need more room): 
 
 
7. What is the primary purpose of the gangs in your jurisdiction?  
 _____  “Claim turf” 
______  Build strength in numbers, turf is unimportant 
______  Commit crimes 
______  Protection from rival gang members 
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   Money-making    
______  Other (please list):  
 
 
8. Where do the gang members prefer to commit their crimes? 
_____ Off-reservation 
_____  On reservation 
_____  Both on and off the reservation 
 
9. Are there particular geographical areas or neighborhoods in your jurisdiction where 
gang members commit their crimes?   

 
Yes No 

 
9a. Please describe these areas: 
 

10. Have you observed biological/clan relatives among American Indian gang members?   
Yes No 

 
10a. If so, what is the usual relationship? (Please check all that apply): 
_____  Brother 
_____  Cousin 
_____  Uncle 
_____ Sister 
_____ Aunt 
_____  Other (please list):  

  
 
10b. Have you observed biological/clan relatives in rival gangs? 

  Yes No 
 
11. What types of crimes do gangs commit in your jurisdiction? (Check all that apply): 
Property crimes:  

Burglaries     
Auto Theft    
Thefts in general    
Vandalism     
Other (please list): 
   

Violent crimes:  
Homicides     
Assault w/ a deadly weapon     
Drive-by shootings     
Robberies     
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Other (please list):    
 
Drug sales/use     
Immigrant smuggling    
Other crimes not indicated above:  
 
 
12. If the gangs in your jurisdiction are involved in drug dealing/drug use, what are the 
drugs 'of choice'? (Please check all that apply): 
_______ Methamphetamine 
_______ Marijuana 
_______ Ecstasy 
_______ Heroin 
_______ Crack Cocaine 
_______ Other (and please list): 
 
 
13. Would you say that in the last 5 years, the level of gang activity/participation has:  
_____ Increased  
_____  Decreased  
_____  Stayed the same 
  
14. Have you observed an increase in weapon possession/use by gang members?  

Yes No 
 
15. Have you observed an increase in drug use/dealing by American Indian gang 
members?   

Yes No 
 
16. Do you encounter tribal youth committing crimes in the urban area and then ‘fleeing’ 
back to the reservation?   
   

Yes No 
 

16a. What is the distance (in miles) of the reservation from the nearest urban 
area? 
  

 
17. Do you encounter non-tribal youth committing crimes on the reservation and then 
'fleeing' back to the urban area? 

Yes No 
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17a. If so, what types of crimes do they participate in? 
  Property crimes, such as: ___        
  Violent crimes, such as:          
   Other:           
  
18. Are there any identified female gang members? 

 
Yes No 

 
► If ‘No’, skip to Question #19 
 

 
18a. If ‘yes’, have you noticed a greater participation of females in gang 

activities? 
  Yes No 

 
18b. Are there female-only gangs on the reservation? 

Yes No 
   

18c. If so, how many female-only gangs are there? 
 

18d. If so, what names do they call themselves? 
 
18e. What types of crimes are female gang members involved in? 
______ Violent crimes, such as:          

   
______ Property crimes, such as:        

   
______ Drug dealing/using   
______ Other crime(s) - please list:  

 
18f. What role do American Indian females play in the gangs: 
           Active gang members/active participants in criminal activities 
           As Associates/backups for their male counterparts (e.g. hide weapons or  

drugs on their person for the male gang members) 
           “Hangers on” – but do not participate in gang criminal activities  

   Other (Please list):  
  
19. Where do the majority of the youth on the reservation attend school? 
_____  The school(s) on the reservation 
_____  Off reservation at a public school 
_____ Other (Please indicate): 
 

19a. How many of each school are on the reservation? 
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_____  Elementary school 
_____  Middle school 
_____  High school 

 
19b. How many miles away is the nearest off-reservation school? 
_____  1-5 miles 
_____  6-10 miles 
_____  11+ miles away 

  
19c. Are gangs present at the reservation schools? 

 
Yes No 
 

19d. If ‘yes’, at what grade level(s)? 
_____  Elementary school 
_____  Middle school 
_____  High school 

 
19e. If ‘yes’, are the reservation schools taking any steps to address the gang 

problem? 
   

Yes  No 
 
19f. If ‘yes’, what steps are they taking? 
_____  DARE 
_____  G.R.E.A.T. 
_____   G.A.T.E. 
_____  School Resource Officer presence on campus 
_____  Parents, teachers and law enforcement working together to address the  

problem 
_____  Other (please list):  

  
20. Are gangs present in the nearest off-reservation schools?  

 
Yes No 
 

20a. If ‘yes’, are the off-reservation school(s) taking any steps to address the gang 
problem?  

Yes No 
 

20b. If ‘yes’, what steps are they taking? 
_____  DARE 
_____  G.R.E.A.T. 
_____   G.A.T.E. 
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_____  School Resource Officer presence on campus 
_____  Parents, teachers and law enforcement working together to address the  

problem 
_____  Other (please list):  

 
21. How much of an influence do you feel a gang presence in the off-reservation schools 
has on reservation youth? 
_____  No influence 
_____  A moderate influence 
_____  A severe influence 
 
22. Do your Officers receive gang training? 

Yes No 
  

22a. If so, where do you receive the gang training? (Check all that apply): 
_____  In-house 
_____  Federal Indian Law Enforcement Training Center 
_____  With other County/Municipal law enforcement agencies 
_____  Bureau of Indian Affairs 
  With other tribal police officers in your state 
_____  Other (please list):  
 

  
23. Why do you think gangs formed and persist in your jurisdiction? (Check all that 
apply):  
_____  Tribal member(s) return from urban area, bring gang life with him 
_____  Tribal member(s) returns from prison, brings gang life with him 
_____  Emulation of the 'gang culture' as seen in media etc. 
_____  Exposure to gangs in off-reservation schools 
_____  Increased mobility of tribal youth between the reservation and nearest urban  

center 
_____  Economic conditions on the reservation 
_____  Youth are just bored - no alternative/recreational activities available 
_____  Lack of police officers to suppress gang activities 
_____  Lack of gang prevention programs available on the reservation 
_____  Denial by the tribal community that there is a problem 
_____  The influence of close proximity to an urban area  
_____  Influence of intermarriage between tribal members and non-Indians 
_____  Other (please list):  
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24. How is the reservation community responding to any law enforcement efforts towards 
addressing gang activities: 
_____  Supportive 
_____  In Denial 
_____  Not supportive 
_____  Other (please describe):  
 
25. What strategies does your agency use to deal with gang members and their activities? 
_____  Suppression only 
_____  Intervention/prevention only 
_____  Suppression and intervention/prevention 
_____  Other (please list):  
  
26. Does your agency have a Gang Unit and/or Task Force in place?   

Yes No 
 

26a. If ‘yes’, does the Gang Unit focus on: 
_____Suppression only 
_____ Prevention/Intervention only 
_____ Suppression/Prevention and Intervention 

 
27. What gang prevention programs or efforts are in place on the reservation? (Please 
check all that apply): 
_____  DARE 
  G.R.E.A.T. 
  G.A.T.E. 
_____  Boys & Girls Clubs of America 
_____  Mothers Against Gangs 
_____  Parents and law enforcement working together to address gangs 
_____  Other (please list):  
 
28. Are there any programs or efforts in place which attempt to help active gang members 
get out of the gang? 

Yes No 
 
29. Does your Tribal Code specifically address criminal gang activities? 

Yes No 
 
30. Does your agency track gang formation/activities? 
 Yes No 
 
31. Is there cooperation from the Tribal Council with your law enforcement agency in 
addressing gang issues on the reservation? 

Yes No 
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32. Do the Social Service agencies on the reservation work with law enforcement in 
crime/gang prevention efforts with ‘at-risk’ youth? 

Yes No 
 
33. Do you have Cross-Deputization or Mutual Aid agreements with the surrounding 
county or municipal Police Departments?   

Yes No 
 
33a. If so, who are these agreements with? 

 
34. Are there traditional ceremonies conducted on the reservation for males when they 
reach adolescence or adulthood? 
 
  Yes No 
35. Are there traditional ceremonies conducted on the reservation for females when they 
reach adolescence or adulthood? 
 
  Yes No 
 
 ► Do you have any additional comments or information you would like to provide about 

gangs in your jurisdiction? (Please use the space below and/or at the end of the survey 

for your comments):  
 
 
 
�  Now I’d like to ask some demographic information – the following information will 
only be used to describe in generalities the respondents to this survey: 
 
Are you:  Male    
    Female   
 
How long have you been in your current position?    Years    Months 
 
Are you:    An enrolled member of this tribe 
       An enrolled member of another tribe 
       Identify self as American Indian/Alaskan Native but am not enrolled in a  

  Tribe 
       Non-Indian 
 
� Have you had any experiences with gang members outside of your on-the-job 
contacts? 
 Yes No 
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If so, would you describe that experience?  
 
  
If needed, may I contact you for further information? Yes No 
If so, can you provide the phone number for contact?      
 
��  Would you like a copy of the results from this survey?   Yes No 

 
If so, who should I address the copy of the results to? Again, I will not use any officer 
names in the write up of this survey - I just need to know who to address the results to so 
I know that you will get them:          
 
 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation in participating in this survey.  

� Please return the completed survey in the stamped addressed envelope provided. 

Thank you.  
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APPENDIX B  - LIST OF ALL AGENCIES SURVEY INSTRUMENT SENT TO 
 

Alaska 

Anchorage Police Department 
Metlakatla Tribal Police Department 
 
Arizona 

Ak-Chin Police Department 
Arizona Dept. of Public Safety – GITEM 

Coconino County Sheriff’s Office 
Cocopah Tribal Police Department 
Colorado River Tribal Police Department  
Fort McDowell Tribal Police Department  
Gila River Tribal Police Department 
La Paz County Sheriff’s Office 
Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office 
Mesa Police Department 
Mohave County Sheriff’s Office  
Navajo County Sheriff’s Office 
Navajo Nation Division of Law Enforcement  
Phoenix Police Department 
Pima County Sheriff’s Office 
Quechan Tribal Police Department (Yuma) 
Salt River Pima Maricopa Tribal Police Department 
San Carlos Apache Tribal Police Department  
Scottsdale Police Department 
White Mountain Fort Apache Tribal Police Department 
Yavapai – Apache Tribal Police Department  
 
California 

Alameda County Sheriff’s Office 
Barona Tribal Police Department 
Cabazon Tribal Law Enforcement 
Hoopa Valley Tribal Police Department 
Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office 
Los Angeles Police Department 
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 
Oakland Police Department 
Quechan Tribal Police Department (Winterhaven) 
San Diego Police Department 
San Diego County Sheriff’s Department 
Sacramento Police Department 
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department 
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation Tribal Police Department 
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Colorado 

Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office 
Denver Police Department 
Denver County Sheriff’s Office  
Douglas County Sheriff’s Office 
Jefferson County Sheriff's Office 
La Plata County Sheriff’s Office 
Montezuma County Sheriff’s Office 
Southern Ute Tribal Police Department  
 
Connecticut 

Mashantucket Pequot Nation Tribal Law Enforcement 
Mohegan Tribal Police Department  
 

Florida 

Big Cypress Indian Reservation Tribal Law Enforcement 
Broward County Sheriff’s Office 
Hendry County Sheriff’s Office 
Miccosukee Tribal Police Department 
 
Idaho 

Bingham County Sheriff’s Office 
Coeur d’Alene Police Department 
Couer d’Alene Tribal Police Department 
Fort Hall Tribal Police Department 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Office 
Lewis County Sheriff’s Office 
Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office 
Nez Perce Tribal Police Department 
Power County Sheriff’s Office 
Twin Falls County Sheriff's Office 
 
Illinois 

Chicago Police Department 
Cook County Sheriff’s Department 
West Chicago Police Dept 
 
Kansas 

Iowa Tribal Law Enforcement 
Jackson County Sheriff’s Office 
Kickapoo Tribal Law Enforcement 
Prairie Band Potawatomi Tribal Law Enforcement 
Sac & Fox Tribal Law Enforcement 
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Maine 

Penobscot Tribal Law Enforcement 
Pleasant Point Tribal Police Department  
 
Michigan 

Baraga County Sheriff’s Office 
Bay Mills Tribal Police Department 
Chippewa County Sheriff's Office  
Detroit Police Department 
Grand Traverse Tribal Police Department  
Hannahville Tribal Police Department 
Keweenaw Bay Community Tribal Police Department 
Lac Vieux Desert Tribal Police 
Pokagaon Tribal Police Department 
Saginaw Chippewa Tribal Police Department 
Saginaw County Sheriff's Office 
Sault Tribe of Chippewa Indians - Kincheloe Law Enforcement/Public Safety 
Sault Ste. Marie Tribal Police 
Wayne County Sheriff’s Department 
 
Minnesota 
Becker County Sheriff’s Office 
Clearwater County Sheriff’s Office 
Hennepin County Sheriff’s Office 
Itasca County Sheriff’s Office 
Leech Lake Tribal Police Department  
Lower Sioux Law Enforcement Services 
Mahnomen County Sheriff’s Office 
Mille Lacs Tribal Police Department 
Minneapolis Police Department 
Nett Lake Tribal Police Department 
Red Lake Tribal Police Department  
Saint Louis County Sheriff’s Office 
St. Paul Police Department 
White Earth Department of Public Safety 
 
Mississippi 

Mississippi Band of Choctaw Tribal Law Enforcement 
Neshoba County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Montana 

Big Horn County Sheriff’s Office 
Billings Police Department 
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Blackfeet Tribal Law Enforcement 
Blaine County Sheriff’s Office 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribal Law and Order Department 
Crow Tribal Police Department 
Flathead Tribal Law Enforcement 
Fort Belknap Tribal Police Department 
Fort Peck Tribal Police Department 
Glacier County Sheriff’s Office 
Great Falls Police Department 
Hill County Sheriff’s Office 
Lake County Sheriff’s Office 
Northern Cheyenne Tribal Law Enforcement 
Powder River County Sheriff’s Office 
Rocky Boys Tribal Police Department  
Roosevelt County Sheriff’s Office 
Stillwater County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Nebraska 

Knox County Sheriff’s Office 
Omaha Law Enforcement Services 
Santee Sioux Tribal Law Enforcement 
Thurston County Sheriff’s Office 
Winnebago Tribal Law Enforcement 
 
Nevada 

Elko County Sheriff’s Office 
Fallon Tribal Police Department 
Las Vegas Metro Police Department 
Las Vegas Paiute Tribal Police Department 
Mineral County Sheriff’s Office 
Moapa Tribal Police Department 
North Las Vegas Police Department 
Pyramid Lake Tribal Police Department  
Reno Police Department 
Reno-Sparks Colony Tribal Police Department  
Sparks Police Department 
Walker River Tribal Police Department 
Washoe County Sheriff’s Office 
Washoe Tribal Police Department  
Wells Band Colony Tribal Police  
White Pine County Sheriff’s Office 
Yerington Paiute Tribal Police Department 
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New Mexico 

Albuquerque Police Department 
Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Department 
Cibola County Sheriff’s Office 
Gallup Police Department 
Jicarilla Apache Tribal Law Enforcement 
McKinley County Sheriff’s Department 
Mescalero Apache Tribal Police Department 
Otero County Sheriff’s Office 
Picuris Tribal Police Department 
Pueblo of Cochiti Police Department 
Pueblo of Sandia Police Department 
Ramah Navajo Police Department 
Santa Ana Tribal Police Department  
Sandoval County Sheriff’s Office 
San Juan County Sheriff’s Office 
San Juan Pueblo Tribal Police Department   
Taos County Sheriff’s Office 
Zuni Pueblo Police Department 
 
New York 

Cattaraugus County Sheriff’s Office 
Cattaraugus Tribal Police Department  
New York City Police Department 
Niagara County Sheriff’s Office 
Oneida County Sheriff’s Office  
Oneida Indian Nation Police 
Onondaga County Sheriff’s Office 
Ontario County Sheriff’s Office 
St. Regis Mohawk Tribal Police Department  
 
North Carolina 

Asheville Police Department 
Cherokee Police Department 
Eastern Band of Cherokee Tribal Police Dept. 
Jackson County Sheriff’s Office 
 

North Dakota 

Dunn County Sheriff’s Office 
Eddy County Sheriff’s Office 
Fort Berthold Tribal Police Department 
Sioux County Sheriff’s Office 
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Oklahoma 

Absentee Shawnee Tribal Police Department 
Cheyenne Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma 
Cherokee County Sheriff’s Office   
Cherokee Tribal Police Department 
Chickasaw Lighthorse Police Department 
Choctaw Tribal Police Department 
Creek Tribal Law Enforcement 
Iowa Tribal Law Enforcement 
Kay County Sheriff’s Office 
Kickapoo Tribal Police Department 
Kiowa Tribal Police Department 
Miami Tribal Law Enforcement 
Oklahoma City Police Department 
Oklahoma County Sheriff’s Office 
Osage County Sheriff's Office 
Osage Tribal Police Department 
Pawnee Tribal Law Enforcement 
Pawnee County Sheriff’s Office  
Ponca City Police Department 
Ponca Tribal Police Department 
Seminole Tribal Police Department  
Tonkawa Tribal Police Department  
Tulsa County Sheriff’s Office 
Tulsa Police Department 
 
Oregon 

Burns – Paiute Tribal Police Department  
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Public Safety Department 
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Tribal Police Department 
Coquille Tribal Police Department   
Harney County Sheriff’s Office 
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 
Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office 
Portland Police Department 
Umatilla County Sheriff’s Office 
Wasco County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Rhode Island 

Narragansett Tribal Police Department 
Providence Police Department 
Providence County Sheriff’s Office 
Washington County Sheriff’s Office 
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South Dakota 

Charles Mix County Sheriff’s Office 
Cheyenne River Sioux Law Enforcement 
Corson County Sheriff’s Office 
Dewey County Sheriff’s Office 
Jackson County Sheriff’s Office 
Lyman County Sheriff’s Office 
Oglala Sioux Tribal Department of Public Safety 
Pennington County 
Pine Ridge Tribal Police Department 
Rapid City Police Department 
Rosebud Tribal Police Department 
Shannon County Sheriff’s Office 
Todd County Sheriff’s Office 
Ziebach County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Texas 

Dallas County Sheriff’s Office 
Fort Worth Police Department 
Harris County Sheriff’s Office 
Houston Police Department 
Kickapoo Tribal Police Department 
San Antonio Police Department 
Tarrant County Sheriff’s Office 
Tiqua Tribal Police Department  
 
Washington 

Clallam County Sheriff's Department 
Colville Confederated Tribes Tribal Police Department 
Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Public Safety Department 
Douglas County Sheriff’s Office 
Ferry County Sheriff’s Office 
Grays Harbor County Sheriff’s Office 
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office 
King County Sheriff’s Office 
Kitsap County Sheriff’s Office 
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office 
Lower Elwha Klallum Tribal Police Department 
Lummi  Tribal Police Department 
Makah Tribal Police Department 
Muckleshoot Tribal Police Dept. 
Nisqually Tribal Police Department 
Nooksack Tribal Law Enforcement 
Pierce County Sheriff’s Office 
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Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribal Police Department 
Puyallup Police Department 
Puyullap Tribal Police Department 
Quileute Public Safety Department 
Quinault Tribal Police Department 
Seattle Police Department 
Spokane Police Department 
Spokane Tribal Police Department 
Swinomish Tribal Police Department 
Tacoma Police Department 
Upper Skagit Law Enforcement 
Yakama Tribal Police Department 
Yakima County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Wisconsin 

Brown County Sheriff’s Office 
Green Bay Police Department 
Lac Du Flambeau Police Department 
Menominee County Sheriff’s Office 
Menominee Tribe Law Enforcement Center 
Milwaukee County Sheriff’s Office 
Mohican Nation Police Department 
Oneida Tribal Police Department 
Shawano County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Wyoming 

Albany County Sheriff’s Office 
Fremont County Sheriff’s Office 

Laramie County Sheriff’s Office 
Lander Police Department  
Natrona County Sheriff’s Office 
Wind River Tribal Law Enforcement 
 
Bureau of Indian Affairs Offices:  

Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Eastern Oklahoma) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Colorado and New Mexico) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Navajo Reservation only, Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
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(Kansas and Western Oklahoma) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and Idaho) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Montana and Wyoming) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Oregon, Washington, and Idaho) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(New York, Maine, Louisiana, Florida, North Carolina, Mississippi, Connecticut and 
Rhode Island) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(California) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Alaska) 
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan and Wisconsin) 
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APPENDIX C – LIST OF RESPONDING LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES  
 

Alaska 

Anchorage Police Department 
Metlakatla Tribal Police Department 
 
Arizona 

Arizona Dept. of Public Safety – GITEM 

Fort McDowell Tribal Police Department  
Gila River Tribal Police Department 
Mesa Police Department 
Phoenix Police Department 
Quechan Tribal Police Department (Yuma) 
Scottsdale Police Department 
 
California 

Alameda County Sheriff’s Office 
Hoopa Valley Tribal Police Department 
Los Angeles Police Department 
Oakland Police Department 
Quechan Tribal Police Department (Winterhaven) 
Sacramento Police Department 
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department 
San Diego Police Department 
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation Tribal Police Department 
 
Colorado 

Jefferson County Sheriff's Office 
 
Idaho 

Bingham County Sheriff’s Office 
Couer d’Alene Tribal Police Department 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Office 
Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office 
 
Illinois 

Chicago Police Department 
Cook County Sheriff’s Department 
 
Kansas 

Sac & Fox Tribal Law Enforcement 
 
Michigan 

Detroit Police Department 
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Grand Traverse Tribal Police Department  
Wayne County Sheriff’s Department 
 
Minnesota 
Itasca County Sheriff’s Office 
Leech Lake Tribal Police Department  
Mahnomen County Sheriff’s Office 
Mille Lacs Tribal Police Department 
Nett Lake Tribal Police Department 
St. Paul Police Department 
White Earth Department of Public Safety 
 
Montana 

Fort Peck Tribal Police Department 
Great Falls Police Department 
Powder River County Sheriff’s Office 
Stillwater County Sheriff’s Office 
 
Nebraska 

Winnebago Tribal Law Enforcement 
 
Nevada 

Las Vegas Metro Police Department 
Las Vegas Paiute Tribal Police Department 
Pyramid Lake Tribal Police Department  
Sparks Police Department 
White Pine County Sheriff’s Office 
Yerington Paiute Tribal Police Department 
 
New Mexico 

Albuquerque Police Department 
Gallup Police Department 
Picuris Tribal Police Department 
Pueblo of Cochiti Police Department 
Pueblo of Sandia Police Department 
Ramah Navajo Police Department 
Zuni Pueblo Police Department 
 
Oklahoma 

Cheyenne Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma (Concho-BIA) 
Cherokee County Sheriff’s Office  
Choctaw Tribal Police Department 
Iowa Tribal Law Enforcement 
Muscogee Creek 
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Osage Tribal Police Department 
Ponca City Police Department 
Tulsa Police Department 
 
Oregon 

Harney County Sheriff’s Office 
Wasco County Sheriff’s Office 
 
South Dakota 

Dewey County Sheriff’s Office 
Jackson County Sheriff’s Office 
Lyman County Sheriff’s Office 
Oglala Sioux Tribal Department of Public Safety 
Pennington County Sheriff’s Office 
Rapid City Police Department 
 
Texas 

Fort Worth Police Department 
Harris County Sheriff’s Office 
Houston Police Department 
 
Washington 

Clallam County Sheriff's Department 
Colville Confederated Tribes Tribal Police Department 
Douglas County Sheriff’s Office 
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office 
Lower Elwha Klallum Tribal Police Department 
Quileute Public Safety Department 
Spokane Police Department 
Swinomish Tribal Police Department 
 
Wisconsin 

Green Bay Police Department 
Lac Du Flambeau Police Department 
Menominee County Sheriff’s Office 
Oneida Tribal Police Department 
Shawano County Sheriff’s Office 
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